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JOURNAL 

July 20,1927 
Took leave of Doctors Chapman and Murphy and the 

Museum in the afternoon.Mr. Thomas Barbour, the reptile expert, 

informed us of Plasmochin which fixes malaria with none of the 

discomforts that accompany the action of quinine ;it is a Ger- 

man preparation,which we shall probably be unable to get. 

G.R.and I were accorded a memorable farewell cele- 

bration by many of the best in Yale 'e7.We departed from the 

Grand Gentral at 9:45 H.S.T.on the Montrealer with all our bag- 

gage, instructions,and the 6000 auk shells-.Also two bottles of 

champagne,a perfect charade of the coals to Newcastle idea. 

July 21 
Arrived at Montreal at 8:50 feeling no ill effects 

from Ludington's symposium.We visited McGill University ,noting 

particularly the Library where was on exhibition a strange col- 

lection of Italian bird illustrations done-in feathers .Unsuc- 

cessful in procuring Plasmochin.Lunched with Mr.Frank Clergue, 

ex-Bangor,and his friend Henry Josephs ,who played in the McGill 

backfield the first year a contest was ever staged with Harvard 

in Montreal.OQur host took us around his house which contained 

among other things the first piano(not a copy)played on by Pad- 

erewski in North America,a petrified tree-stump from Japan,two 

tusks from a walrus estimated to be over 200 years old,a genu- 

ine Turner,and the second watch built by the Hamilton makers. 

The meal,served by a Japanese servant, included caviar and real 

Madiera.Spent the afternoon swimming off an island in the St. 

Lawrence,returning in time to catch the trans-Canada Limited 

at 6:45 E.S.T.At dinner we killed the first bottle. 

July 22 
Both of us exercised our new typewriters strenuous- 

ly with eminent epistulary result.Have already met two travel- 

lers bound for Sydney on the Aorangi: a ship-builder from Free- 

mantle,returning from a trip to Sweden,and a Londoner named Hi 

bert whose one fraternal distinction is membership in the A.O. 

F.B.(Ancient Order of Froth Blowers) ;its ideals are contained 

in the name.A second degree is conferred upon the receipt of 

25 neophytes and one becomes a"Blaster" ;then a“Monsoon" ,and fi- 
nally a'"Grand Typhoon".The order provides automatic insurance 
to its members against everything that one could not possibly 
contract except" bitsers"(bits'o tin,bits'o wood,etc.,)Excel- 
lent scenery around Lake Superior.Temperature about 75.Saw som 
small ducks,doves,and hawks. 

July 23 
Got off the train at Winnipeg and got the returns 

on the Dempsey-Sharkey fight.In strolling up the main street, 
we nearly missed the train;but returned to a most uninterest- 
ing afternoon's ride.Hot and dusty.Praries. 

July 24 
The first sight of the Rockies came about 9 A.M. 

By noon we were well into them- Banff and Lake Louise show- 
ered passengers upon us as well as scenic beauty.3.0 grades 

and spiral tunnels make one dizzy,the last,the Connaught be- 

ing 15 miles long under Mt.Sir Donald(Glacier,B.C.)By 6 P.M. 
we were leaving them behind. 
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July 2 
: mai at Vancouver at 9:30 of a bright morning and the 

first object of importance that we saw was the S.S.Aorangi, 
22,000 tons net displacement and very trim in appearance .At 
10:30 we left for Seattle on the Princess Marguerite.On board 
were Alston Jenkins and Martin Fenton,both Yale'29.In Victoria 
we had a swim in the Crystal Garden pool.The sail down the 
sound was delightful.In Seattle we found Collins by sheer good 
fortune,for the telegram we sent from Moose Jaw never reached 
him.He immediately treated us to two box-spring beds. 

July 26 
a Among the many delightful indulgences of this day were 

swimming in Lake Washington and a seaplane ride over the city. 
After a splendid dinner we caught the same Princess Marguerite 
back to Vancouver.This trip was ex cathedra and not on the gen- 
erosity of the Museum(editor's note). 

July 27 
Am Up betimes and busied about luggage.The auk shells were 

intact.A few supplies up-town and we were ready to sail,which 
we actually took part in.The Aorangi stopped for 2 hours in 
Victoria where we put foot on land for the last time before 
getting to sea.By 9:30 we were watching the lights disappear 
over the horizon. 

July 28 Lat.46-52 N. Long.128-6 W. Run 226 (noon recording) 
We are surrounded by Australians of very slight acquaint? 

ance.Our table companions- Mr.&Mrs.H.P.Christmas of Sydney. 

July 29 Lat .42-49 N. Long.135-49 W. Run 408 
G.R.ill with chills and fever from under-eating and gen- 

eral change of environment;kept to his bunk and visited by the 
ship's surgeon who pronounced him a perfect specimen.We have 
resolved on a schedule(pronounced shedule in Anzac)that is goO- 
ing to be difficult to follow-reading,writing,and exercising 
at regular times(and drinking). 

July 30 Lat.37-58 N. Long.142-15 W. Run 413 
15/ tax for privilege to compete in deck-tennis and 

quoits I call burglary especially since the entries for every- 
thing except billiards,an aged game had closed before we were 
collared.Unfortunately it is a"necessary expense".The ocean 
Out here is even calmer than near land.I always had an idea 
that it was due partly to depth,but Johnstone's"Study of the 
Oceans reveals the fact that the deeps in the Pacific are all 
off the several continental shelves.The food on board is excel- 
lent;we hope to keep our weight down by exercise. 

The most distinguished passengers, I suppose,are Hon. 
William McCormack M.L.P.,Premier for Queensland,and Sir George 
Fairbairn,one of the biggest sheep owners in Australia.By far 
the nicest man,from the American point of view is Mr.Pullar,a 
young Scotch,who is representing a famous cotton firm of Edin- 
burough, established by his grandfather. 

July 31 Lat .32-43 N. Long.147-33 W. Run 408 (Sunday) 
890 miles from Honolulu at noon.The most important event 

of the day was the divine service,conducted by Commander H 
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Crawford Esq. The doctor read the lesson in unintelligible 

fashion,showing that the perfect Oxford accent can be wholly 

as strange as that of Brooklyn,N.Y.On the whole the religious 

exhibition was dull and inadequate.Why not organize a choir,as 

suggested by H.A.Eccles,a delightful doctor from Cornwall. 
"They played a tune on that beastly harmonium that no 

one had ever heard before,and nothing happened." 
The orchestra quite outdid themselves in an evening 

concert om the verandah cafe:stuff they could play- Gilbert & 
Sullivan and English folk-dances. 

August 1 Lat.27-22 N. Long.152-24 W. Run 408 
Weather and sea continue favorable with prevailing 

winds SSW.Both wrote many letters in anticipation of Hawaii. 

August 2 Lat.22-1 N. Long.156-53 W. Run 408 

Raised the island of Molokai shortly after 1 P.M. and 

a consequent rush of humanity to the boat-deck.A few gulls and 

terns about the ship.The approach to Honolulu harbor is a rhap- 

sody in blue;beautifully protected by reefs,the surf rolling 

in,great combers in line.Over in the inlet to Pearl Harbor lay 

a three-masted schooner,the name of which I have forgotten, but 

which was later pointed out as the carrier of numerous scien- 

tifie expeditions.She is privately owned.Diamond Head lies off 

to your right and the town loses itself in the sloping hiit- 

side which is finally surmounted by volcanic ridges.There are 

very few peaks;the group is volcanic in origin. 

By 6:30 we were in the surf at Waikiki beach off the 
Moana Hotel.We decided to spend the night.Governor Wallace 

Farrington was cordial(classmate of Cy Hamlin at the Univer- 

sity of Maine) ;his married daughter particularly so.His offi- 

cial residence is the former home. of the last queen,Liliokil- 

anea.Built of coral,it has been added to and improved by Amer- 

ican comforts.We were received in a large piazza-like room 

where green plants peeped in on all sides .Mrs .Whittemore( the 

daughter) as we were about to leave invited us to what she 
termed"a rare Hawaiian party".It was.There we stepped into the 
midst of a fast younger set. that would rival that of New York's 
suburbia and experienced the native drink okuleou( phonetic). 
Music was provided by two Hawaiian orchestras,one jazz and the 
other a typical trio.The singing was enchanting.A native girl 
danced the hula kui in full»regalia with such grace and spirit 
that most of the female guests were induced to emulate her re- 
markable movements.The governor's daughter was particularly 
effective.In a group of three they danced a liliu-e which is 
designed to present a graphic description of the departed 
queen's anatomy.To the hotel after a late supper. 

August 3 
Up at 7 and into the luxurious surf.At 7:30 Dr. Bryant 

of theBishop Museum telephoned and later appeared in his Ford 
to take us for a ride.We visited the Aquarium and then circled 
Diamond Head;up on Pale the wind blows 70 miles an hour as a 

casual thing;it is a driveway that leads up to the historic 
scene of the battle in which Kamanemea pushed the defenders 
over the cliff and asserted superiority over the whole group 
of Hawaii.The view takes in the naval base and an are of the 
coast for something like 20 miles.We met the director of the 
Aquarium,Dr.Edmondson.The best part of the plant is its labor- 

atories;the students can bring specimens in right off the 
reefs.The collection is small but very beautiful,and quite rep- 
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resentative.Then the University,an institution of over 1000 

students and remarkable facilities- five or six large build- 

ings,outdoor swimming pool,football and baseball fields,and a 

couple of barrack-like dormitories.We stopped in at the labor- 

atories of pineapple and sugar commissions where scientific 

knowledge is developed concerning the culture and protection 

of these valuable products. These are the foundation of the 
wealth of Hawaii.Insects and birds of particular species have 

been imported to combat pests,worms and bugs,that has threat- 

ened their welfare. 
At the Bishop Museum we met Dr.Gregory.a much-antici- 

pated event.Our friend Bryant took us on a rapid but veryin- 
structive tour of the museum collections.He is Yale S'2l and 
spent 9 months on the"France",so his kindness was extremely 
welcome.He is sort of head curator and an etymologist by spec- 
jality.The Polynesian stuff was wonderful representing prac- 
tically all the Pacific archipelagoes.It. was our luck also to 
meet Dr.Buck an ethnologist and an authority on the Maoris.A 
Dr.-Stokes urged us to discover the method of manufacture em- 
ployed in the making of adzes in the Solomons .Gregory told us 

not to forget land-shells and Bryant,of course, insects.I do 

hope we can send them something. 
Panini(native name of Frances Farrington) ,and Drs. 

Gregory and Bryant were at the pier with sweet leis of ginger- 
flower and awa pue,the blossom that exudes the very essence of 
the islands.The whole cerulean scene is before our eyes again- 
the water,the gentle slopes,and the cloud-capped mountains ;na- 
tive boys do swan-dives off the hurricane deck as the Aorangi 
backs out.Furtive looks both on ship and shore;aloha oe,and 
the blessed islands are a wraith.In the harbor one casts one's 
lei into the ocean- if it floats,the traveller will surely 
return. 

August 4 Lat.15-20 N. Long.161-14 W. Run 408 
Saw a few shearwaters and another larger bird, probably 

@ species of petrel,brown dorsal markings with white on its 
underwings.Will the day ever come when I can recognize a_  spec- 
imen with confident assumption? The Committee has inaugurated 
another sports competition which we both entered to do right 
by aes Museum.I was eliminated in the first round of the deck 
quoits. 

August 5 Lat.9-24 N. Long.164-46 W. Run 412 
In the second round of the deck tennis I was thorough- 

ly drubbed by a Jew named Lazarus.G.R.reports that he saw two 
albatrosses this morning. 

August 6 Lat.3-45 N. Long.167-56 W. Run 389 
Saw what appeared to be some species of petrel this 

morning.The Indian Ocean has attracted my interest lately and 
its islands especially- the Chagos,Seychelle,Maldive,Laccadive, 
and Andaman groups.Have these been thoroughly investigated?To= 
morrow around two A.M. we cross the equator.The mutation of 
Climate has been one of the fascinations of the voyage, passing 
gradually into an opposite solstice. 

August 7 Lat.2-12 8. Long.171-25 W. Run 414 (Sunday) 
The Church of England had to get on without me this 

morning About 1:45 we raised Mary Island,a typical coral atoll, 

the island furthest west of the Phoenix group.The bird life was 
wonderful.Gannets were plentiful and mostly of one species; 
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terns and shearwaters.I recognized the fairy tern.Nothing on 
the island except a few palms and an old deserted hut.The 
blue lagoon enclosed by the atoll is about 3 miles wide.A 
large fringing reef to the northwest along the shore.There 
were many large birds but not albatrosses,mollymawks probab- 
ly.In crossing the prime meridian we lose one day.Many of the 
birds stayed with the ship until quite late at night. 

August 8 Lat .8-15 8. Long.174-48 W. Run 413 
Passed the Horne Islands this morning,volcanic forma- 

tions thickly wooded and uninhabited.Not many marine birds in 
evidence.Some shearwaters. 

August 9 Lat.14-30 8S. Long.178-45 W. Run 403 
G@.R.wins a prize at the fancy dress party as the" most 

sustained character .This enhances our chance of meeting some 
of the select passengers.We have met one man from the Solomons, 
a missionary of the C of E- R.C.Rudgard of Pawa on the island 
called Ugi,a little one located off the NW of Guadalcanar. 

August 10 This day does not exist as far as we are concerned. 

August. 11 Lat. and Long. at 9:30 Suva,Fiji. 
The approach is not as beautiful as that of Hawaii, 

and particularly because the natives were burning sugar cane 
stalks.The harbor is well protected by barrier reefs,having a 
rather narrow entrance channel.It is actually a bay due to a 
promontory that extends out to sea quite a ways on the south. 
The natives impress one immediately by their wonderful phy- 
siques and rugged appearance;many of them do stevedore work on 
the pier.The only thing to do in Suva is to ride about;very 
interesting if you can keep awake,very dull if you cannot,and 
very expensive either way.About three hours and you are finish- 
ed if the ride is not.The driver never goes over 15 miles an 
hour, murmuring something about traffic regulations in reply to 
protest;at least ten cars passed us.The idea is to draw out th 
time.Well,we saw a native village whose picturesqueness had 
been dissipated by tourist exhibitionism. The young people are 
lazy and have lost their powers of vigor because of the white 
mores.We called on the chief who was busy making poi,but who 
raised his head to say,"Samboda" (evidently"good-day ;g00d-bye- 
\Samboida").The location of the village was pretty- on the top 
of a bluff overlooking the harbor.The aboriginal natives would 
be expected to have difficulty in maintaining their culture,be- 
ing outnumbered by Orientals and Indians.Very interesting was 
the government bird sanctuary well up in the interior;there 
was also a botanical garden,all this at an altitude of about 
700 feet.We crossed the Nausori river,pictured below and visi- 
ted a sugar refinery.The chief produce of the islands consists 
of banmanas,sugar,and pineapple. 

Foolishly we had hunch at the Grand Pacific Hotel (Gr. 
Terrific Hotel) ,which was just bad.The Aorangi was cleared by 
2:30.We left native coin-divers waving farewell from their 
dug-outs and singing"Show Me the Way to Go Home",first in Eng- 
lish and then in Fijian.About 7:30 we passed close to the out- 
lying island in our course,lying under a full moon,a light- 
house on the reef and a cloud on the mountain.The Solomons are 
only a few days run to the west.Gulls and shearwaters were in 
evidence until midnight when G.R.and I have a half hour ses- 
sion on the forepeak. 
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August 12 Lat .23-34 §. Long.177-9 E. Run 337 
Change in temperature and humidity phenomenal ; overcast 

nearly all day until it cleared quite suddenly about 6 P.M. 

Twenty-four hours ago we were panting around Suva;now we are 

getting out the coats and rugs. 

August 13 Lat .29-58.S. Long.176-8 E. Run 388 
This is the roughest day we have had so far,many peo- 

le staying below.Air much colder than yesterday;fur coats were 

in evidence.A gymkana was held in the afternoon.In the evening 

prizes were distributed in the lounge.The session ended with a 

great exchange of encomiums:the captain said in all his exper- 

lence he had never seen such an energetic and efficient sports 

committee i Sir George Fairbairn announced that this voyage 
was certainly the finest of his career.The last word was a quo- 
tation of the captain's- obviously a stock offering used every 

trip,something about"for the knowledge of whom I am richer,and 

of me they no poorer,I guess(or hope)." 

August 14 Lat .36-25 S. Long.174-59 E. Run 391 
\ At noon we were 60 miles from Auckland and approach- 

ing-the Bay of Islands.The harbor is remarkably protected 
thereby,great volcanic masses, exhibiting extinct craters .New 
Zealand is a\wonderful thermal region.Saw many petrels and as 
we came-closer black-backed gulls in large numbers and a small 
gull,white with grey wings having white tips,and red feet. 

Passing the customs was quite laborious.And then the 
only thing we found ashore was a circle of frenzied evangel- 

ists and socio-political ranters.One was expounding all the 

texts in the Bible that dealt in description of hell;another 

Opposite jvas damning American wealth and morality as dipicted 
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by the movies;furthermore he denounced America as a nest of 

war propaganda and sabre-rattling. 

August 15 
The Museum revealed a splendid Maori collection- imp- 

lements , dwelling -places, and dress;wonderful wood carving .The 

bird and animal exhibits looked ratty;poorly mounted and ra- 

ther jumbled.It makes one appreciate how valuable the groups 

pictured in their natural environment by the artists in N.Y., 

are for fixing the specimens in the mind of the observer.I did 

gee one or two tattooed heads in very poor state ;those on the 

Ath floor of our Museum are certainly remarkabke.The Zoo was 

very fine and the best thing the town offers.-Located in a 

large hallow with paths leading down in terrace fashion.The 

carnivores looked in excellent shape;and quite a variety al- 

though the institution is only four years old.Splendid bird 

specimens,especially eagles and vultures ;pigeons,parrots,and 

finches were plentiful.The keeper was particularly proud of 

the American bison. 

August 16 Lat.34-21 S. Long.170- 1 E. Run 344 

Since it is the end of winter down here we have deci- 

ded not to go to Tasmania,which would cost us plenty and make 

us very cold.The definite sailing date of the Mataram that will 

take us to Tulagi is the 31st according to the purser.Saw six 

mollymawks which are following the ship and one lone black 

storm petrel.I am tempted to float a hook out baited with meat 

to see if I can catch one and try skinning it. 

August 17 Lat.34-16 S. Long.162-37 E. Run 367 

Someone had an idea that we should arrive two days 

early but the Tasman Sea kicked up and the Aorangi is travel- 

ling at half speed.So we shall arrive on the 19th, one day ear- 

lier than the schedule calls for.The last days drag.Saw a few 

shearwaters- I should say,puffinus(gavia or assimilis) ;flight 

very rapid and zig-zag.The mollymawks are still with us ,beau- 

tiful in flight. (— I - 
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August 18 Lat.33-58 S. Long.156-38 E. Run 298 

Quite rough last night and the worst it has been dur- 

ing the whole voyage this morning.Luckily we have gotten used 

to it so we do not miss a meal.To-morrow morning early we shall 

raise Sydney Heads.The doctor informed me that this is the 

breeding season for albatrosses.To-day we saw flocks of little 

shearwaters and isolated petrels. 

August 19 
Awoke in time to sea the South Head go by.Picked up 

the doctor at 7 and by 8 we were anchored well up in the 

'srbor.CGonsiderable confusion about luggage and we finally 

got up to the Australia Hotel.Richards first gesture,signal- 

izing our advent to New South Wales was to spill a large order 

of cocktailed oysters on his vest.In the afternoon we called 

on Burns Philp & Co.,the reputed agents of Mr.Beck.An official 

named Virtue thought he might be at Gizo but no one was sure 

of anything.The American Consulate had a letter from Mr.Beck 

dated sometime in January.G.R-advises sending a wireless to Tu- 

lagi which will be done to-morrow. 

Two American physicians on lecturing tours of the Aus- 

tralasian Universities got on at Auckland(Drs.Cavallo(?) and 

Bishop) ;the former introduced us to a Dr.Todd on the pier who 

is a trustee of the Zoo.He promised to try to put us in touch 

with some bird men in Sydney. 

Sydney harbor 

JO m ofongea 
Fe 

(Lop kh Zoo 

August 20 
The Mataram gets in to-morrow.I made an appointment 

with a dentist to have him take care of a tooth I broke on 

the Aorangi.After lunch we took a remarkable ferry ride up the 

Parramatta River.A good deal of nice land under cultivation.On 

the banks grow numbers of mangrove trees,their roots in the wa- 

ter and often covered with molluses,oysters probably.Saw black 

swans and cormorants of some kind with white throats.At the 

end of the trip we were conveyed by a ridiculous train to 4 

place called Rosehill,a race course in action.We came in time 

to see the last race after which we returned to town on a race~ 

track special.Our tickets,presented to us by the ferryman,were 
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no good but the conductor did not seem to mind if we did ride 

along. 
’ The dinners at the Australia are excellent.We get our 

breakfasts with beds,eat very light lunches outside wherever 

we happen to be,and order plenty in the evening.This night we 

saw the first great venture of the Australasian Pictures Inc., 

"Por the Term of His Natural Life",the scenario based on the 
novel by Marcus Clarke.The cold air here at-night makes for 

fine sleeping. 

August 21 
Sunday and inevitably a dull day in theory.We visited 

the Zoo and were well entertained.The birds are excellent, part- 

icularly inland aquatic species- herons,cranes,storks,and king- 

fishers.Tropical birds well represented.The bower bird is very 

interesting,possessing a strange call and eccentric habits. 

There were birds of paradise from New Guinea and birds of prey 

from the interior of Australia.Marsupials,of course,and the 

Tasmanian devil,the only mammal in this part of the world that 

does not carry its young in a pouch.Here,too,the object of 

their pride is the American bison.The Zoo itself is located on 

a hillside across the harbor from the city;somewhat like the 

Auckland institution,the exhibitions are arranged in a terrace 

formation;and the carnivores in dens behind ditches so that 

one does not have to look at them through bars.In this they 
are better than our American zoos,but not in variety of selec- 
tion.The return ride in the ferry gave us a fine view of H.M.S. 
Sydney,the conqueror of the Emden,which is anchored in the har- 
bor.This evening we sent a wireless message to Mr.Beck at Tu- 
lagi. 

August 22 
Weather continues clear and cool.Yesterday afternoon 

we visited the Heads and Watson's Bay.Application for permis- 
sion to go to the Solomons revealed the fact that we must first . 
be cleared by the Internal Revenue Department.And since I have 
a visa for Australia only I must have another picture taken of 
my face.Visited an art gallery and the Library. 

August 23 
A second visit to the Zoo gave us more of an insight 

into the bird collection,which is even larger than we judged. 
The Aquarium was open and is stocked with native fish from the 
vicinity of Sydney harbor.Quite a large tank full of sharks.To- 
day we paid for our passage and secured the necessary signa- 
tures from the tax office that enabled the passport dept.to 
give us visas.To date we have attended two dramatic offerings, 
The Road to Rome" and"The Ringer". 

August 24 
Inspected the Maloja with a fellow passenger from the 

o.. who sails on her to-morrow from Wooloomooloo(name of a 
wharf) .This man,Dr.Eccles,is a charming old fellow and resides 
in Cornwall near the sea.Of late I have been seeing a good bit 
of a dentist. 

August 25 
G.R.off for the Jenolan Caves,a mountain resort,at 

9 A.M.I again tried a few chemists for Plasmochin without suc- 
cess.Since I had to purchase something I got some knives and 
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fishing tackle to trade with natives.Then I watched the Aorangi 

steam out.The dentist in addition to the broken tooth found 

four swell cavities. 

August 26 
This morning I discovered that all our luggage was in 

{imminent danger of being chucked into Sydney Harbor;we suppos- 

ed that we had left it under customs bond,but this privilege 

does not entail responsibility for over 24 hours.eI had it tran- 

shipped to the Mataram wharf.The S.S.Ventura brought us each a 

couple of letters.Spent the afternoon and evening in the Libra- 

ry-Thunder showers somewhat relieved the impending drought. 

August 27 % 
. What is duller than a morning in a White de luxe mo- 

tor bus? The answer is,an afternoon.I had resigned myself ar 

ter the first stop for morning tiffin,but after lunch the scen- 

ery began to excite interest and wonder;added to the comfort 

of half a whole back seat,which was vacated at Katoomba, it 

made the afternoon quite enjoyable.Blue Mountains they are and 

reminiscent of Vermont,very rugged and peopled with iron-wood 

forests.From one o'clock we climbed to over 3000 feet, eventual- 

ly running along a ridge that overlooked a broad valley.There 

upon the summit was a monolisk erected to the memory of the 

three men that first blazed a trail over the mountains,led by 

Gaptain Lawton(1815).The view down the valley resembles the 

Yellowstone in spots.Nothing else except tea in a ramshackle 

hotel.Very little habitation which gave the scenery a pristine 

beauty.We slid over a hill and dropped into the valley of the 

caves,passing G.RK.about five miles from town on his afternoon 

overland.Goasting through a vaulted grotto called the Devil's 

Goach House where the wind rushes,the expectant traveller pas- 

ses all the entrances to the various caves and suddenly finds 

the Caves House bursting about his ears.This lies in the ex- 

act bottom of a huge draw and roughly wooded slopes confront 

every window.No heat except open fire-places which are not’ 

much-help.The place is government-run and provides sanctuary 

in a surrounding area for wild birds and animals.There are 

rock wallabies,possum,goats,and rabbits in profusion;bird life 

is prolific,the Australian kingfisher(laughing jackass) ,king 

parrots, jays,magpies,crows,and numerous small birds that we 

could not recognize. 
The caves are a result of geosyncline weakness in th 

under-strata;great pressures have creased the surface strata in 

to indistinguishable layers,while it has given way below, form- 

ing the caves.The upper crust is really a great mountain from 

external appearance.Qne enters them from the lowest level and - 

climbs.An underground river keeps the cave bed cut out by a cm- 

stant process of erosion.The roof is gradually settling and th 

openings are slowly closing because of this and the lime car- 
bonate growths in the interior.Stalagmites,which grow up from 
the floor are more rapid in process than the stalactites,which 

grow down from the ceiling. 

August 28 
Yesterday a month we sailed from Vancouver.To-day be- 

ing Sunday we sought God in the earth,visiting two of the best 

caves.Guides are most solicitous and point out all the forma- 

tions,chemical and plastic.Most of them have developed stock 

answers of humorous intent for all possible questions.tor in- 
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stance: 
"Looking up you see the vault of the Devil's Coach 

House,one hundred and eighteen feet in height from which the 

recorder for births,deaths,and marriages for this district fell 

in the year 1867." 
Question:"Was he killed." 

"aAh,no- he was a public servant." 

One chamber was 250 feet X 200 and beautifully marked 

and colored by iron oxides. 

August 29 
The ride back reminded me painfully of the ride out; 

for I was jammed in beside a fat lady all the way.Besides the 

stops for tiffin,we saw Leura Falls and the Jamieson Valley- 

famous jumping-off places recently graced by the tender gazes 

of H.»R.H.the Duke of York and his wife,the Duchess.The bus got 

us to the hotel in good time to bathe,dress,dine,and around 

the corner to the theater for"Ruddigore".This was easily our 

most enjoyable experience in New South Wales. 

August 30 
A great decision was reached this morning,namely not 

to proceed to Brisbane by the steamer-motor route proposed by 

our table companions on the Aorangi.We were very foolish to 

consider it since it costs five pounds more and entails grave 

risk in regard to baggage-Mr. Lawson, the consular=general re- 

gistered us as defenders of the Constitution and promised to 

facilitate the transportation of any remains,etc.,The dentist 

finished the job on my teeth,extracting five guineas from me 

in the last visit.Spent the afternoon and evening at the Libra- 

ry. 

August 31 
G.R.got an eleventh hour inoculation against small- 

pox.Upon arriving at the pier we were informed that the ship 

might not go to Brisbane at all on account of an impending 

general strike in Queensland,startling news when we realized 

that by the morning's vacillation between going on the Mataram 

and going via the tourist route and Byron Bay we were playing 

dangerously with the chance of missing the only boat to the 

Solomons in six weeks.The news did prompt action,for we had 

time to rush back uptown and buy the few things we had thought 

of getting in Brisbane.The Mataram finally got off but shortly 

anchored in Watson's Bay to wait for the mail from Melbourne. 

This held us up three hours but.we finally got out of the Head 

with H.M.A.S. Sydney right in our wake.Later we learned that 

she is bound for Tulagi also;and that the Leftenant-Commander 

went around the islands with this ship the last trip in order 

to learn the reefs. 
, The Matarm is only about 5000 tons but quite chummy 

and comfortable;her maximum speed is ten knots but she goes 
all the time.About 35 passengers,most of them taking the round 
trip for health or holiday.In the harbor we saw many gulls of 
the peculiar Australian variety- silver gull,I think they call 
it-small(about 18 inches) ,white breast,silvery-grey back,and 
black tips on the wings.In addition I saw one lone albatross, 
a strange enough sight,paddling around amongst them.It was un- 
Mistakably diomedea exulans,the first of this species I have 
honestly seen. 
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September 1 Lat .30-56 S. Long.153-7 E. Run 205 
Navigators hug the coast to get the advantage of a 

cold current,evidently Antarctic in origin,that moves quite 
rapidly northward.This part of the shore is sandy and does not 
appear to support much.Saw some cormorants similar to those 
described in connection with the trip up the Parramatta River. 
Also terns and larger birds that I think are gannets- very 
adept at diving,sometimes from the height of fifty or a hun- 
dred feet,the bird penetrating the water quite a few feet af- 
ter prey.Whales are around in schools- humpbacks and right 
whales on their way south to colder waters. 

There is one little man on board named Quintal who 
hails from Norfolk Island.Heis a descendant of one of the mu- 
tineers of H.M.S. Bounty that went ashore and settled on Pit- 
cairn Island in the early part of the nineteenth century .He 
has promised to send me some photographs of birds that he has 
taken on Norfolk Island. 

September 2 Lat.27-le S. Long.153-29 E. Run 233 
Weather has never been so fine.Terns plentiful;also 

counte some petrels.On the basis of some reassuring word by 
radio the captain has decided to go to Brisbane.At 3 P.M.we 
passed Moreton Island and entered the bay (also Moreton), 
which is over 20 miles wide,the entrance to the Brisbane River. 
On the way in we passed the William Penn of Galveston,the first 
American ship we have seen since we left.Vessels going to Bris- 
bane stop at Pinkenba which is at the mouth of the river and 
15 miles from town.The latter we reached by motor and in time 
to catch a few stores open so that we could get a few things 
we thought we might need.All the residential houses are most- 
ly one-story bungalow style and built on piles,somewhat remi- 
niscent of Honolulu. 

September 3 Lat.25-11 S. Long.153-19 E. Run 147 
1063 miles from Tulagi at noon to-day,and Sandy 

Cape,the last bit of mainland we shall see for some time just 
dropping over the stern.Here through the second's glasses I 
Was shown some wild horses on this bleak spot- he called them 
brumbies ,little fellows with thick necks and rather large 

heads for their bodies.More whales to-day and some only 200 
yards off the ship.One gave us a great thrill by"breaching", 
leaping clear out of the water;then he would pound on the sur- 
face of the water lazily with one great fin.Birds not as plen- 
<td they have been- a few flocks of shearwaters and lone 
petrels. 

September 4 Lat .21-36 S. Long.154-36 E. Run 227 
Fairly rough to-day.We have caught the trades.Saw 

some Mother Cary's Chickens,little black and white birds;they 
appear to"shear" in their flight,skimming the water with their 
wings like the shearwaters. 

September 5 Lat. 17-54 S. Long.156-4 E. Run 238 
Prevailing SW trade winds keepus cool;in addition 

the sky is overcasteAt noon we were 598 miles from Tulagi and 
general prognosis has it that we shall be in port by Wednesday 
evening(7th)and shall anchor in the harbor until morning.Thig 
afternoon we passed close to Mellish Reef,a coral atoll of con- 
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siderable extent.One of the Burns Philp boats on this run 

piled up thereon four years ago with the present skipper of 

this ship in command.He ordered one blast on the whistle as we 

swung off to the starboard to pronounce a sort of benediction. 

Flocks of birds around the reef,most of them too far away for 

recognition.A few gannets came near enough to see their beauti- 

ful markings and features:black body and head with almost or= 

e under-markings on wings and breast- straight,white beaks. 

The" sparks"has promised to try to find out from the Tulagi sta- 

tion whether or not the"France"is in port.Last night we had a 

"14ttle visiter"in our cabin in the form of one specially de- 
signed wave,the aperture of entrance being beside the upper 

berth which I occupy. 
I had my attention called to Rennel Island, one 

that is SW of the Solomons and somewhat isolated from them.The 

Mataram took two government investigators,evidently geologists 

to Tulagi last trip;they were on their way to Rennel.According 

to report it is quite untouched;they say there is only one nav- 

igable harbor,for the island rises out of the sea like a great 

plateau.There are natives on it in a primitive state using im- 

plements of stone and wood,there being no iron on the place. 

September 6 Lat.14-10 S. Long.157-11 E. Run 234 
Another overcast day with the glass falling.Our 

friend Mr.Quintal told me a great deal about Norfolk Island;he 

remembers well when the"France"collected there something like 
three years ago.It must.be a wonderful place to live;excellent 

climate and no disease.They raise dairy cattle and grow all 

their own vegetables. I tried to catch birds off the stern 
with fish hook and line- no success;it is too difficult to 
attract their attention and besides Burns Philp are not in fa- 

vor of the idea. 

September 7 Lat.10-29 S. Long.158-50 E. Run 243 
Barometer down to 29.2,squalls of rain frequent.At 

noon 121 miles from Tulagi-.About 4 P.M.we sighted Guadalcanal, 
the southernmost island of the group."Sparks' in communication 
with Tulagi tells us that the"France"is not in nor is her pre- 
sent whereabouts known-Guadalcanal was an ominous looking plac 
its skyline showing dimly through heavy blue-black storm 
clouds ;nevertheless a welcome sight.Saw a few sea birds(petrel) 
far off,an encouraging sign. 

September 8 
We stayed up last night until the ship anchored in 

Tulagi harbor about 1:30 A.M.this morning.An exceptional piece 
of navigation and a lovely sight when we had hove to.Cooling 
breezes and a moon rather dispelled the terrifying conception 
we had conjured up about it.Tulagi itself is larger than anti- 
cipated,having two hotels(one White- one Chow).The B P store, 
sheds and employees buildings lie on a little island in the 
harbor known as Makambo.Across the spit from this are the main 
works- post office,govt.administration houses,and quite a shop- 
ping district,White and Ghinese in separate localities. 

The first news we heard was as follows: item-two 
nights ago a chinese was murdered by a native boy following a 
rather serious dance that lasted over 48 hours the upshot be- 
ing that one participant is selected by the devil-devil to kill 
a man in his honor.The"Chow" just happened to be the one;item- 
a ea plantation manager up on Malaita slain with an axe by a 
native. 
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In regard to the"France"-concensus of opinion has 
it that she is working around the island of Ysabel(Bogota) .She 
has not been in Tulagi for nearly 10 weeks and is expected back 
sometime.The 2nd engineer of the govt.vessel"Renandi"said he 
saw her three days ago off a place called Hivo on the east 
coast of Bogota evidently sailing toward Gizo.Mr.Laycock,a 
planter said he had seen her three weeks back in the Meringue 
Lagoon.All seem to be of the opinion that she is going to Gizo 
before returning here.Only the postmaster was at variance ;he 
thinks she will return to Tulagi within a fortnight because Mr. 
Beck had given him that idea before he left.The plan is to go 
to Gizo and if she has not been there to wait;if she has been 
there,return on the steamer to Tulagi.This course of action re- 
veals eight pounds excess in passage cost than if we had booke 
straight through to Gizo from Sydney.We may get a refund since 
they were bum sports at the office not to tell us while we 
were discussing the possibilities of both Tulagi and Gizo as 
points of disembarkment.We had a good look around the place, 
inquiring about the"France"from everyone.At the hospital we 
had word of Dr.Drown who stayed there 8 weeks or so with an 
island sore on his shin.The B P officials were very kind,Mr. 
McKaye,Mr.Scott,and Mr.Ferry.They helped us get all the inform 
ation possible.All have great things to say about Mr.& Mrs. 
Beck and the rest of the crew. 

September 9 
The postmaster Mr.Dicks sent a letter out that he 

happened to run across from Mr.Beck dated June 29 instructing 
him to send all July and August mail to Gizo and to hold any 
September mail;this indicates that he is returning to Tulagi 
which was Mr.Dick's previous contention.We got ashore in great 
confusion with more luggage than I knew we had;the 2nd steward 
gave us newspapers for Capt.Lang and"Splinter'King,a steward, 
some guitar and ukelelé strings for the musical crew.Customs 
rates are unholy here- 100 4 for guns,ammunition(except shot- 
gun shells 123%;tobacco,etc. 124%.We put up at the Elkington 
Hotel in wonderful quarters.We can get some clothes washed and 
perhaps,do some collecting.Yesterday one of the boys gave me 
a starling which I can practice skinning with. 

September 10 

Spent the morning getting settled.The result of th 
skinning exercise was one skin and some rudimentary experience. 
Tom Elkington.the host's son has promised to get me some birds. 
Preston Clark's inseect-collecting outfit is excellent,so we can 
probably prove something while we are waiting .Through the cour- 
tesy of a gentleman in His Majesty's service,a commisioner fran 
Suva,we are members of the Tulagi Club until the"France" arrive 
This gives us golf,tennis,or swimming whenever we want it.Over 
at Gavutu,a Lever Bros.,station we heard little that is new 
about the" France" .When we got back a B P recruiter from Malai- 
ta had come in the hotel;he thought the"France' somewhere near 
Cape Marsh on Guadalcanal 60 miles away.and that Mr.Beck was 
undoubtedly coming to Tulagi before he went to Gizo.Mr.Hart, 
another planter left for his plantation.He is something of an 
etymologist having sent material to both the British and the 
Australian museums,and the American also;he has given Dr.Drown 
insects and land shells. 
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September 11 
Left washing with a Chinaman.In the afternoon both 

of us started out armed with cyanide bottles and nets to try 
our luck with the insect kingdom of Florida Island.G.R.came 
back just before the rainstorm with specimens and I came back 
just after the rainstorm with specimens.Apparently these moon- 
light nights are too bright for Sphingadae;this is the second 
venture that has proved unsuccessful. 

Mr.Tait,the recruiter,and Mr.Johnson,the only man 
in the islands who owns an ice-plant(usually not functioning), 
visited the hotel and spun yarns until a late hour. 

September 12 
Breezes keep us cool and comfortable.The reality 

of Tulagi is a paradise compared to the preconceived idea we 
had of it.No evidence of mosquitoes yet;the sleeping is great. 
In the morning we went over to Makambo to get our refunds from 
B P on our passage money.All the gentry of the place are busy 
sitting at court.Mr. Mckaye,B P's dock man is a motion picture 
enthusiast and intends taking 5000 feet of native life on the 
Solomons.Both G.R.and I collected in the afternoon.It is well 
to take things easy at first so that we can work up to the all 
day pull of the expedition.The bush is very interesting to the 
newcomer.We hope to send a shipment of insects to the Museum 
before the"France"comes in.She is still reported off Cape 
Marsh somewhere.It is against the law for us to touch any guns 
before we se Mr.Beck and secure permits. 

Mr.Johnson's ice-plant'is actually in operation. 

September 13 

Clean clothes and a bottle of iced beer from the 
butcher were the gleanings of the morning.The merchants in 
Tulagi(Carpenter,B P,etc.,)are only too willing to give us box- 
es for packing insects.We shall start going out twice a day 
s00on;Mr.Johnson is going to take us on an expedition to the 
mainland of Florida Island.The part that Tulagi is on lies just 
across a little spit.Ngela is the native name for Florida.Rep- 
tiles are supposed to be well represented,lizards and guanoes. 
The possum here is called kandoro by native. 

We have decided not to have malaria;it is more con- 
venient.No doses of quinine yet.They have a remedy here called 
Smalarina,an Italian product which is supposed to impart immun- 
ity to the taker if it is consumed with intermittent doses of 
quinine.Anyway this is one of the seasons when the disease is 
latent- Spring-Apparently the worst things in the way of affic- 
tion,acquired by methods both subtle and blatant,are the is- 
land sore and the centipede bite.The latter come out of their 
haunts in the evening-"the arrow that flieth by night" .On this 
particular occasion we saw three of the brutes;one of the boys 
was bitten on the toe. 

We collected with some success all afternoon.The 
Sphingadae are still in the ground;rain will probably bring 
them out 

September 14 
Collected a bit in the morning after packing the 

results of our previous experiments.According to the natives, insect life on Florida(Ngela)is not nearly as prolific as on Guadalcanal(Solomon)andthe larger islands.G.R-could not ven- ture forth to-day having broken the shaft of his net."Tom'Elk- 
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ington Jr.,the hotel-keeper's son took me on a guano hunt;the 
result was no guanoes but a brown pigeon and one of the numer- 
ous red parrots that inhabit the coconut trees,both badly shat- 
tered but serviceable for skinning practice.Also collected a 
few insects. 

Mr.Robinson,another plantation manager came in fram 
somewhere on Malaita with no news of the"France -Mr.Johnson, the 
genial butcher from Yorkshire invites us shooting with him day 
after to-morrow and in addition promises ice cream.This life 
of expeetation is turning us into"softies".This was an evening 
for the centipedes again. 

September 15 
Gollected both morning and afternoon.Mr.Robinson 

invites us to spend a week-end at Berande,Guadaleanal and we 
accept;it will be an Opportunity to visit the island and do | 
some collecting as well.Mr.Lazarus,termea" the wandering Jew", 
being the only Jewish recruiter in the group,sailed into port 
and came up to the hotel.He had many yarns and much profanity. It seems he has been having hard luck on Malaita." Tony" Olsen in the schooner"Myopa"also turned up.We set out for Berande at 
midnight in a calm sea. 

September 16 
A six o'clock breakfast was had from the stove of Mrs .Dumfy(or Duffy),probably the Only widow who lives by her- 

self on Guadalcanal- a half caste.By noon we were at Berande. 
After kai-kai we were treated to a ride about the plantation, 
learning thereby the process of copra.This wasoonce the habi- 
tat of Jack London and Martin Johnson.On either side of the 
manager's house is a fresh water river one of which is suppos- ed to have been explored by Mr.London.Apparently this whole region is contained in"Adventure" .Gavutu is mentioned as the place where they drink-between drinks.And there is nothing mythical about South Sea imbibing.Our host brought back a cop- lousssupply and all hands were piped to consume it as rapidly as possible.That the practice of intermittent excess in drink- ing is a principak cause of fever and chronic apathy cannot be doubted.Two men without much aid from us consumed over a case of beer this evening.Mosquitoes were abundantly provided. 

September 17 
Both of us colleeted along the shore and in among the palms and rubber trees.This Saturday was a great occasion for the native labor;a bullock(bullimacow)was killed and kai- kaied.Each boy has to cut three bags of copra perday and the week ends on Saturday noon.There are 50 boys on this planta- tion and they are treated like dogs;the manager says they have absolutely no sense of gratitude.The house boys and the"cooki" receive the worst of the lot, . 
In the evening men arrived from up and down the coast including old Masher,who has been in the Solomons 23 years,the first':man on the beach at Yandina,Cape Marsh,and Mr. 

September 18 
Collected as much as the heat and mosquitoes would permit.As on Florida the palms are haunted by cockatoos and 
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red parrots.Also saw three fish hawks.The most profitable 

event of the trip was a ride to an out station’called Teteri 

eight miles from Berande.On the way we passed through two na-~ 

tive villages, the latter being the scene of the tragedy of the 

"alpatross"in 1896,an Austrian expedition that met its fate at 

the hands of the forebears of this salt water tribe.Here I se- 

cured some photographs.But the sight of the afternoon was the 

great grass plain at the foot of Lion's Head,the highest peak 

in the island, never climbed by white man.About 5000 acres of 

fertile table land well stocked with kangaroo grass.It is the 

only one in the Solomons.Here we were able to gallop,for a 

mile up to the station house.We returned by an inland govern- 

ment road passing through the thick bush at dusk.Saw many 

small birds that I could not recognize.At this evening's kai- 

kai there were eleven and Mr.Robinson reckoned himself the 

luckiest man on the coast-Hospitality here is code of every- 

one.At midnight we departed with many cheers and thanks for 

Tulagi;Mr.Tice,ex-manager of a place on Teti-pari, the lonli- 

est islet of all accompanied us.He is going south on the Ma- 

taram for a spell and back to England. 

September 19 
Word of the"France"awaited us at the hotel in the 

person of Mr.Johnson,plantation owner from southern Bogota .She 

is definitely due in Gizo now to catch the Mataram.Mr.Beck 

spent three days with him in addition to picking up supplies 

and benzine.So we have picked the wrong course exactly in wait- 

ing in Tulagi.The problem now is to get to Gizo with all dis- 

patch.A Ghinaman very kindly offered us the chartervof his 

ketch for 45 pounds which we gracefully declined.Our best bet 
is Bill Tait who was here at the hotel last week.He will be 

back from Malaita in two or three days and will pull out for 

Gizo immediately.If he fails the govt.vessel Renandi may go 
up by the end of the week after a spin over to Rennel.At all 
passes we shall leave on the first craft that starts in that 
direction.We sent a wireless to Mr.Beck that we would join him 
within a fortnight if convenient,and expect a reply.Sure enough 

in the evening word came from the Mataram from Faisi that the 
France'was in Gizo;the steamer called there yesterday and will 

call back again to-morrow.We shall be able to take all mail of 
which there is a great amount and they will have time to pre- 
pare for us on board.Although we drew the wrong card we follow- 

ed the only piece of empirical intelligence we had in that let- 

ter which the postmaster sent out to us just as we were about 
to go to Gizo on the Mataram.If fare on the Awa or Renandi is 
as cheap as we expect there will be little excess in cost and 
we shall have sent some insects off to the Museum. 

We find that the guns and shells are tax exempt, 

coming under the provision for"guns or accoutrements of any 
recognized rifle club or public institution" .No collecting 
was done due to our efforts to secure immediate passage to 
Gizo and the general confusion of unfinished business. 

September 20 
Message from Mr.Beck came through B P at Makambo 

asking them how soon they could forward us and the mail for 
the"France".The wireless we sent yesterday should serve as an 
answer.Evidently the two crossed.To-day no collecting was done 
‘but two welcome contributions came in:one genuine sphinx moth 
and a huge specimen of an utterly unintelligible beetle.H.M. 
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A.S.Sydney arrived at 4 to coal up and pay respacts to the Re- 

sident Commissioner.Spent a pleasant evening with Messrs.Heri- 

tage and Scrimigeour,officers of Carpenter Ltd.,with excellent 

repast and bridge. 

September 21 
Collected in the afternoon,taking both net and ri- 

fle proving thereby that two things cannot be done at once.Thi 
has been the hottest day we have had so far.H.M.A.S.Adelaide 
steamed in to join the Sydney.The place is swarming with sai- 
lors.No definite word yet about the Awa or the Renandi. 

September 22 ; 
Collected in the afternoon.Rainy and disagreeable. 

Band concert,cricket match and"a showing of the flag"on board 
the Sydney in the evening.We expect the Awa,our transport to 
Gizo and the Yankee schooner"France"early to-morrow.All the re- 
cruiters assemble for the week-end. 

September 23 
Sent off a cigar box of insects to supplement the 

first shipment from Florida.The Awa came in about 8 A.M.lead- 
ing the Royal Endeavor,coming from Vanikoro via Malaite and 
the Ruana.Passage arranged with"Bill"Tait who expects to shove 
off by the 26th.We have tried for Sphingadae twice in the even- 
ing with no success.The Mataram steamed in late and we all went 
aboard where we heard much about the"France";the second mate 
had had a yarn with Dr.Drown and all the stewards had enjoyed 
Hawaiian music as rendered by the crew.Many of our friends on 
board said we were looking well which was encouraging.The ho- 
tel was the scene of quite a brawl endorsed by all the newly 
arrived sailor men.Captain Hall of the Royal Endeavor present- 
ed us with an owl taken on Vanikoro about a month ago,a speci- 
men skinned by the carpenter of the"France". 

September 24 
Instructions from Mr.Beck were welcome.He advises 

us to do some collecting up on Florida via the river known as 
Malially.Three young ladies from the Mataram called on us for 
morning tea after which we collected for about two hours."Bert 
Johnson has promised us the use of his launch to go up the ri- 
ver to-morrow.The steamer sailed at 3 and Tulagi came back toa’ 
normal."Bill"Tait is to be mate of the Renandi,so we shall get 
up to Gizo within five days. 

September 25 
We went to the top of Ngela getting only two spec- 

imens;delay in starting pressed us for time.On the return the 
supply of benzine waned out and we"washied"over to Tulagi with 
the floor boards which had to be ripped up.The Ngela boys at 
a salt-water village refused to give us any kind of aid,prob- 
ably on account of the fact that the two boys with us were Ma- 
laita men.It was our first real trek into the deep bush and 
taught us a great deal.We got back to the hotel about 8,tired, 
wet,and hungry. 

September 26 
G+R.collected insects in the morning while I made 

& Miserable attempt at taxidermy on the two birds we shot on 
Florida.How many skins does one have to ruin before he turns 
out a decent jJob?I went over to Florida in"Bill"Tait's dinghy 
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after lunch with three of his boys.We tracked about three mile 
up to the top of a hill where we found a village.Here, one boy 
offered to take me where there were'"plenty pidgin good fella", 
but the hour was too near kai kai time to go on.I saw over a- 
dozen birds of about six species and had shots at four which 
took no effect.I am sure the shells used were defective in 
their charge.I have the usual difficulty of the beginner in 
seeing the birds when they can be heard.Mr.Beck wants speci- 
mens of a ground cuckoo and white headed pigeon.Both have been 
heard but not yet seen. 

September 27 " _ 
Three of us went over to Florida,G.R.-and Tom Elk- 

ington and had a dozen shots and very little luck- one black 
bird with yellow markings on the eyes and white stripes on the 
wings,quite common and a large eagle.Came across natives kai- 
kaing a possum.Played bridge with Scrimigour and Heritage in 
the evening and returned at midnight to skin the specimens. 
The practice acquired is about all they are worth. 

September 28 
Collected with poor success on this little island 

of Tulagi.G-R.-shot a parrot and a little swift.Both of us are 
fed up with this waiting. 

September 29 

Collected on Florida returning six birds,four of 
which we skinned,giving two parrots to the boys to kai kai.A 
honey-eater,two warblers,and a large greenish blue bird,an in- 
eect-eater of some kind.We had two shots at the white-headed 
pigeon that Mr.Beck requires.We are working with .410 shot, 
which does not carry too well and is much too heavy. 

September 30 
Heavy rain nearly all day with a shifting of wind. 

First indications of Spring in the Solomons.No venturing into 
the field to-day.G.R.read Schopenhauer,a great day for it.I 
tried developing some films in the evening .Captain Tate indi- 
cates that he will push off on the 3rd of October whether he 
gets word of his appointment or not.This inconvenience will 
not delay the expedition,I hope,since they can work around the 
Gizo district;we deserve the wait and an ugly passage up for 
our mistake in not going up on the steamer. 

October 1 
Rain continued through the morning but allowed us to 

g° Out in the afternoon wherein we did very poorly.Took dinner 
with Lt.Commander Cruikshank of the Ranandi and his wife.He 
assured us that Tate would get us to Gizo by the 7th or 8th. 

October 2 
Mr.Mackay of B P expected to take us on a day's trek 

this morning but the usual rain prevented.It stopped about ten 
o clock having gone 259 inches in three days.I went out for a 
couple of hours before lunch on the small island and missed a 
few beautiful shots;also killed a little black bird with a red 
breast and could not find it.Both of us went to Florida later, 
taking the longest walk yet and having the worst luck.Bridge 
with Messrs.Heritage and Scrimigour in the evening both of 
whom said we were overdoing it by rowing a dinghy across to 
N'gela in the sum and followed with a long and lugubrious but 
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dispassionate harangue about the dangers of these parts and all 

the fever that wasteth white mankind. 

October 3 
More rain with a spell in the afternoon that let us 

venture for a couple of hours.I brought in nothing;G.R.got 

three.The Ranandi blew a cylinder-head and is delayed another 

day .Caught another sphinx moth of the same species that we 

have been getting. 

October 4 
Ranandi sails at noon and the Awa will leave to-morro 

morning .Collected both fore and afternoon bringing in a half a 
dozen specimens- one"koro koro"pigeon and a small hawk;in the 
evening we skinned two birds each,a record turn-out.All set to 
shove off in the morning. 

October 5 
‘ Out of Tulagi bag and baggage at 10:30.It was a great 

moment.Outside of Savo we rolled to big swells from the SE, the 

last of the regular monsoon.Beautiful night but rough sleeping. 
I was sea-sick to the point where I was forced to expel the 
contents of my stomach. 

October 6 
Shot a brown gannet on the wing about 15 miles from 

the Bili passage on New Georgia;and then jammed the barrel of 
my gun with a pull-through.Anchored off Bili village,a 7-day 
advent conquest;the passage leads into the Mar@vo Lagoon on 
the SW.Here we spent the day,delightful swimming and a good 
rest.The worst of the sea trip is behind us. 

October 7 
Pleasant passage to Mongo passage in the Marovo by 

way of Lili Hina where the 7-day advent outfit hath its head- 

quarters.Here we had lunch(on board)and tried to pick up a 

native to pilot us through a shorter passage.Failing,Captain 

Tate carried on to the aforementioned anchorage where we put 

in another fine evening,with swimming and extraordinary kal 

on a freshly caught fish.All shaved in which I featured by 

throwing the captain's razor over board.Have seen plenty of 

terns and petrels.Many birds could be heard at night in the 

Marovo,in particular some kind of a night-fowl with a raucous 

staccatto cry. 

October 8 
Arrived at Hamarai Plantation in Ramada Bay about 2h 

o'clock- a Mr.Newall the manager.His wife gave us two excel- 

lent meals with fresh meat.On Hamarai(Hameri)they have a num- 

ber of blue and white herons according to Mr.Newall the only 

representation in the group.This good man provided tools suf- 

ficient to ram out my clogged gun.The entire evening was spent 
in a heated argument drawing all the masculine indulgen@e as 
to the function, ordinance,and capabilities of patent and com- 
mon logs.Plenty of rain knocking about. 

October 9 {Sunday ) 
Out of Ramada Bay by 9 A.M.and steamed without mis- 

hap to the Diamond Narrows,passage into the Rubiyana Lagoon. 
Tied up at the wharf of Naru estate on Arundel Island.No one 

about until about 9 P.M.when Mr.Sims returned from Kokeqolo, 

the headquarters of the Methodist Mission.He reported the 
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"Rrance"at Gizo on the word of the"Konakarra",Lever's steamer 

which called yesterday.Also said there were two from the expe- 

dition collecting on Kulanbangra,a small island of remarkable 

altitude.Have seen many species of salt-water birds;the bay is 

full of fish.Spent a quiet evening with the mosquitoes. 

October 10 
The run to Gizo is 60 miles.Left Arundel at 7 A.M. 

and made it by 1 o'clock ahead of some bad weather.Saw flocks 

of terns and petrels feeding on shoals of fish.Quite a common 

sea-bird here is called the "bellama"- supposed to be some pro- 
gnosticator of weather;like a gannet,long,forked tail and mo- 

tionless flight.During the morning we had a good view of Kulan- 

bangra's summit where Dr.Drowne is at work.In Gizo the" France" 
is expected to-morrow afternoon.Instructions for us are to 
wait.G.k.spent the night up at B P's staff quarters,I on the 
Awa where plenty mosquito,he stop. 

October ll Ariel Cove - Kulambangra [. Solomons 
Four of the crew ot the"France"were sent over to Gizo 

in the long-boat to pick up news about our arrival;so Captain 
Tate kindly decided to run us across the bay.The Awa left afte 
lunch and by 2:30 we were on board the elusive schooner.Mrs. 
Beck and Dr.Drowne and Captain Lang welcomed us.All hands were 
tickled to get their mail.Mr.Beck,Hicks,and David,the cabin 
boy were up on the mountain at camp.Spent the afternoon gete 

ting settled and a very pleasant symposium which lasted until 
midnight on board the Awa,"Bill"Tate and Dr.Drowne among those 
present. 

October 12 
Collected up the river that empties into this cove 

A.M.in search of the little rare,blue kingfisher;returned for 
lunch and helped"Doc"with some carpentry.Collected along the 
shore P.M.I took. one long-tail as it is called,Mr.Beck thinks 
& kind of ground cuckoo,of young plumage(brown) and a shriek. 
Doc gave valuable instruction in bird-skinning after supper. 

October 13 
Collected all day until 3 o'clock along the trail up 

the mountain.I took two black-heads.Manuel,who left for the 
camp on top yesterday to tell Mr.Beck of our arrival,came down 
with 6 or 8 specimens;what with the work of Doc and G.R.we got 
up from the work bench about 10:30. 

October 14 
Another day in the bush.Returned about 4.I took one 

gray fly-catcher,brownish-red breast,and a common dove-the 
green, scarlet-throated fellow called"koro-koro"by the natives 
of N'gela and Guadalcanal.Mr.Beck came down the mountain dur- 
ing the morning and informs that we are all through on top. 
After kai-kai Mr.Beck went out in the dinghy after terns and 
shearwaters,the latter passing on their migration from Alaska 
or Siberia,etc.,to N.Z.or Australia.Only the rare kingfisher 
to take and we shall pull out to Vella. 

October 15 
I helped prepare birds in the morning while Mr.Beck 

went after the little rare kingfishers,returning with three, 
each different.Heaved anchor after lunch and coasted to Sand 
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Fly Inlet,six miles northward where it was decided to spend 

the sabbath,our first on board.Apparently this day of rest is 

the only available time for note-typing except while at sea.Mr. 

Beck went out in the dinghy after shearwaters and brought back 

grey-backed and bergi terns two of which fell under my sealpel. 

Both G.R-and myself already notice the effect of the coaching 

provided by Dr.Drowne and Mr.Beck;Hicks is also very helpful. 

It is remarkable how much one can pick up just by watching the 

operation of these three.All the birds we took in Tulagi and 

carved up so deftly will be sent on to the Museum;one little 

hawk has not been taken yet by the expedition.The Vanikoro owl 

given us by Capt.Hall of the"Royal Endeavor" proved a welcome 

addition. - ~ 

At this anchorage birds sound more plentiful than at 

Ariel Gove.The long-tail, honeysuckers,white-eyes, parrots, wag- 

tails,and kingfishers are heard with the usual nocturnal frog 

serenade.1l have commandeered the hammock under the boom for 

sleeping quarters abetted by a poncho to aid the leaking awn- 

ing;here I can appreciate these elefactory offerings of our fea- 

thered friends. Mrsilak ¢¢ 
October 16 

Wrote letters and notes before lunch and then got ou 

the water-colors,making a rather questionable reproduction of 

a parrot and a much more»plausible one of a kingfisher .Mr.B 

took some photographs and developed them soon afterward,the on- 

ly safe method down here.I decided to use up the rest of the 

exposures in my camera since they can be developed on the way 

to Vella Lavella.Wrote notes in the evening on Kulambangra, lit- 

tle as I have been able to observe.Conversation with G.eR.eand 

the Doctor on interesting topics until a late hour. 

Kulambangra I.lies at Bat.st S. Long.157 W.and is near- 

ly circular in shape.From N to § it measures approximately 13 

miles and E and W 14 miles.The coast is quite regular and shows 

a number of fair anchorages for small craft;it's margin is en- 

crusted with fringing reefs,many of the coves being sheltered 

by coral barriers.It is the last island of the group that was 

completely surveyed by H-M.S.Penguin in her trip of 1393-5.The 

central volcanic peak rises 5200 feet and extends in razor-back 

formation N and S for about 5 miles;the principal drainage runs 

in the opposite direction down numerous ravines that cut the 

main ridge of the mountain.The contour lines have a much more 

rapid rise to the mile from the S.than from the N.,the latter 

end of the island showing the smoother topography.Red clay is 

present above 1000 feet while the lower soil is chiefly volcan- 

ie buff and coral rock.Birds are more plentiful and vary more 

at the higher altitudes.Mr.Beck and Hicks found a rare species 

of thrush,pigmy parrot with red breast and blue markings ,and 

yellow-bibed doves above 2000 feet.Thickheads.bald fly-catch- 

ers,blackheads,black and brown fantails,white-eyes,and honey- 

suckers range over the entire island.This is true of the lar- 

ger birds like parrots, paroquets,long-tails,and the red-knob- 
bed and gray pigeon.Shrikes,wag-tails,swallows,and swifts pre- 
vail nearer the shore and especially around swamps just inside 

the mangroves that line the immediate marge.The brown ground 
dove is quite common here;natives have captured a few alive for 
Mr.Beck.The ordinary kingfisher may be heard anywhere along thé 
coast bothethe brown-breast and the white-headed;the little red: 
billed fellow and the blue-headed variety frequent the rivers 
and have been taken at high altitudes.Plovers,bittern,and the 

blue heron are common along the reefs.The mina as usual whis- 
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tles gaily.In addition to the pigeons mentioned Mr.Beck has 
taken a number of birds similar to the red-knobbed and common 
gray but showing white throat and white head.These do not stay 
up high like the yellow-bib,one or two having been shot near 
the ship.Kulambangra boasts only a few salt-water villages, hav- 
ing been depopulated by head-hunting marauders from Choiseul 
and principally New Georgia;the pickininnies were taken in sla- 
very-There are perhaps a dozen villages,having perhaps 100 in- 
habitants.Mr.Beck had found trading for fruit or vegetables 
slack and has not used natives in the bush.Fish,limes,yams,and 
pineapples have been procured.The men are 7-Day Advent converts 
and appear apathetic.Those who brought the ground-doves receiv- 
ed enough to pay their yearly tax which is about their only con- 
cern.The meris do all the work both in the garden and around 
the house,so the masculine worries are few.They do not use to- 
bacco or betel nut as forbidden by the Mission.The villages re- 
veal nothing startling in the way of arts of life. 

Yesterday morning Mr.Beck went after the little king- 
fisher returning with three,each of a different marking.He was 
forced to remove his trousers(pants)to chase one in among the 
mangroves.In the afternoon he collected sea-birds in the ding- 
hy- sooty terns,several of which G.R.and I skinned under excel- 
lent tutelage.Toward evening I saw many plover and cormorants. 
All planting on Kulambangra lies at the N.end where the ground 
is most level;Lever Bros.are the owners. 
October 17 

Mr.Beck up at 5 AvM.and out in the dinghy after shear- 
waters,which escaped him;he shot several sooty terns.After bream 
fast G.R.Hicks,the Doctor,and I collected near the shore tak- 
15 birds in about two hours.I shot a red and green paroquet, 
two minas,a white-headed hawk and a honey-sucker.Birds seem 
more plentiful here than at the Ariel anchoragesMr.Beck shot a- 
other brace of little kingfishers,Hicks two more,making six of 
different markings taken in two days in this vicinity.Previous 
to Kulambangra only one or two had been collected on Guadalcan- 
al.Insects,small fish,and crabs were found in their several 
stomachs.Prepared birds for an hour before lunch and for most 
of the afternoon,turning out three skins,a phenomenal number 
for me.After supper raised anchor and stood out for Vella La- 
vella,failing to gain the anchorage and lay to during the night. 
Another color sketch of the little blue and white kingfisher 
turned out much better.Weather generally fair with short rain 
squalls.Temperature in the cabin approx.85.David had a touch 
fever to-day.G.R.and I have started on quinine. 
October 18 

Dropped anchor at the Methodist Mission station Vait- 
asoli located on the SE coast of Vella Lavella,Rev.Bensley in 
charge.The native village on the salt water numbers about 200. 
This mission operates a good-sized coconut plantation in coop- 
eration with its religious work- with some profit since labor 
is free.Mrs.Beck found feminine companionship with two ladies 
who live at the station.Mr.Bensley gave us a fine boy to guide 
us cross country-He took us inland to a lake- the Doctor,G.R., 
and I,but we found it quite devoid of the expected bird life 
excepting the omnipresent parrot.Its name-Kola Kola and is per- 
haps imile wide being nearly circular.It lies on the NW side of 
the island only gmile from the salt water;its level is that of 
the sea and the taste proved brackish.We cowld hear long-tails 
and saw two red-headed hawks Returning the Doctor took a young 
green heron on the shore which we had to follow for two miles 
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The best hunting proved to be on top of the ridge that we had 

to follow to reach the lake.Here we found a new species of 

white-eye,yellow bill and yellow and white breast which is 

close to the Gizo variety,bald fly-catchers of new appearance; 

also the striped gray-bird,and honey-suckers,black with red on 

the tail;the long-tail shows an occasional light feather in 

its tail.We saw few pigeons or doves except the red-knobbed 
and gray;the Doctor spotted a couple of white-headed doves on 

the wing.-Bothehe and Hicks picked up a snake apiece,both new 

and one poisonous according to the demonstration given by the 

native.He indicated that venom from its fang made one fella 

sick too much,he put him inside on ground."All in the village 
showed trepidation,the meris especially when shown the snakes. 
These natives are thoroughly missionized- dark-skinned and for 
the most part healthy.Their made over church is a queer combin- 
ation of Christianity and Totemism;it contains long benches 
and the altar on a dais,but on the rafters are fastened all 
the repudiated totems of the tribe- birds and fish.I could re- 
cognize the kingfisher,sea-birds,and the shark.In the canoe- 
house was the largest and finest canoe I have yet seen in the 
Solomons;it would hold 20 and is elaborately decorated.The two 
ends are joined up to a height of 8 feet and curiously encrust- 
ed along the joint with separate shells which had been run 
through with reedy material decorated with red feathers, inlaid 
pearl shell along the outer gunwale.After kaikail many came out 
to the France and watched us prepare skins in amazement.The 

boys of our crew gave their usual musical offering and were ap 
plauded by the natives who soon responded with some Methodist 
hymns in four-part harmony.After putting up 35 skins,G.R.and 
I doing 6,we went aft to find Mr.Fuller on board from his plan- 
tation next the Mission.He very kindly presents us with fresh 
real cow's milk, vegetables,and a whole bullimacow.The Museum 
owes quite a debt to these people for the extra nourishment 

they provide her men with. 
October 19 

Vella Lavella extends in a general N & S direction 
and is 25 miles long and not more than 8 wide in its greatest 
measurement.The maximum altitude is 3000 feet and the main 
drainage E & W.A river that is navigable to small boats 6 miles 
into the interior is reported on the western coast at Mr.McCak- 
ron's place which should prove an interesting spot for birds. 
Mr.Beck intends returning.Stood out on aS by W course for Ga- 
nonga after breakfast,dropping anchor between the mainland and 
Inijaru I.,after lunch.The native village 1s Kumbokota and 
flies the 7-Day Advent Colors.Ganonga I. lies directly west of 
Kulambangra 20 miles on the 8th parallel of latitude and is 25 
miles long and 5 miles across at its widest point.The island 
extends in a general SW direction.Mt.Kela rises 2500 feet above 
our anchorage,the summit being negotiable in one day's climb.As 
usual the ridge of the mountain runs the long way of the island 
and is drained by steep ravines cutting it at perpendiculars. 
In these fresh water abounds.The Doctor,Hicks,G.Rk.and I went a- 
shore to collect enough for the night's session.Bald fly-catch- 
ers were plentiful;red parrots,paroquets,and the friendly wag- 
tail chorused in the coconuts along the shore.I followed a stream 
and shot two fly-catchers,a white-eye,brown fan-tail and an ord- 
inary kingfisher.Doctor found another variation in the white- 
eye from the type taken on Vella Lavelle.In all we had 20 birds 
to skin,fly-catchers predominating .Natives came out in large num- 
bers and report habitation of possum, yellow-bibed doves,and 
ground doves.They tend excellent gardens here;all the fruits of 
the field were brought out for trade-pawpaws,cucumbers,bananas, 
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yams,plantanes,and sweet corn,a remarkable product.The last- 
named is the first Mr.Beck has encountered in the islands;evi- 
dently introduced by a missionary.There are very few natives up 
in the bush and such provident husbandry is not typical of the 
salt-water man. 
October 20 

Five of us ashore resulting in about two dozen birds. 
Mr.Beck went to the top of Kela bringing in a new variety of 
thickhead and one yellow-bib dove.I went up about 1000 feet 
and secured six birds,one a new and interesting kind of black- 
head,marked with brown,and a pigmy parrot.Mr.Beck anticipates 
much good material here.Hicks shot two of the little river king- 
fishers and G-Rsone.White-eyes are proving difficult to get, they 
move about so lively and when shot very hard to find.For the lat- 
ter a native is especially helpful in the bush.Doctor went to 
the top of the ridge and brought down among many specimens a 
new snake;also a very interesting exhibit of native twine made 
from the liana vine.The young plant is strippéd of its bark and | 
the hemp-like fibre combed out;this is twisted into cord that 
is used for fishing principally,For anything ordinary the native 
uses raw green vine,making an excellent bundle out of large leaves. 
This he uses to carry anything perishable.By an extenuated demon- 
stration the Doctor managed to communicate the idea of possum 
to one of the boys who savvied immediately and declared that 
"plenty he stop along bush".He and his mated were admonished to 
catch as many as possible.The expedition has already sent some 
specimens to the Museum,so my enthusiastic intentions about bag- 
ging the rare marsupial for Dr.Raven have already been fulfilled. 
Out they came after kai to trade vegetables, fruit, tortoise shell, 
and some curios,as ethnological articles are popularly termed.G.R. 
brought out everything he had to offer and was really dramatic 
in his business of barter.The men are of the salt-water with a 
7-Day Advent froth.Most of them ignore the taboos of the order, 
using tobacco and betel nut freely.They are very dark-skinned 
and small of stature;not as many as usual showed scars from tinea 
and other skin afflictions.This particular village has a reputa- 
tion among the nearby whites for industry and health,most of it 
taught them by the missionary.Such things as seed corn are cer- 
tainly introduced by the white man.The meris and pickininnies of 
missionized settlements are not inclined to run for cover when 
approached by a white person as is characteristic of the more ab- 
original natives.A wreath of amazed black faces framed the hatch 
of the hold while we were skinning;no doubt many of the more 
sophisticated understand when we tell them that America like to 
look along pidgin that stop on the Solomons.But the majority think 
us quite"cranky"(nutty)and therefore treat us with delicate con- 
sideration. 
October 21 

A day not tobe soon forgotten.Reached the top of Kela 
about noon where birds were plentiful,but I missed more easy shots 
than ever before.Took two thickheads and a pair of female bald fly- 
catchers finally.The climb near the top is rough,thickly wooded 
and serrated with small ridges that eventually lead up to the 
main ridge where the trail is located that g0es to the bottom. 
I got off completely on the way down chasing little kingfishers 
of which I secured two in a small tributary drainage.Spent a half 
hour looking for the last one and then found myself completely 
lost after finding it.By this time 1t was too dark to undertake 
& systematic recovery of the trailjso I came down with the draiin- 
age, sliding and scraping over rocks and boulders.I described some 
splendid @Pres and:came to halt on a large flat rock upon which 
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I fully expected to spend the night.But the boys in the crew 
did not desert me and I soon heard halooing and gun shots 
that lost no time in finding my stout bellow.I got back to the 
ship about 7:30 much the worse for wear and thankful not to 
have to spend a night in the bush because how it did rain be- 
fore morning. 
October 22 

Yesterday's ordeal made me feel unequal to the climb 
so I collected northward along a shore trail that took us a mile 

up in the bush.We picked up two natives who took us to a patch 
of trees that seemed full of birds.In addition to bald fly-catch- 
ers each of us took a female gray-bird,new to us from this island. 
I also shot a brown fan-tail and three white-eyes.The Doctor took 
@ wag-tail to look for possible variation.In all we brought in 
20 birds.G.R.reached the top of Koomba,a smaller mountain to the 
south of Kela where he found thick heads,honeysuckers,white-eyes, 
and fan-tails.It is remarkable how scarce the blackhead is on 
Ganonga;we have only taken one as yet that does show consider- 
able demarcation from the Kulambangra type.This and the yellow- 
bib dove are the special desiderata here.There is supposed to 
be a black cockatoo on this island and Vella Lavella as well ac- 
cording to the yarn of some plantation owner.It has not been 
seen.The long-tail,malau or megapode,and the ordinary red-knob- 
bed and gray pigeon thrive;and the usual parrot and paroquet. 
For so small an island the fauna is most abundant.Not only the 
birds but mammals,reptiles,land-snails,and insects are various 
and plentiful.Three snakes were taken to-day and in the evening 
natives brought three more on board;there were also six or eight 
giant frogs and five possums.The latter are very docile for the 
natives catch them simply by feeling about in tree holes with 
bare hands. This will give Dr.Raven a good series of the Solomen 
Island phalanger.The fine yield of the gardens make our dining 
table resemble a sort of Arcadian feast what with five kinds of 
vegetables.The natives are eager to trade but are very shrewd 
depending on one who"savvies too much"for advice on a bargain. 
G-eReand I spent our time on the possums while Mr.Beck and the 
Doctor ran out the birds.Two possums were left for to-morrow. 
October 23 

Skinned possum in the morning.After lunch we went 
ashore to take luxurious bath in the big stream with germicidal 
soap-I took some photographs around the village.The Doctor per- 
formed a neat piece of surgery on one of the old men who had a 
hand badly infected with blood-poisoning.The courage of the ord- 
inary native under pain is phenomenal;all his relatives and friends 
stood about exhorting him not to flinch.Returned to the France 
to write some notes;made a water-color of a kingfisher which in 
the process of drying was relieved of all its exquisite gamboge 
by the flies. 
October 24 

Mr.Beck,Hicks,and I climbed the mountain and ran into 
nothing but rain in torrents.Hicks and I built three makeshift 
leantos at successive stages of the journey for shelter.My part- 
ner is an excellent woodsman as well as an expeienced bird-hun- 
ter and skinner of the Beck school.One can learn much by watch- 
ing him.I took very few,a fan-tall,two blackbirds,and a pigmy 
parrot.Both Hicks and I think we heard cockatoos.The white spe- 
cies is certainly not present or we should have seen it.Hicks 
claims he saw one of the black ones fly;it could have been any- 

,thing.While we were getting wet up top the Doctor was busy col- 
jecting 28 birds lower down where it rained very little.I took 
@ large lizard on the way back of which only one other like it 
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has been taken in the islands.Hicks found a nearly fully devel 
oped embryo of a phalanger lying in the trail which may prove of 
interest.The Doctor has taken a host of land-snails from Ganonga 
as wellp~s from other islands.Insects we pick up whenever we can. 
Mr.Beck is a good hand at picking them up.To-night four more 
phalangers came aboard as well as a number of frogs and another 
snake.Of the possums Mr.Beck tried to keep two alive from the 
last batch without success;the Doctor thinks they died from con- 
cussion having been thrown down the hold with their feet tied. 
Two of the new lot,very young,were put in a cage and ought to 
stay in good health. 

Native names for fauna on Ganonga I.(probably New Geor- 
gia dialect):- 

red-knobbed pigeon - koora-borra 
gray koora-kau 
long-tailed dove - sakondali 
long -tail - mau 
ground-dove - buti 
bald fly-catcher - gec-sec unbangra 
blackbird - ninduko 
white-eye - nala 
med.sized kingf' er - pipi 
red-billed : - shinga 
pigmy parrot - kori korioriga 
thickhead - wekto watto 
megapode - kao 
possum - gondui 
flying fox - lau 
frog - bakarau 
big snake - kute 
small snake . - ungakoru 

October 25 
GeR.and I reached the top by steady climbing by noon, 

I took care to cut attrail where the right g0Oing is dubious near 
the top.Heavy rain harrassed our collecting but I managed to get 
one yellow-bib dove,cherished by Mr.Beck,and a brown fan-tail. 
This dove is found only at altitudes above 2000 feet according 
to Mr.Beck.The ground dove,long-tailed dove,and both the red- 
knobbed and gray pigeon are found everywhere there are nygali 
nut trees,which means practically the entire island.We-have found 
whole nuts of the nygali in the craws of pigeons;it is quite 
a bit of chemistry for their stomachs to digest the shell of the 
nut since it takes at least two hard blows with a large rock or 
hammer to crack one.The meris prepare them with great skill and 
regularity using two blows to each nut.The nut is placed side- 
ways On a flat rock for the first blow and one end for the sec- 
ond;then the nut is taken out intact within its fine inner skin. 
Thickheads are found here only above 1000 feet.(According to the 
aneroid the topmost altitude registers 2550 feet).White-eyes and 
blackheads,the latter being scarce here,seem to be more plenti- 
ful thevhigher one goes although they may be collected anytime 
along the shore.The coup de grace scored when I shot the yellow- 
bib came to speedy retribution the further I proceeded down the 
mountain.I found myself very badly lost with nothing positive ex- 
cept the direction of the France by my pocket compass.So down I 
Came as before with the drainage,almost a part of it I should say, 
crashing through the bush and tumbling down creek bottoms.I was 
soon well bruised by the rocks and lacerated by thickets of bram- 
bles.One in particular known as"the lawyer vine"1is the most devil- 
ish botanical device for annoying mankind.It grows up fom the 
ground in long,green stalks about #inch thick and covered with 
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(2th) 

tough thorns;these bend over about head high and send out fern- 

like leaves also equipped with spikes nicely camouflaged;finally 

from the tip of the lear there is a long trailing vine of thorns 

that attaches itself to any nearby plant or tree and the barrier 

is complete.To the cursory eye one looks quite harmless so that 

the amateur continually blunders into themj;once hooked it is a 

situation that patience alone can alleviate.At last I found the 

trail nearly half way down the mountain.! followed it with all 

despatch but darkness caught me about 500 yards from shore and 
I was once again hung up until the welcome shout of David reached 
my ears.Thus I lost four hours of good hunting and caused the 
boys some inconvenience;but experience lighteth the way for only 
one person.I shall use my bean more in the future I hope.Mr.Beck 
now advises taking some sticks of solid alcohol into the bush 
so that one can make a fire and some kind of a camp.The worst 
feature in spending a night in these forests is the fact that we 
are invariably wet through when we come out often lacking dry 
shells to fire as a djstress signal,and matches.Other birds ta- 
ken to-day,few in number were thickheads,brown fan-tails,and white- 
eyes ;Mr.Beck took another yellow-bib,making three from Ganonga. 
The Doctor and Hicks spent the day at the skinning table finish- 
ing up yesyerday's birds and the phalangers.The black cockatoo 
is still a myth as far as we are concerned.-Another large snake 
and some choice centipedes were added to the collection by the 
natives.Mr.Beck found the nest of a gray pigeon with both eggs 
and fledgings;aften*photographing he caged the two young birds. 
The green and the red parrots and paroquet as usual are here in 
considerable number.At Kulambangra the rare kingfisher was reason- 
ably hard to find;here they seem to be about the streams in the 
woods for anyone to shoot.In three days we have collected 6 with- 
out hunting them in particular.His call is much shriller than 
that of the ordinary kingfisher and is especially noted after 
rain.One usually finds him sitting on an open perch where he can 
fully realize the excellence of his voice.Rain squalls during the 
night disturbed my rest in the hammock under the boom;twice Ihave 
been rudely dumped out of a sound sleep upon the steering gearil 
expect to rig up something permanent when we get to Gizo. 
October 26 

Raised anchor at six and stood out on a SW course for 
Narevo I.,spending the morning writing notes and drying clothes. 
The France covered the 20 miles by 11 o'clock under power and Mr. 
Beck lost no time in going ashore to see Mr.Pohlson,the only white 

on the place.He operates a copra export station and trading 
store on shares,the owner being Ike Green of Gizo.The anchorage 
is very fine on the NE side of the island well protected by a long 
barrier reef where hosts of terns nest- sooty,noddy,and sumatra. 
Narovo I.is 4 miles long and not over a mile wide in any part.A 
much smaller island,Simbo,which gives the little group its pop- 
ular name in these parts,is separated from its NW coast by a very 
narrow and shallow passage.Quite phenomenal thermal action arises 
along the shore of the larger island making the water between the 
two warm and in some spots boiling hot;it is fed by fresh-water 
springs and provides fine sanctuary for megapodes which lay in 
a large colony along the sandy shore.Some dig down to a depth-of 
4 feet to deposit their eggs which incubate naturally and quickly 
with the warmth generated by the earth.A similar colony was de- 
scribed in connection with Savo and on the E coast of Guadalcan- 
al near Berande I remember a megapode colony where the natives 
gambled on the amount of eggs laid in the various holes.The pop- 
ulation of the two islands numbers nearly 1000 according to Mr. 
Pohlson.The people are very dark and short of stature typify ing 
the western Solomon Islander. 
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About half are missionized by the .Methodist;there is a Samoan 
Mission on Simbo which controls the largest salt-water village. 
The boys of the crew had a happy visit with their countrymen. 
The best accomplishment of the Missions apparently is in teach- 
ing the natives new arts of agriculture and domestic life.Thus 
numerous Polynesian methods of basket and mat weaving have been 
introduced by the missionary on Simbo.The planting of sweet corn 
and beans on Ganonga was the result of imported teaching.Narovo 
boasts of many domestic fowls which with the megapodes supply 
plenty of eggs;they can be purchased in any of the villages,5 for 
1 stick of tobacco.The men of the salt-water near Mr.Pohlson's 
house are just finishing one large canoe that will carry 24 per- 
sons.The task has already taken four years and represents an art 
that is rapidly disintegrating since the old men no longer trouble 
to teach the youth such ancient accomplishments.There are very few 
mosquitoes at this anchorage but their absence is compensated by 
the number of flies probably caused by the presence of so many 
natives the majority of which are very uncleanly in their habits. 
Flies carry the diseases of the skin that afflict the blacks;and 
here in particular a number show bad cases of granulated eyelids. 
By noon Mr.Beck,the Doctor,Hicks,G.R.,and I were in the field.I 
picked up a salt-water man named Doti who took me up a trail like 
the side of a house since I told him I wanted to go up.We went 
up about 800 feet and I shot 3 bald fly-catchers but could only 
find one since each dropped 20 or 340 feet below me.I was informed 
that a small crater lies at the top,extinct of course,but did not 
investigate.Coming down another trail not so steep I had a shot 
at an eagle hawk and took a broad-billed bluebird similar to the 
species of Guadalcanal and Florida-.Reaching the shore I walked 
along the gov't road that leads across Narovo to Simbo I., taking 
a wag-tail and a white-headed kingfisher.Green and red parrots 
and paroquets were common among the coconuts.All the groves here 
are native-owned;the copra is sold or traded to Mr.Pohlson.I waded 
over to Simbo where I heard minas,starlings,and pigeons but had 
no chances.Here I shall hunt to-morrow.Returned to the main island 
in a single canoe,a singular accomplishment for me.No one took a 
great number of birds;the Doctor had a number of fly-catchers, 
male and female.Mr.Beck returned a long,light brown snake.G.R.also 
got a bluebird.My guide invited me to inspect his house which lay 
Just off the road on the way back.The neatness of the little settle 
ment surprised me.Japanese clover made a fine green lawn all around, 
and the houses were all»on solid foundations of rock.The meris 
looked very trim in bright lavalavas and were busily cracking nygali 
nuts of which my friend gave me half a coconut full.October and 
November is the nut season and one of their busiest since theyoput 
them up to last the whole year.The nuts are mashed and mixed with 
some unknown ingredients into a poi pudding;this is cleverly wrap- 
ped in a bundle of leaves and hung up to the rafters in the houses. 
The black boys came out to the France to trade fruit and vegetables 
bring ing yams,bananas,and pawpaws;not to mention the rarer hen's 
egg-Most of them were fresh but Mr.Beck found a number of mega- 
pode eggs too much ripe with pickininnies testing them in water. 
An interested audience watched us put up birds.The session lasted 
until 10:30 but all the natives depart before 8 and one rarely sees 
one prowling about after darkness comes down over the land. 
October 27 

Heavy rain squalls drove me to cover from the after deck 
last night;rain continued through the morning keeping us on board. 
The Doctor,Hicks,G.R.,and I went ashore after lunch.I made for 
Simbo as planned and took four bald fly-catchers,starlings,and a mina.The latter resembles the Kulambangra species but has a larger 
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usually sit in large flocks in trees of little or no follage.Since 

I returned earlier than customary Hicks and David with some insig- 

nificant aid from me were able to put up nearly all my birds.5So 

the evening session lasted only until 9:30. 

October 29 
Raised anchor at 6:30 and stood out on a NE by E course 

for Gizo running under power with a head wind from the NW.Reached 

port about noon and found many small craft awaiting the Mataram. 

We found B P's store a heap of ashes;it burned to the ground a 

week ago.Nevertheless Mr.Beck was able to buy many stores and the 

steamer will bring additional.En route we caught two fine fish a 
bonito and another unknown thing but excellent kaikai.Capt.Voy 
brought the Mataram in at 9 o'clock,an extraordinary piece of sea- 
manship this passage being noted for its devious reefs.The sparse 
remains of the schooner. "Montauk" of New York lies on the most 
dangerous of them and its wasted-spars are now used as a marker. 
G.R.and I went on board and found the 3rd engineer who promised 
to make us two aux tubes to fit the 20 guage guns;this will be a 
great addition since the 410 shells have proven very ineffective. 
We also were able to weedle the mail out of the boy at the post- 
office and awoke everyone on board when we returned for letter- 
perusing,a most welcome pastime out here. 
October 30 (Sunday) 

Answered mail and wrote up my journal.Had lunch on board 
the steamer with G.R.,and it seemed bacchanalian;I can remember how 
we disparaged the steward dep't.of-the Mataram on the trip up to 
Tulagi.A quiet evening of writing was interrupted by a sudden squall 
that caught us unawares and carried the France well in toward shore 
before we could get thebig anchor down.Most of the crew were ashore 
but all hands on board managed to get everything tied down and the 
ship came head around when the big hook caught hold.We were inform- 
ed to-day of a very serious outbreak on Malaita.Two district offi- 
cers and nine police boys killed at Serengo passage back of Heuru. 
Mr.Bell,who has been on Malaita over 20 years and Mr.Lylies,an Ox- 
onian were the white men.They were collecting taxes from the bush 
men;there were about 100 of them.In addition to the nine police 
boys killed,six were badly cut up and are in the Tulagi Hospital. 
A punitive expedition is out after the malfactors at the present 
time and H.M.S. Adelaide standing by.This is the climax of many 
murders and smaller revolts on plantations employing labor fram that 
particular bush district.Things should be settled by the time the 
France starts on Malaita. 
October 31 

Typed notes and answered mail practically all day.Mr. 
Beck busy straightening out accounts and getting more supplies. 
Mr.Booth ,the manager of B P's will deliver our steamer cargo 
to-morrow morning .After shipping some birds and other material 
and securing the aux tubes we shall return to Vella Lavella,per- 
haps to solve this mystery about the black cockatoo. 
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prtietel The steamer came in early and shoved off for Tulagi and 
Sydney at 11,taking all our mail which has kept ug busy for the 
past two days.Mr.Beck sent a few small boxes to the Museum by par- 
cel post.I got letters of to Drs.Murphy and Sanford.Helped a bit 
with the stores after lunch,purchasing a lot of stuff for myself 
including 12 sq.feet of waterproof canvas for a hammock awning .Af- 
ter evening kai the most estimable Rey.Tutty and his colleague Rev. Peacock came aboard from the A V Melanesia,the official 7-Day Ad- 
vent craft;they rigged up a benzine magic-lantern aft and showed 
100 slides,many of exceptional interest, dealing wth native life 
and missionary work on Vella Lavella,the 7-Day stronghold, Bougain- 
ville ,New Georgia,and Malaita.Rev.Peacock, by the jway assisted in 
the buriel of Mr.Bell,the recently murdered D.0.6f Malaita.In 12 
years this mission has made remarkable progress ;s@tarting on’ Vella 
Lavella they have used natives extensively in propagating their 
doctrine on other islands.Problems of health, samitation,and educa- 
tion were undertaken first(after the church had? been built) .They 
have no commercial interests like Rev.Goldie a his Methodist clan. 
Things of most practical value are taught the natives such as the 
“cultivation of sweet corn and other vegetables .We were supplied with excellent garden products at Kumbakota on Ganonga where the T~Day 
Station was originated and has always been operated by natives .The ethnology of the exhibit proved very interesting .Head-houses, burial biers and crematoriums,canoe-houses, and Regthen, ail aaedee were shown, all revealing sun and moon worship which brings 'to mind Dr.Fox's "Threshold of the Pacific"and its thesis,based on ethnographical re- search,that Egypt was the Original migratory center for the Solomons. According to Rev.Tutty,who appended many remarks,the natives them- selves do not realize that they worship the sun end moon.Ita prin- cipal significance to them is tradition and regard of ancestors,all ' of which amounts fundamentally to ghost-fear.The only elements of this culture they can understand and trace are their totems.The stc-- ries of their origin as a people from some bird or fish are handed down by mouth and tattooed on their bodies in many cases,so that the whole constitutes a primal folk-lore.Why the Pyre of a funeral _ bier must be lighted just at sunrise is a mystery to them,the sig- nificance of the sun being disregarded;but the story of the shark that turned into a man or the woman who gave birth to an alligator, thus giving rise toa tribe,remains in original entity.Language is the first category of education.The missionaries have to work now in three distinct languages and eighteen dialects,the principal one of which is New Georgia.They teach reading and writing phonetically, acting on two principles :vowel following a consonant and two diph- thongs- ei and ae.The boys at Batuna in the Marovo Lagoon print and bind bibles and prayer-books for use anywhere that the 7-Day is es- tablished.In medecine they have done a great deal,all charitably. Members of the regular church in Australla England,etc.,give one- tenth of their incomes for the benefit of foreign missions,which is the first cause of the {~Day advance.Of all the missions out here the French Catholic is the most respected by the white people;and of | the Protestant, the 7-Day.The little lecture closed appOpriately with~ 

_ ~w-& representation of the expected second coming of the Saviour.Mr. 
Beck showed our most imhtresting birds and acquired much information 
concerning anchorages around New Georgia,Bougainville,and Choiseul. 
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November 2 

Ashore by 8 with the Doctor and G.R.Collected until 3 o'- 
clock,taking a dozen birds- white-eyes,bald fly-catchers, blackheaded 
flycatchers(white breast and reddish inside the mouth),and yellow 
honeysuckers.The white-eye here varies from the species found on Ku- 
lambangra,Vella Lavella,and Ganonga;the white-eye is not present on 
Narovo,nor is the white cockatoo,the latter also lacking on Ganonga. 
I mistook the black-headed flycatcher for the blackhead.The red on 
the inside of the mouth is not found on the same bird taken in the 

- eastern Solomons.Pinished skinning before supper and later enter- 
tained B P's Gizo staff and Mr.Griffiths,manager of Lever's planta- 
tion at Loga(Shelter I.).Gizo I.,is 7 miles long extending NW & SE 
and not over 3 miles wide at any point.The average altitude does not 
exceed 500 feet and the drainage is poor,mangrove swamps abounding. 

. The interior is more densely wooded than is usual.Numerous small 
islets and barrier reffs lie to the SE of the anchorage making nav- 

_igation very difficult.Two of the largest are Long I.,and Latitude I. 
Gizo is about midway between Kulambangra and Ganonga. 
November 3 

Finished with stores by noon.The Doctor collected one gol- 
den plover and a turnstone in young plumage along the coral-reefed 

shore,disappointed in not finding yellow-legs as he thought he saw 
some yesterday.Weighed anchor and stood out on a SW by W course for 
Bagga I.,and the W side of Vella Lavella.Rain squalls and aoe 

«Pa winds all afternoon.Caught one fine fish for evening kaikai.Passed 
Vic Pohlson of Narovo in a heavy rain and slipped him a tin of ben- 
zine.The France under power made Kumbakota anchorage,our former stamp- 

- ing ground,by 6:30 where the sky cleared and the moon shone upon the 
rolling vessel in a sheen of mellow gold.Even Mr.Beck remained up on 
the quarter until after ll. 
November 4 

Made Bagga I.,under sail with a stiff NW breeze by 11 A.M., 
dropping anchor off Binskin I.,the only charted anchorage on the is- 
land.Mr.Chaperlan operates a plantation on shares with Mr .Binskin, the 
owner of all Bagga.The wife and child of the latter were murdered by 
natives in 1909 while the master was off on a recruiting trip.Bagga I. 
lies 4 miles west of Vella Lavella at Lat.8-45 S.,and is 5 miles long 
N & 5 and approximately the same in the opposite measurement.The is- 
land 1s uninhabited by natives.The coastline is not shown on the chart 
but proves to be very irregular,fringed with reefs.Renard I.,lies a 
mile and a half to the north of Bagga and is not over 2$ miles long; 
Fairway I.,a very small islet is just east of Bagga $ mile at the en- 
trance to the Birskin passage.The highest point of the ridge that runs 
generally N & S on Bagga reaches approximately 600 feet.Extensive man- 
grove swamps skirt the shore about the anchorage.It was in the swamp 
that the Doctor and I hunted duri the afternoon;G.R.,was also out. 
We collected over 20 birds.I det bald flycatchers,2 white~-eyes,and 
&@ red-breasted dove.Other birds taken were the red-backed honeysucker, 
which proved to be darker on back and head than other species repre- 
sented;the white-eye compares with the type found on Vella Lavella, 
light yellow bill and yellow feet;the blackhead does not show the usu- 
al white ear-patch.Wag-tails,Bergi terns,and the bright mottled blue- 
headed kingfisher were taken,G.R.,and the Doctor each getting one.We 
did not take any blackheads on Vella Lavella during our short stay, but Mr Beck expects they will be similar due to its proximity.0O 
heard here are the common parrot and paroquet, long-tail ‘ned cheobeone 
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and gray pigeon and the isles alae ON a striped hawk .The Doctor 

and I found all our birds in the vicinity of the mangroves;the king- 

fishers were shot on the salt-water.The white-headed type are plenti- 

ful.They seem to like the mangroves as a background for their perch 

on bare,dead timber.We climbed a little knoll 4 mile inland, finding 

no small birds but plenty of pigeons.We met a Malaita boy who is em- 

ployed by Mr.Chaperlan to milk the bullimacow and hunt pigeons for the 

family's kaikai.He had six of the red-knobbed koora-boras;I shot one 

gray koora-kau for him.He calls the white-headed kingfisher" ku-ku" ,ap- 
parently Malaita dialect.These Malaita men are certainly the most in- 

telligent and the most vigorous natives of the whole group;they furnish 

practically all the recruited labor for plantations,the population of 

Malaita being 50 or 60,000.Self-maintenance is difficult especially be- 
cause the bushmen are generally hostile to the salt-water men.The rec- 
ently killed D.O. had acted as peace-maker between the two for many 
years.-They are much lighter than the people of the so-called western 
Solomons- Bougainville and Choiseul.They cling to tradition and custom, 
refusing to be missionized to any extent;the Catholic and the 7-Day . 
have accomplished a little.One can always tell a Malaita man by his 
color and by his tattoos;these show on his cheeks and around the orbi- 
tal ridge,the latter being rows of dots;the cheek sometimes shows a 
star(Bena) .Across the chest is found the totem,a bird or more often a 
fish, occasionally flowers and leaves are the pattern.Generally a name 
completes the array,designating a particular tribe or family.The totems 
are a much more general classification.In the western Solomons,in the 
islands recently visited like Ganonga and Narovo the men have little or 
no tatooing.I have seen several cicatrices on the upper arm,one a fri- 
gate bird,evidently made by incision and rubbing in dirt.Malaita boys 
everywhere we have found them have shown interest in our quest for birds 
and recognize many species as representative of their island;the red- 
billed kingfisher is again shinga(or chinga), and the pigmy parrot-"sum- 
ba. After kai we put up birds in a heavy rainstorm that lasted until af- 
ter 10 P.M.,and gave us fresh water in every conceivable receptacle. 
November 5 

Ashore with the Doctor and G.R.,shortly after 7,Mr.Beck have 
ing gone off earlier in the dinghy.We landed below the mangroves in a 
little bay opposite Binskin I.,and climbed to the top of the ridge,find- 
ing surprisingly few birds.I shot one blackhead,a red-backed honeysucker, 
brown fantail,white-eye,and the usual brace or so of bald flycatchers. 
The doctor got three white-eyes among others and G.R.,a striped hawk. 
Mr.Beck fared much better hunting up to,the ridge nearer the southern 
end of the island;among his birds were 4 of the desired blackheads .Hicks 
also had one;he went out after lunch.Mr.Beck also brought in a white- 
headed hawk.George,the mate,faitled to scare up any wild pigs on his ex- 
cursion into the bush for that purpose.The folks on shore here show the 
usual admirable Solomon Is.,hospitality,having entertained Mr.Beck at 
lunch yesterday and Mrs.Beck and the Captain at dinner this evening .A 
Mr.Risby of Savo is visiting the Chaperlan home at present.They send us 
out a couple of quarts of milk every day;with its aid Mrs.Beck baked a 
splendid cake which we enjoyed for three meals.The avifauna has not 
yielded us what it should have,the total being about 50 birds;but the 
Doctor has collected 10 or 12 different species of land-enails and Hicks 
brought in a large snake last night,brown and white diamond pattern sim- 
ilar to one taken on Ganonga.No fangs were revealed but auxill ine Wits eles ux lary teeth 

. pp jaw.Mr.Beck put. two scorpions into pickle.The monitor li- ae or ee the roves;the smaller lizards show nothing new. 
c ngdom has yielded us a few beetles,among them a lorngicorn. 
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Pigs are supposed to be plentiful although none of us have seen ~ 

any;we found a lot of mud holes on top of the ridge where they evi- 

dently wallow,in addition to "pig trails’ .These tracks are most use- 

ful to us where native trails are lacking;one finds them running 

along the top of a ridge so it can be followed with reasonable as- 

sumption that it will lead to the most: gradual slope to lower ground. 

It seldom is a problem to get up a mountain;getting back down is the 

perplexing part,and in this the pigs are of considerable assistance. 

We were up from the skinning table by 9 P.M.,and glad for the Sab- 

bath to-morrow since all the field party are suffering from divers 

minor afflictions;the itch is shared about equally,an insidious ir- 

ritation about the ankles caused either by sand-flies or some kind of 

a"chigger"like those found in the southern U.S.,that burrow under the 
skin.Mr.Beck with his remarkably sturdy constitution and tough hide 
seems to fare better than the rest of us.I have a special dispensa- 
tion in the existence of a swollen lymph gland located in the left 
groin. 
November 6 

Wrote notes and dabbled in water-colors in the morning. 
‘Mr.and Mrs.Beck were hosts to the people from Binskin.David has arisen 
from his bed of fever.After lunch the Doctor,Capt.Lang,and I rowed 
lazily over to Fairway I.,a distance of a mile from the ship.It does 
not measure over 100 yards in breadth and marks the end of a barrier 
reef that extends to Bagga on the West.Even on this little spot of 
land birds were plentiful:starlings,white-headed kingfishers,and red- 
knobbed( often called white-tailed) pigeons,plover were also seen.The 
Doctor and I took several photographs.The strong tide in Beagle Chan- 
nel made it a hard pull back and in this I made trouble for my swol- 
len gland.The swelling increased with added pain and stiffness and 
following kaikai came a dose of fever.The Doctor knocked this nicely 
with a 15 gr.dose of Calcium Iodide and I repaired to bed in a makin- 
aw shirt and a blanket. 
November 7 

I remained on board on the Doctor's advice and the sanction 
of Mr.Beck.The fever subsided during the night but the groin is still 
stiff and painful.The rest of the field party- Mr.Beck,the Doctor, * 
G-R.,and Hicks went ashore for the morning.I read and typed notes 
until lunch when they returned with about 25 birds.It took the France 
just about an hour to run over to Nyanga on Vella Lavella where Mr. 
McEachran( formerly referred to as Mr.McKechnie) operates a plantation. 
He came out immediately bringing Mr.Fuller who is a visitor and the 
same man who gave us the whole bullimacow when we stopped a day at 
Vaitasoli on the east coast of this island.He went ashore with Mr. 
Beck to show him some skull caves located nearby,the cenotaph of many 
native warriors.G.R.,and Hicks went out after pigs which again are 
reputed to be overrunn ing the district.The Doctor and I,aided by David, 
‘‘ up the morning's catch.Hieks and Mr.Beck brought back flycatchers 
both bald and blackheaded) ,two white-headed kingfishers,and two brown 
fantails.No new birds were taken this morning on Bagga I.No pigs were seen or heard.We are anchored approximately at the central point of te west coast between two rivers;one on the South is supposed to 

ow in orderly fashion permitting navigation, provided one takes along & cross-cut saw and a brace of axes,14 miles from Mundi Mundi,a mis- een ertelen farther north.The other river‘ on our North according to r-McKachran is navigable for a small craft 6 miles where it strikes 
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the foothills of the numerous peaks visible from the ship.The high- 

est does not exceed 3000 feet and all appear to range along two ridges 

running generally N & S.We can see eight to the northward when it is 

clear;to the south there is visible a lower ridge,probably not over 

1500 feet.The entire coastline on the Admiralty chart is lacking and 

the topography of the interior untouched.The 7-Day Advent Mission was 

first established on Vella Lavella and practically all the remaining 
inhabitants of the island,which are few,are under its dominion.The 
principal station is at Dobeli. 
November 8 

Rain kept all of us aboard after breakfast.The Doctor advis- 

ed my resting the glandular leg again which has not yet responded to 

treatment.He opened what appears to have been a small intection on my 

instep;this may be the seat of the swelling in the groin.The Doctor, 

G.»R.,and Hicks went ashore when the rain abated and Mr.Beck took the 

dinghy to reconnoiter the mouth of the large river.He brought back one 

of the rare little blue kingfishers,black-bib dove,brown fantails,white- 

eyes,two white-eared kingfishers(mottled blue head) ,and blackheads .The 

latter species here and the white-eye are similar to those taken on 

Bagga.G.R.,brought in a new variation in the thickhead.The white-headed 

kingfisher is common along the shore.This seems to be a good- focal 

point for all birds;even the yellow-bib dove was heard along the river, 

an altitude not over 50 feet above sea-level.Mr.Beck also added an 

eagle- hawk to the collection.Returning he found a beautiful kind of 

tree-orchid growing close to the bank and so brought a large sprig to 

photograph.It is a long green stem the flowers growing out in a spiral ; 

they are a pale cadmium yellow dotted with black splashes and have five 

leaves in the calyx and a yellow stamen.Ordinarily there is no odor, 
but a faint but luxurious perfume is present in the early morning.Heavy 

showers hindered the collecting considerably.Mrse.Beck spent the day at 
Mrs.McEachran's house.I helped with the birds in the evening.No appa- 
rent change in my condition. 
November 9 

G.Re,and Hicks ventured forth in the dinghy to camp up along 
the big river.Mr.Beck found two branches:the one going north is prob- 
ably the waterway to Mundi Mundi.They will be out until Saturday, the 
12th.Mr.Beck developed a few films before going ashore to collect with 

_the Doctor.My leg is a bit worse this morning and discloses the fact 
that all the trouble comes from the little sore on the instep;the poi- 
son from it has infected the whole lymph channel.It was the beginning 
of a real"island sore".I wrestled with the eagle-hawk all morning and 
developed a pack of film.In the afternoon I lay down with the bum leg 
elevated until the field party returned.The Doctor had a yellow-bib 
dove and a young blue hawk;both he and Mr.Beck took thickheads,black- 
heads, baid flycatchers,and two black fantails with a new variation in 
plumage.David went out about 4 o'clock but had no luck and much diffi- 
culty finding his way out.Mr.Beck allowed me to skin a red-throated 
dove,the first of my experience.After kaikai I retired on the Doctor's 
advice to rest the leg;absolute quiet is the best remedy,so I am re- 
signed to lying on my bunk until the business is finished and cleared 
up-I noticed that the sore on the instep looked ugly and soaked my 
foot in dilute Dakin solution.The groin is still swollen and painful 
so I shall bend all my diverse energies to recovery b 
action- to wit, inactivity. 7 oY Ee er 
November 10 

Lay on G.R.'s bunk all morning after breakfast,leaving it 
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only to soak the foot in Dakin.The Doctor and David went ashore.Mr. 

Beck remained aboard to develop and print film.Mre.Beck finds much 

comfort in her daily sojourn on shore with Mrse.McEachran.The Captain 

and George mended sail while I read Shakespeare.Rain again made the 

’ day's catch of birds small.The Doctor brought in both brown and black 

fantails,a reef heron,and a white-eared kingfisher.There are many of 

' these fellows about;they nest down in the mangrove swamps.One hears 

them calling,particularly after rain- a shriller and more staccato 

; note than the ku-ku-ku of the bigger white-headed brother.OQn account 

of the expanse of swamp I can hear few other birds except parrots and 

paroquets in the coconuts.Tihitian swallows are regular visitors to 

the France,perching on the halyards and carrying off bits of hemp to 

their nests on shore.About the only thing I can be sure of in regard 
to Nyanga anchorage is the landscape;so I shall attemt some topograph- 
ieal mapping since.the Admiralty chart is so inadequate.This is a 
good locality to start on because the water-sheds of two ridges of 
hills,north and south empty into the bay from three rivers. 

q November 11 
On my back again except to soak.the foot and dress the sore. 

P Mr.Beck and the Doctor constituted the field party.David down with 
another attack of fever.I read a great deal and typed a few notes.Mrs. 
McEachran came aboard for lunch.She is much the finest lady I have yet 
seen in the Solomons.We had much in common since she hails from County 
Wicklow.Her span of adventure and her knowledge of natives made very 
interesting conversation.The collection was richer this evening by a 
dozen or more birds- thickheads,black fantails,and white-eyes among 
those taken;also a white"barn-owl",so-termed by Mr.Beck,quite a rare 
prize.Only one other has been collected to date plus the one brought 
by us,a gift from the captain of the"Royal Endeavor"from Vanikoro. 
My leg is better this evening. 
November 12 

I was able to skin a couple of birds this morning.The Doc- 
tor also remained aboard to put up the remainder of yesterday's catch. 
Mr.Beck spent the forenoon ashore returning after lunch with several 
gray-birds in addition to others already represented.He had the gray- 
bird both male and female in several plumages,one very young looking 
like a different kind entirely.About 1 P.M.the camping party return- 
ed with a good bagful considering the adverse weather.A brown bittern 
and several female gray-birds but no doves except common species.No 
yellow-bibs were found although they reached 2000 feet.The yellow-bib 
has been heard again by Mr.Beck along the small river,so it does not 
cleave exclusively to higher altitudes.All the birds taken by the 
campers ,except the bittern and one red-billed kingfisher,have been 
collected on shore from the present anchorage.The fact that this is 
the emptying point of so much drainage from both N & § inland may help 
to explain the presence of so many unexpected varieties:the rarer dove 
like the yellow-bib and the thickhead is usually found above 2000 feet 
After the rain Mr.Beck took the dinghy up the small river returning 
just before dark with nothing important for his efforts- swifts,wag- 
tail,common kingfishers,and a young long-tail.No one reports the cock- 
atoo at this anchorage;one was taken at Vaitasoli.The Doctor has shot 
a number of pigmy parrots here. 
November 13 (Sunday) 

er eeaste is much improved so that I shall be able to be back 
tain ana I vigtiaa “ehue rae the coming week.The Doctor,G.R.,the Cap- 

Skull caves in the long-boat after breakfast. 
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(39) 
The Doctor and I took numerous photographs and we all collected int- 
eresting mementa mori.There are three divisions of catacombs,two hav- 
ing two shelves cut to hold the skulls and one four shelves;two of 
the three are at the end of the plantation beside the salt-water. 
Each has at present about 100 skulls,the best of which lie arranged 
in single rows on shelves cut in the soft volcanic rock five feet 
above the ground.These are the"skull caves" per se,there being noth- 
ing else.The shelf is 18 inches high and varies from four to six feet 
in depth;those at the higher cave,located loo yards along the shore 
from the two at the edge of the coconuts are 15 feet long.The smaller 
ones are not over six.Two of this size comprise the First cave,cut 
side by side with a rude face carved in the small space of rock bet- 
ween.The larger shelves had a rude bas-relief edge around the exter- 
ior.The higher cave was 50 feet above the water about midway up a 
steep cliff of volcanic buff.Here we found much the best-preserved 
skulls.and one,evidently an important chief,set in a little nitch by 
itself.A small pile of skulls in varying states of decompsition lay 
on the ground in front of each shelf giving evidence of vandalism 
since they had undoubtedly been pulled out.fhose left intact had the 
Jaw-bone attached by lashings of vines and many still retained shell 
rings set in the eye-sockets with mud plaster.Most of them had offer 
ings of polished rings tied on with vines.Shell rings and a few bro- 
ken spear heads lay scattered about on the floor of the shelves.There 
were occasional groups of skulls tied two or three together, perhaps 
near kinsmen.No body bones were present-According to a Malaita boy 
a plantation laborer,only the corpse of a warrior merited such honor; 
the carcass was left to decay,the head cut off,cleaned and decorated, 
and finally placed on the shelf in an appointed place.Women,children, 
se piscine crane. buried uncerimoniously on Turnivilu I., 

e es ¢ miie from Nyanga.Most of the skulls evidently came from 

wibytuumture cali thie Baabell presses cee eet aes rere witty e W 4 
natives of Vella Lavella because we have Seite Tages Of snes gate 
oie aetusianaice aes dead that were used in villages further north 

Siandsine most common seems to have been 1 
process,the entire body wrapped after Srovebacsal le Tedsed tart cae vines.This is the only skull-cave"that we have heard of on the island and hardly seems large enough to accommodate the"great men"of every tribe.There are so few aboriginal natives on the island that no know- sielsotyioes — first-hand.The Malaita boys savvy a good deal;ap- 

y feel no fear of the ghosts of any but their own people. We pulled back to the France late for lunch.I soon developed my films pete of which turned out poorly.I started a rough land-survey map of bein ocee See paper based on the drawing of the Admiralty cadevies dxcore - et ape bie coast and leaves the topography un- iy "Wedidew diate EM tty fous om, altitude as 3000 feet.I go simply 
We¥ehbes 14 ug nterpolation. 

Mr-Beck and G.R.,went out for a morning's collecting .Th Doctor developed his films with very successful rent while T geeetuc 
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(40) 
ing to the chart.The rain abatted giving him a chance to shoot a 

few birds- fantails,both brown and black,thickhead and blackhead,and 

one flying fox.Instead of a mission he found a prosperous plantation 

under the direction of Mr.McPherson,about 150 acres under cultiva- 

tion.A number of the labor boys paid their respects and with them - 

came a fine assortment of bananas,pawpaws,and pineapples.All were 

Malaita men. 
November 15 

All ashore except Hicks;my leg is practically back to old 

form.Mr.Beck took a trail that follows the ridge in back of Mr.Mc- 

Phergon's house.The Doctor and I hunted along a river which has out- ~ 

let just opposite our present anchorage.It averages 25 feet in width | 

and from three to six in depth except over the last % mile before the 

mouth where it gets much larger.G.R.,went upstream,salmon-fashion, 

the Doctor took one side and I the other.As expected rain came about 

11 o'clock and continued until 5.I followed a river trail for a mile 

and found birds plentiful,taking both brown and black fantails,bald 

flycatchers,brown-winged blackbird,white-eyes,red-rumped honeysuckers, 

and one red-billed kingfisher,the only significant catch.I also heard 

the cockatoo,mina,long-tail,parrots and paroquets,and megapodes;I saw 

a brown heron on the way up and missed a bittern on the way down.The 

ground dove occurs in the usual reddish-brown.The Doctor shot a new 
species of ground dove,a fine male,purple and black with white throat 
and head patches.Mr.Beck thinks it similar to one taken on Ramos l., 
in the southern Solomons.The honeysucker here is very dark and the 
adult male shows a slight red marking on the top of the head in addi- 
tion to the rump.The little kingfisher I shot right beside the stream 
just after the rain.One hears their shrill pipe at such times,particu- 
larly if it is near evening.They are never found high up in trees but 
invariably near the ground usually perched on some dead log or bare 
limb.In flight they are like a streak.The bittern was near the base 
of a huge root-tree,a species of wood unknknown to me;the trunk pro- 
per begins anywhere from 10 to 30 feet above the ground surmounting 
a great pyramid cluster of roots that forms its base.The thickhead 
and blackhead are rare at the low altitude of the river bottom.Mr. 
Beck collected several above 1000 feet on his trek that took him to 
the top of the high ground about 5 miles inland.The France entertain- 
ed Mr.and Mrs.McPherson at dinner after the Doctor had extracted an 
ulcerated tooth belonging to the latter.The Doctor has proved a most 
welcome visitor both at plantations and native villages by virtue of. 
his profession. 
November 16 

The Doctor went along the river flats again while Hicks 
and I took the high ridge trail and climbed steadily until noon.On 
the way I took one ground dove,a red-throated dove and afew small 
birds.At 12:30 the rain came down in tropical torrents and contin- 
ued all afternoon.We had an old native leat lean-to for shelter;when 
this collapsed upon our heads we came down,finding no birds in the 
welter of the storm.The river was greatly swollen and the entire basin 
in the coconuts inundated.Rising water had driven the Doctor outj;no 
one else came ashore. 
November 17 

Raised anchor at 6 A.M.,and stood out N half £ for Choi- 
seul I.,a large body of land with numerous outlying islands;this 
should give us the balance of bird-types indigenous to the Solomons. 
We start a 55 mile run with a fair breeze.Like Vella Lavella,Choiseul 

/ 
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I.,is very inadequately charted .At the nerth end ef Vella Lavella 

Mr Beek had it in mind te ee@llect again and spend the night at Saliva 

village but finding no suitable anehorage stood out definitely for 

Choiseul.,a distance or 35 les.On board after lunch I typed a few 

notes,worked at water-colors,and read.Toward evening a fair wind came 

up-A very plessant night at sea. 

November 18 
Developed some photographs in the A.M.We dropped anchor be- 

tween Moli I.,and the mainland of NW Choiseul at 3 P.M.Saw one small 

flock of shearwaters, but Mr.Beck could not reach them in time .While 

awaiting his return Mrs.Beck collected a bunch of marine invertebrates 

in a bucket.Terns were numerous~ sooty and young Bergi;brown gannets 

and frigate birds(the latter I have previously called"bellamas",-this. 

I find is derived from the French"belle de mer") .A plantation owned by 

Mr.Hamilton of Sydney is operated here by Malaita labor;the overseer 

comes down once a week from Choiseul Bay.Close by there is a small salt 

water village,population about 30.G-R.,Hicks,and I went up 4 small 

river that empties nearby;Mr.Beck took the long boat to see if any 

white person stopped at the house on the island.I heard thickheads 

when we had landed about tmile up;I shot a white-eye which revealed a 

new variation- dark olive bill and olive-green feet,the head a lighter 

shade of the same color and the breast shows a great deal of white, 

yellowing toward the head.Hicks and I took black fantails which show. 

a darker plumage in head and back and more white secondaries .Returning 

we heard the hornbill.On the way down the river G.R.,and I each shot 

a white-eared kingfisher.Yellow honeysuckers and the white-headed" ku- 

ku" kingfisher(called"kekeow"on Choiseul)seemed plentiful among the 

coconuts along the shore.Mr.Beck had ten birds- starlings,black fan- 

tails,and a female thickhead.Natives from the village as well as a 

boatload of labor boys visited the France.The former are very black as 

contrasted to the lighter Malaita men;they are very quiet and friendly. 

They brought pawpaws,yams,and bananas to trade.Fishooks and calico 

were the desiderata.The island of Choiseul is 80 miles long and from 

10 to 15 miles wide extending from NW to SE by the compass.The highest . 

ground is found around the southern end where altitudes of 2500 feet 

are reported.The maximum altitude at our present anchorage is,perhaps, 

1500;the ground has the appearance of rising gradually in consecutive 

ridges that drain lengthwise of the island.The largest rivers at this 

end flow into Choiseul Bay.From our position we can see the Shortlands 

and Bougainville on a clear day.Fringing reefs lle along the shore 

here with a heavy barrier about 2 miles out. 

November 19 
; All ashore by 7 A-M.I followed a trail that led up a main 

ridge crossing the stream we investigated yesterday about 2 miles up. 

Thickheads,black fantails,and brown flycatchers were common;I shot 

several.The brown flycatcher does not show any white about the head 

like those recently taken on other islands eastward.I heard both the 

pigmy parrot and the midget but could not get a shot at either.I took 

a@ common ground dove and a brown heron.The red-knobbed and gray-headed 

pigeon are abundant.The long-tail is not present here,verified by the 
natives .I shot a hornbill as he was hanging upside down reaching for 
ek a caught in a liana vine and I was forced to cut an 8 inch tree 
© bring him down;he proved to be an old male with six notches.Black 

honeysuckers are not plentiful in the high country;they seem to prefer 
river bottoms.I often get their tiny whistle confused with the pipe 

of the red-billed kingfisher.The red-breasted dove called from the 
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tops of high trees ;cockatoos,minas, parrots and paroquets were also 

peard.G.R.brought in a little mountain kingfisher exhibiting a new plum-— 

age- black pill,lighter blue mottled head,and light yellow and sienna 

colored breast,iris brown, feet flesh-pink.It proved to be a temale and 

einee the natives positively report the presence of the red-billed 3 

"shinga",I think it is the same in a young plumage-Hicks shot two of 

the bright blue headed kind similar to those taken on Ysabel.We put up 

68 birds by 9:30. 
November 20 (Sunday) 

- Awoke with a sour cold.Worked a bit with water-colors and 

notes.Read during the late afternoon.Mr.Beck shifted the anchorage 

more to the leeward of Moli I., to avoid the heavy roll which we have 

experienced of late. 

November 21 
; 

Heavy rain throughout last night and continuing in the A.M. 

I ventured up the river about 9:30 the rain having abated some and had 

the experience of missing three kingfishers on the wing- two white-ear- 

ed and one little blue.One gets little time to prepare to shoot;one 

heralds his approach with a sharp call.They live along the banks and 

up the small tributaries that flow into the main stream.The entire bot- 

tom is thickly vegetated with small timber, vines,and weeds of every de- 

seription.Whenever one is found perching it 1s invariably on a bare 

limb,usually a dead one;frequently on mangrove roots.When one alights 

it will usually sit for a minute or two unless frightened.The red-billed 

impresses me as the most rapid in flight.The white-eared and little blue 

are very speedy and usually keep to the bank under the overhanging limbs 

making it doubly hard for a mediocre marksman.The big white-headed fel- 

low and the common land type are fine targets because of their size and 

loud calls.None of the kingfishers seem to pay any attention to calling; 

probably because their calls are so difficult to imitate well.I saw a 

pair of brown herons too far away to shoot .After lunch all the field 

party except Mr.Beck went ashore along divers trails.The Doctor and G-R- 

have been fortunate in securing good natives for guides and retrievers. 

I followed the same nygali nut path that takes one ina SE direction for 

about 3 miles to an altitude of approximately 800 feet.There are three 

little camping places along the trail with good leaf houses where one 

could spend a comfortable night.I shot only six birds- thickheads, male 

and female,black fantail,cockatoo, brown flycatcher,and graybird.The 

thick heads here are most plentiful,black fantails a close second;they 

come readily to calling.Brown fantails,doves,the little mountain king- 

fisher,and in particular the crested pigeon(microgura meeki)are the 

desiderata.Mr.Beck has found that the natives savvy the latter,but they 

give the impression that it is rare.Meeks collected them somewhere on 

Choiseul in the eighties. 
November 22 

G.R.,laid up with a knee infection.Hicks down with grippe 

and indigestion.Mr.Beck,the Doctor,and I went ashore.I again took the 

usual tail,climbing as far up as it went to the ultimate nygali nut out- 
post;here were planted coconuts in poor bearing and a small shed and a 

ta e p Marte had been built.On Vella Lavella,I recall,we found coco- 
te a a bearing at 1500 feet.I flushed three ground doves,getting 
Der spee age nnoitered many ravines and intersecting ridges where under- 
syrah potiies serps @00d places for ground birds,but no crested head 
yrange a he common ground dove is often encountered near places 

pigmy arenes ay pg cracked nuts.I took a brown and a black fantail 

, ye,gray-bird,and brown flycatcher.A black snake , 

7 
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wiggled away from me after I had shot it in the tail with the aux.Snakes 

have been, scarce here 80 far.I missed a blackhead in addition;although 

I waded the river for % mile upstream and followed many little brooks 

in my sallies down various ravines I saw no little kingfishers.The up- 

country is serrated with ravines that lead into three or four main ridges 

running lengthwise of the island(NW to SE) ;two central ridges surmount 

a large river canyon which drains the high land.The average width of the 

stream is 30 feet and is easily forded.I found a number of craters at 

1000 feet many of the ravines leading into such places.Birds I met in 

gmall bunches- fantails,the black seem to run together while the brown 

is usually taken singly, fly-catchers, thickheads, pigmy parrots;the black- 

heads I have noticed in pairs very often.Midgets travel in flocks like 

the little parrots and the calls of both are easily confused.Of all the 

birds the pigmy comes to calling most readily,probably because its tiny 

squeak is so readily imitated.I have shot a number hanging upside down 

from vines and clinging to the bark of large trees.The fly-catchers fre- 

quent fairly low foliage when they are getting insects;and the other 

varieties of small birds are usually most plentiful,and are certainly 

most easily taken in groves of small timber and underbrush.The black 

honeysucker is represented on Choiseul with dark yellow breast,red head, 

and dark yellow wings;it feeds particularly on the blossom of a tall 

tree.White-eyes are abundant and are the songsters of the islands.The 

bald fly-catcher shows no white on the head,but is black with reddish- 

brown breast.The common black-headed fly-catcher does not have the pro- 

nounced red inside its bill as formerly the case on Vella Lavella,Gizo, 

Kulambangra,etc.,Hornbills
, minas, parrots,cockatoos,graybirds,and crow 

as well as the common red-knobbed and gray pigeon inhabite the taller 
trees.I have seen hornbills,minas,parrots,cockatoos,and both pigeons 
feeding in the same tree,a great gnarled forest giant;they eat the small 
red berry-like fruit.No one has yet taken any of the doves which we can 
hear calling daily high up in the tree tops.The white-tailed"nickabar" 
pigeon is also common here.The crested ground pigeon(microgura meeki)re- 
mains a mystery bird.Both the Doctor and G.R.,have found natives here 
very useful as guides and retrievers;they have collected lots of snails 
upon the suggestion of the former.The community here is small and very 
friendly;one can get a boy simply by starting along one of the bush 
trails.There are other villages up the coast;we have been visited by sev- 
eral large canoes.A Methodist Mission teacher came from one with the 
name of Wesley as a patron saint.There is a school house at the nearby 
village with plenty of good slates(made in Pennsylvania)which have not 
seen much use. 
November 23 

Mr .Beck,the Doctor,and I ashore for the day.The remarkable 
forbearance of rain has been most fortuitous.I followed Mr.Beck along 
his trail and struck little luck until the afternoon after crossing the 
large river that flows northward in the central canyon.Along the ridge 
over there I took a brown fantail,blackhead,red-breasted fly-catcher, 
and midget;as I was quietly eating my sardines a male and female hornbill 
flew into the tree above me.They were added to the collection.The male 
had six notches and the female three.I climbed down to the river bpotton, 
a by Mr.Beck as & likely place for the evanescent crested pigeon; 
Re downstream for = mile.I saw two brown herons and missed a rapid 

shot at a duck,a common teal.I shot a red-crested dove,mina,and a com- 
mon sand piper;then a red-billed kingfisher flew and lighted on a log 
bg more than 100 feet distant offering me a perfect shot,which I missed y squeezing the aux instead of the trigger on the big shell. It is the 
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worst skull I have pulled yet;we have only one of the wood kingfishers 

and that had a black bill and a light yellow breast,evidently a young 

plumage .The natives report the red-billed shinga ;this one I missed 

was in plain sight and I am positive of its red bill and orange breast. 

Returning to the ship I collected several unusual spiders and a large 

lizard. 
November 24 (Thanksgiving Day) 

Breakfasted on fried hornbill breasts.Then skinned a hornbill 

and helped the Doctor clean snails.In the evening we had a’ sumptuous 

dinner thanks to Mrs.Beck;the Doctor wrote some appropriate stanzas 

which were read on the occasion. 

November 25 = 

! Raised anchor and steamed 11 miles north to Choiseul Bay;we 

let go the iron off Mr.Everett's,manager of one of Hamilton's planta- 

tions.Mr.Beck,the Doctor,Hicks,and I went ashore about 10 A.M.We had to 

walk a mile through the coconuts to reach the bush where we found no 

trails for considerable distance.I ventured into a mangrove swamp where 

the going was rough over broken coral and roots;here I took a few birds- 

white-eye,brown fantail,red-breasted fly-catcher,black fantail,and 

young male thickhead.This plumage in many of the small birds resembles 

the female adult.Reached higher ground and got on a ridge where I heard 

hornbills and cockatoos but few small birds.Met the Doctor and later 

Hicks.We returned together and in the coconuts I shot a rusty-winged 

blackbird and a common land kingfisher,large.Mr.Beck had come back to 
the ship early and had gone up a large river that empties into the bay 

nearby.He returned with a white-eared kingfisher and knowledge that the 
river is navigable for 3 miles. 
November 26 

All the field party went up the river in the long boat to 
@ point where further progress was prevented by a considerable waterfall. 
At this place the river branches.I followed the left for about a mile 
finding the river drainage extremely rough;the ground was full of holes 
and rocky knolls,small precipitous ravines,mostly lava and crumbly vol- 
canic rock.The river bed had an intermixture of clay at the surface. Bird 
life was very sparse.We went up the river at ebb tide and mangrove roots 
on either bank were exposed for considerable distance inland.Five little 
blue kingfishers were seen.There are plenty of curlew up the river and 
around the bay .Mr .Beck shot one and a duck in addition.The little kinf- 
fishers nest in holes up in dead trees or in the bank itself alonf small 
tributary streams and are out on the main stream at low tide.Wé saw none 
returning when the tide was full.One huge tree near the falls might be 
called"the hornbill tree";there were at least 30 hornbills feeding in 
the branches.I found a similar tree in my ramble which harbored crows, 
minas,and gray pigeons;some of the birds pick the inside of the friut 
out,the ground being covered with shucks.These could be heard dropping 
all around mingled with the peculiar gurgling and chuckling of the con- 
tented birds.I did my best to secure the nest of a common land kingfisher 
which was 20 feet up a large dead trunk,but did not make the grade.The 
mother bird would visit it about every five minutes,evidently feeding 
the young ones.I found a black honeysucker,female,teaching a pickininny 
to fly;I took the young one up and the mother hovered about in distrac- 
tion.Just above the place where we had tied the long boat Mr.Beck found 
& pigmy parrot's nest dug in 2 black ant's nest which was about 7 feet 
up on the side of a large white-barked tree 150 feet high.-There were two 
seer in the nest,undiscovered at first because they lay up on a little 
shelf above the aperture.Both Mr.Beck and Hicks saw the pair fly out. 
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F 2 main stream of the river in’ tne fork of dead limbs protruding 

‘above the surface of the water we saw two wagtail's nests;one had two 
eggs in it,nearly incubated.Returning Mr.Beck shot two long tailed 

swifts and a small green parrot,a gray-headed female. 

November 27 
Up.the’rivér after breakfast. to acquire some photographs 

and to bathe.Saw two little blue kingfishers and a dozen curlew;small 

green parrots inhabite the mangrove trees near the mouth;white-eyes 

and midgets were heard along both banks. 

November 28 
. Mr.Beck and I went up the river in the dinghy;the Doctor 

and Hicks went ashore on the plantation.On the way up we got a large 
eagle hawk and one little blue kingfisher.I got ashore about a mile 

below the falls on the north bank and followed a ridge until noon when 

I found myself lost since I had crossed some intersecting ridges.I stop-— 

frequently to. call but only got a crow.By 2 o'clock I had found my way 

out to the river somehow where I shot a pair of young hornbills in"the 
hornbill tree".I had covered at least three square miles of country and 

felt very poorly compensated;all the small birds I found were along the 

river bank.Mr.Beck had poor luck;he shot at a small chocalate-colored 

ground dove previously taken on San Cristoval and on the Santa Cruz is- 
lands.He shot a green parrot,male of the small species;this bird had a 
yellow head and beak(female- gray head and black beak),and is similar to 

_the small parrot taken further south in the group.The weather has con- 
tinued clear of rain,excellent conditions for collecting but very few 
birds.We have had only one light rain in the evening for the last four 
days.Mr.Everett visited the France in the evening. 
November 29 

Raised anchor and stood out for the Shortlands.Mr.Beck and 
I went ashore on a small igiet (Redman) at the entrance to Choiseul Bay. 
We waded over reefs to get to it and took two lesser yellow legs;other 
common shore birds were about- golden plover and sand-pipers in abundance. 

Sooty and noddy terns were also plentiful.The island itself was complete- 
ly surrounded by fringing reef that stretched out to sea in some places 
for # mile;the harbor is protected by a barrier reef 3 miles out through 
which passage can be gained in only one sate place.The island was very 
low and wet,covered with mangroves near the shore and a few coconuts.It | 
proved to be a haven for the gray pigeon;Mr.Beck shot enough for a meal 
(6)in a half hour.I collected three white-headed kingfishers and some 
yellow honeysuckers.Mr.Beck got three gray-headed fly-catchers,a species 
that has been taken previously on small islands similarly iocated.The 
Only other birds I observed were the gray-backed shriek and the white- 
tailed(nikabar) pigeon.Returned to the ship at 11 o'clock and the captain 
stood out SW by W for the Shortlands.Under sail all afternoon due to 
engine trouble.Laid to off Oema I.,and Oema Atoll for the night with a 
course set for Fauro I. 
November 30 

Dropped anchor in passage between Fauro I.,and Tauno I.in 
North Bay at 11 A.M.The Doctor and I went ashore for the arternoon.We 
found a trail that took us about 300 feet up the mountain to a spot where 
: native had a canoe dug-out in the process of completion.The canoe here 
0 om Mioipinng. Wat bt talks equipped with sails;most of them are dug-outs 

, te ntrast to the seamed canoes,sealed with teeta nut putty typical of 
aire southern islands even to Choiseul.We saw one such canoe equipped ph wher bende Fons at Nyanga on Vella Lavella.We struck just one pocket 
Stectnate wd < a large tree quite high up.We took a brown fantail, 

’ © black-headed ana red-brea 

- 

sted fly-catchers. midget. 
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‘gtarlings and shrieks were found in a swamp near the shore.The black 

-honeysucker shows a darker plumage than the Ghoiseul species .The red- 

breasted fly-catcher shows a white patch in front of the eye which is 

brown in tinge in the female.The common green parrot, cockatoo, common 

rea" coconut" parrot, and hornbill are present.I heard no little paroquets. — 

Both red-knobbed and gray pigeon are plentiful;we heard them feeding 

with hornbills and parrots in a great many-rotted tree like a banyan, 

but much taller;the fruit is a small red berry the size of a small green 

gage-The ground under such a tree is covered with them,both the whole 

fruit and others that have been shucked.The blackhead resembles the Choi- 

seul species closely.We heard neither white-eyes nor thickheads Mr.and | 

Mrs.Beck visited Tauno I.,with considerable profit;as he was landing 

back on Fauro to pick us up he got a night-hawk, one bird out of three 

that he flushed.Mrs .Beck caught a fine sphinx moth. 

December 1 
Fauro I.,is 11 miles long N & S and is very irregulay in shape; 

the northern half is not over a mile and a half in width and the south- 

ern half four at the greatest.It is the second largest one of the Short- 

land group.The maximum altitude is about 2000 feet in the southern half.. 

The land goes up to 1100 fairly steeply at the present anchorage .Fauro 

lies on the 7th parallel of latitude.The Doctor,Hicks, and I went ashore 

on Fauro to-day,Mr.Beck on Tauno again.I went to the top of the ridge 

to a point from which I could see Ghoiseul to the south and Ovau [., to 

the north.Near the top -I took three blackheads,one in the peculiar 

young brown plumage.-Also brown fantails,red-breasted and black-headed 

flycatchers,and black honeysucker;I shot one male graybird which show- 

ed brown patches on the base of the tail and under the wings,the finish 

of the moult.No thickheads or white-eyes to-day.The Doctor took a red- 

breasted dove and Mr.Beck a white-breasted hawk similar to one taken by 

G.R.,and I on Florida I.Several large lizards and three snakes were 

gleaned,the latter light brown.The common lizard is a dark brown;as usu@- 

al the brilliant blue striped lizard is common.One of the lizards was 

new- 2 brilliant grass green with gray mottled hind legs.I took several 

highly colored hard-shell spiders.Kingfishers are not plentiful here; 

we have heard the white-headed once and the bright blue is heard often 

up in the woods.The latter are usually found around the coconuts. 

December 2 
Raised anchor as soon as the tide(which runs 3 knots here) 

changed to favor our passage to Sinasora Bay-Steamed nine miles passing 

Karike village,a Methodist station under native supervision.Reached 

Kalia plantation in Sinasora Bay at 10:30 where we met Mr.Pinneau who 

Manages a plantation for an estate.The altitude here goes up to nearly 

2000 feet.Hicks,the Doctor and I went ashore for the afternoon .Mr.Beck 

down with a dose of fever.Hicks and I found an old trail up a ridge 

which we followed climbing to about 800 feet.Birds were very scarce ;1 

eats only a honeysucker and a fly-catcher.The Doctor fared 4 little 

er. 
December 3 

Mr.Beck better this morning and G.R.,also in shape to go 

ashore for the first time since his knee got infected.I climbed up as 

far as Hicks and I had cut yesterday without getting a bird;instead of 

keeping on to the top I foolishly turned back.As a result I rambled 

all afternoon covering very little territory and taking only three com- 

mon flycatchers.I collected a number of hard-shelled spiders and two 

other kinds and one frog. 
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ecember 4 (Sunday) 
Mr.Pinneau entertained us ashore for the greater part of the 

lay-He served an excellent midday dinner in a fly-proof room- egg-plant 

oup and roast duck.We used his room for writing afterward.Our host can 

pin some swift yarns about the islands;like many.other planters he is s 

a blown-away mariner who was induced to come to the Solomons to help out 

a bogus uncle.He reports that he has had naturalists staying with him be- 

fore.One free-lancer caught a number alive to sell to zoos.Pinneau says 

at a number of small quail,which may have been young megapodes, since 

the reporter does not distinguish a nikobar pigeon from one of the com 

mon red-knobbed or gray.Mr.Beck suggeated to-day that we shall go to 

Bougainville after the next steamer. 

December 5 
<. Raised anchor at 5:30 and stood out for Mono(Treasury)I.,45 

miles SW by our course.Passed Shortland I.,and it shows very little 

high land.Spent the day developing film and writing letters for the com- 

ing Mataram.Dropped anchor at & P.M.in passage between Mono I.,and Stir- 

“ling I.Natives came out from a.salt-water village immediately in outrig- 

er canoes of all sizes;the largest was seven fathoms(4e feet)long and 

Capable of carrying fifty persons.It was hewn out of a single tree trunk 

and very simple in design and decoration.A fine-looking Fijian who is 

a Methodist missionary came aboard.The village which boasts a population 

of over 200 pays a head tax to the Mission of one pound yearly.The Rev. 

“Goldie of the Methodist Church in the Solomons handles most of their 
copra output.The natives looked clean in white singlets;they are very 

friendly and most of them speak good"pidgin".They imparted much inform- 
ation about the island although they.seemed-to know little about its 
bird life. . . 
December 6 
7 Mono I., 1s 6-miles E X W and 4 miles N X &.The island is 
mound-shaped and has a maximum altitude of about 1200 feet at its cen- 
_ter.There are three small islets between Stirling I.,and the main island, 
none of any size.Two are planted with coconuts and one is the residence 
of a Chinese trader.The whole force went out this morning on trails 
‘that started at the village and led in all directions.After some butting 
about I struck a good trail that took me up to the top of the central 
ridge about two miles inland.The only birds I saw or heard were the 
megapode,red-knobbed and gray pigeon,and the small flycatcher;cockatoos, 

-Minas,red and green parrots,and starlings were also present .Returning 
from the top where one could look down 150 feet into an old crater,the 
forest was as silent as a morgue except for a couple of white-breasted 
flycatchers which I shot and could not find.After lunch I got into one 

.of the many streams that apparently flow from the central area around 
the crater;here I was encouraged by the sight of a brown heron,a white- 
_Sared kingfisher,and the acquisition of a mina.I also saw a large eagle- 
hawk,too high to try for.The usual Solomon Is.,avifauna of the smaller 
species are certainly absent.The rest of the collectors reported the 
Same lack of fantails,thickheads, red flycatchers,blackheads;the white- 
eared seems to be the only kingfisher that is common.Mr.Beck took seven 
at the mouth of one of the larger streams and Hicks one.The island is 
abundantly stocked with insects and both small and large lizards ;snakes, 
flying-foxes,and possums are reported abundant by the natives.The Doctor 
tee oh that the presence of such a host of large black lizards(from 6' 
ere eae o the absence of small birds that nest in low trees. 
Bn a cia Ta eaics sland is younger in origin that the surrounding ones. 

are numerous show bottoms composed of hard,grey clay 
and great loose boulders of volcanic rock.I saw four that had this kind 
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of formation.All the bird life I saw was around these drainage areas- 
very little on top of the ridges although they are heavily wooded .Most 
of the trees high up are very old and tall,however;the"scrub"is down in 
the vallies where the water flows.One common ground dove was taken;the 
Doctor saw three.The village is the most interesting thing about the ig- 
land.It 1s the only one and extends all’ the way across a peninsular at 
southern end.The most extensive coconut grove is around the village it- 

_self,although there are coconuts and gardens planted all over the island. 
The natives evidently visit them periodically on short trips;one finds 

Many sheds for copra and pol manufacture along the numerous trails as 
well as rest houses for sleep.The leaf houses of the village extend. in 
orderly rows across the island forming several streets;each house has ‘ 
its food supply of yams,coconuts,and taro stored under the raised floor 
and a canoe resting close by.Each man heading a family has at least two 
meris and plenty of pickininnies.The village streets all conjoin at a 
point on the south shore around several communal houses;one is the Mis- 
sion station and the others are for the separate use of men, women, and 
children.The chief has a large domicile at this location and is the first 
to greet anyone coming ashore.Neither the meris or the children show any 
fear of the white man.I was impressed by the clean and healthy look of 
the little children;they were eager to accompany us into the bush.There . 
were very few cases of yaws or skin disease of any kind and all seemed 
casually occupied with the duties of maintenance- the men cutting copra 
or working on houses or canoes,the meris carrying water or making poi 
for pudding,the children on their own taking it all in.Even their betel- 
nut trees are planted in little groves in the woods in back of the vilkge 
and each shows the mark of its owner carved on the green bark.This reveals how well such a community fared in isolatio before the white man came;and 
in a rather unhealthy part of the group.This is their dry season and a 
number of men have died from the heat.Evidence of the dignity still ac- 
corded to the chief was shown by a dance held this evening to appease the 
testy god of the salt-water that recently upset the master's canoe and caused him to lose all his tobacco and hig pipe.A number of women and children gaily decked with flowers and bright lavalavas were gathered 
around one female who beat tim by jumping and pounding the ground with 
a heavy piece of wood.There were a number of old men present and some few young taking part;the dance was nothing more than a monotonous sway- in of bodies to the slow rhythm of the beater;those in the rank closest to the drum held a kind of baton made of fibre matting rolled up.All re- vealed a considerable spirit of merriment.And there was community Singing. Besides the few birds collected we Managed to get six different kinds of lizards,five frogs,one a tree-frog,and a small variety of insects.There were fifty natives on board when we arrived,all laden with trade stuff- 

,Pawpaws,and a sort of sweet potato. They soon exhausted the ship's Supply of calico,which was what they want- ed most.I bought a pair of pearl fishooks,some water bottles made out of clay and of coconut shell,and three adzes.We even secured five fowls and 

we ,and a white-eared kKingfisher.The latter were numer- 
y-The majority of those that I have seen 
the mouths of rivers or streams.Missed & perfect shot at a ground dove and met both G.R. ,and Hicks,neither of 4 
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cockatoos and we shot five;as each one was shot,the others would circle 

around screaming angrily and soon return to offer a perfect target.I 

shot three starlings and one large blue butterfly with a yellow body. 
I collected several lizards- one brown,another green with grey hind legs, 
and another light brown with silver stripes.I took a couple of lorngi- 
corn beetles ;the Doctor has collected a number as well as other insects. 

Mr.Beck visited Stirling I.,this afternoon.When we got aboard the natives 
again had the ship,this time with all manner of live specimens of frog, 

-gnake,possum.The snake,a white one with brown markings struck the Doctor 
when he was unpacking it;fortunately it proved non-venomous.There were 
eight possums,all alive and with the number of flying-foxes taken from 
the coconuts behind the village will make a nice series of mammals taken 

from Mono.This material has somewhat balanced the lack of birds.At 8 PM 
we hove up anchor and stood out NW for the Shortlands. 
December 8 

The mammal dept.,was busy until 3 o'’clock.After lunch Mr.Beck 
and G.R.,went ashore on a small island,the easternmost of the Shortland 
group on the chart;it is unnamed and lies about 11 miles south of Bou- 
gainville on approximately the 7th parallel of longitude.It is # mile 

long and not over 200 yards wide,sandy,covered with mangroves,low bush, 
coconuts,and a few high trees;a large blue lagoon lies on one side sur- 
rounded by a barrier reef.About 20 birds were collected- the ashy-headed 
flycatcher,thickheads,small eagle-hawk,white-headed kingfisher,and blue- 
headed paroquet.Mr.Beck shot two lesser noddies while returning to the 
ship.The reef harbors a number of terns of various species,the noddy be- 
ing the most common.I did very little after the possum session on account 
of some new infections that have developed on my feet from innocent-look- 
ing mosquito bites. 
December 9 

brown eye instead of the usual ope? elebeptd differ this way on the same 

Stood out early for another small island to the westward,the 
next in line toward Shortland I.,itself;anchor was dropped inside the 
reef at 9 A.M. and Mr.Beck and G.R.,again went ashore.My feet are still 
not so good;I stayed aboard and took the hide off the eagle-hawk and a 
kingfisher.A brief shower early this morning is the first rain we have 
seen in ten days.Birds were plentiful- ashy-headed flycatcher, thickhead, 
common white-breasted flycatcher, fantails in abundance, cockatoos,green 
and red parrots,blue-headed paroquets,reef herons of the blue order- 
these were the birds collected;sea birds- terns of at least three or 
four species are always passing and the big plover is frequently heard. 
Momulufu is the name of the island which is a mile and a half long and 
@ mile wide;a small grove of coconuts is at one end.The island itself 
is mostly coral.There is a difference of four feet in the tide now that 
the moon has justed waxed to its fullest.One can walk from Momulufu to two other little islets at low tide. 
December 10 

G-R.,and I went over to Momulufu and Mr.Beck to Aikiki I. 
Small birds,the fantail in particular,can be summoned by calling al- 
most anywhere ;flycatchers and thickheads are encountered in small flocks. I heard the long-tailéd«dove call and saw a female graybird.I missed two ~ cinch shots on ground doves and g0t a cockatoo;this specimen showed a a 

island.The black-crowned( yellow bib 
sent;Il was unable to shoot one.Starl 
ral.All these small islands recently 
They are found around the s 

paroquet of the larger size is pre- 
ings are abundant;I collected seve- 
visited have an abundance & cekos 

hore under the bark of dead logs;here they 
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are especially numerous and are Ss hae running in the open over the 
coral.We have taken a number.We returned for lunch,all having contract- 
ed an infernal itch which I think must come from some plant.Both G.R., 
and I wore shorts and golf stockings and found our ankles and calves af- 
*ected.After lunch we skinned birds until 3 o'clock when Mr.Beck and I 
rent. over to Aikiki(Mrs.Beck and three of the boys were along)to shoot 
pigeons for kaikai.Mr.Beck took three land kingfishers of the common spe- 
cies here this morning and one blackhead.The island is about $ mile long 
nad from 100 to 500 yards wide;one end 1s wooded with nothing but iron- 
ood trees,the rest is thick bush.There were at least 1000 gray pigeons 

feeding in the tall trees on their favorite red berry-like fruit ;many 
rere clustered in small trees so that we could take plenty.The noise of 
their cooing as they were eating was like the roar of the sea.Apparently 
they come to this island from distant ones daily to feed.I saw no small 
pirds,but one common ground dove;Mr.Beck took another kingfisher and a 
gray-backed shriek.The abundance and variety of birds on these small is- 
lands visited in the last few days lead me to think that Mono I[., must be 
of later origin to have escaped population by such common small birds as 
he red flycatcher, thickhead,blackhead,and fantails;its distance,45 miles 

from_the main Shortland group made the isolation complete. 
ecember 11 (Sunday) 

Raised anchor at 6:30 and stood out for Faisi,the steamer, mail, 
old beer,a spell,and much anticipated companionship.We arrived about i 
'+M.,and learned that the Mataram is expected about 4 o'clock from Ghot- 
eul Bay.Sure enough at 3:30 we sighted her.All including Mrs.Beck have 
he itch but "no matter" dictates the Delphos of the Solomons, especially 
ith the steamer in the-offing. 
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December 12 (Sunday) | 

Steamed to Faisi as soon as we could get the anchor wup,ar- 

riving after lunch and learned that the Mataram is expected at 4 P.M. 

We anchored in the middle of a little bay opposite Faisi I.,and so were 

the first craft to sight the steamer.The mail came aboard after supper. 

G.»R.,and I read ours in the smoke-room of the Mataram over cold beer. 

In addition to word from home in such a location we could pick up the 
latest dope on the Malaita"war",Norman Wheatley,deceased acquaintances 
of Tulagi who were thriving only two months ago when we were residents, 

and any Solomon scandal.The ship's officers reported a very poor passen- 

ger list.We were introduced to and consequently bought whiskey for"Jock' 
Cromar,the oldest living graduate of the brass knuckle days.He has-had - 
45 years in the Solomons;in 1883 he was put ashore on the beach of Malat 
ta with a few presents to induce the natives listen to one of the first 
encomiums about recruiting for the Queensland plantations;he is a dead 
pistol shot;knows the history of everything down here- undoubtedly be- 
cause there is no living person to verify his version.Anyway- we took 
it in. 
December 12 - 

No business.Steamer day proper with letters to get off,beer, 
and dinner on the steamer for a change. 
December 13 

The France is at anchor in a small bay opposite Faisi I., 
The entire waterway around the island is sheltered by a great reef bar- . 
rier a couple of miles to seaward.Shortland I.,lies approximately 10 . 
miles W of the intersection of Long.156 W.and Lat.7 S.The island is a 
low body of land,poorly drained with very irregular coastline, measur- 
ing 15 miles E X W and 9 miles N X S.6/76 feet is the highest altitude | 
recorded on the chart;from our position we can see no high land:that is, 
more than about 200 feet.Five rivers are reported on the chart and two 
of them only of navigable repute for any distance.The western part of 
Shortland I.,is well planted;some of the coconut tracts are of 20 years 
standing.Fauro I.,can be seen off to the NE and the neighboring islets 
of Poparang,and Alu to the east.A larger island-Morgusaia is separated 
from Shortland by a narrow but navigable channel.There are numerous 
small islands lie between the Shortland group and Bougainville;Ballale 
is the largest;all of these are included in the mandated territory un- 
der the administration of Australia.G.R.,and I went into the field via | 
Lofa Plantation which 1s owned(in shares of stock)by B P & Go.The pre- | 
sent manager is Percival Bedford who helped us by showing us a trail 
into the bush.In extent of planted acreage this is one of the largest . 
in this part of the group;the march to the bush itself is quite convinc- 
ing.-We went into a low flat full of small trees and cane-like reeds. 
There were numerous trails which led to clearings where wood had been 
cut;the ground was a base of old coral mixed with red clay.Beyond this . 
lay a steep ridge of heavily wooded coral which I tried with futile re- 
sult.I returned and wandered about the cane flat.I flushed four ground 
doves and shot one on the wing which got away.White-eyes were plentiful 
and proved to be of a new variety in plumage- dark bill and very white 

shot a red-breasted flycatcher which appears to be similar to 
reel’ oe Hd aig on Fauro I.Blackheads and fantails,both the brown and the 
aa asics Har aaa I could not call them up.I shot a female graybird 
See Aint) “crak 7 he satay lunch I went further into the bush, finding 
a sitet cn Ge 4 rough a narrow canyon in the ridge into a much lar- 

at country beyond,densely wooded,many of the trees of 
Great height and age.The birds were all i , phrase)- the call of ¢ n these forest monarchs( hack 

h . € mina drowned out about everything else;doves 
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could be heard and I distinguished the green red-crested,the black-bib, © 

and the yellow-bib,although the low,almost single note of the latter may 

be confused with the call of the more common black-bib.Hornbills and 

crows are present but were not heard in any abundance.I only heard one 

crow far away.Small birds,I could not find within range;the small white- 

breasted flycatcher,the red-breasted,blackheads and fantails,white-eyes 

and midgets- they were all high and seemed to be feeding with much acti- 

vity Everything we have found before on the larger islands appears to be 

present except the black honeysucker and the pigmy parrot.Two of the 
ground doves that I saw looked small,swift in flight like quail- with 
fast wing-beat;and being in low ground of basic coral formation may be 
similar to the small,chocolate-colored ground dove taken on San Cristo- - 
val and Santa Anna.eMr.Beck shot at one of this species in the rough co- 
ral up the river at Choiseul Bay.Blackbirds and starlings frequent the 
iron-wood trees with graybirds;these three species and the pigmy parrot 
are more communal than any of the other birds.As exp€cted cockatoos, 
reen parrots(female- red),red coconut parrots,and the"kooru" pigeons 

Oeadr snowed and gray)are quite common.When we were walking through the 
coconuts along the shore we noticed a large flock of frigate birds evi- 
dently feeding;we remarked it was the first time we had ever seen them 
so low.Mr.Beck was quick in smelling them out and had put up over a do- 
zen by the time we returned to the ship.They proved to be lesser frigata. 
The thickhead of Shortland I.,compares to those taken on the small islets 
Momulufu and Aikiki near the main island;some few of these as has been 
the case before showed marked whiteness or blackness of plumage,especial- 
ly around the neck.Probably albinism and melanism resulting from inbreed- 
ing,such a dominant characteristic prevailing. 
December 14 ' 

The Doctor,GeRe,and I tramped out to the same flat behind the 
plantation.At the first clearing I ¢ame upon a host of birds- minas, 4 
starlings,blackbirds,and graybirds- most of them in two large iron-wood © 
trees that towered above the surrounding bush, presenting the birds: in 
excellent sillouette against the sky.I managed to get two black and two 
gray birds;the only black-bib dove I have found in range I blew to bits. 
The small birds in the forest beyond were all in the branches of high 
trees;it was all I could do with No.10 shells to bring down a male and 
female flycatcher(white-breasted).This thickly wooded country is a chal- 
lenge to one's sense of direction and can make the compass seem crooked. 
And there is no water anywhere.eAfter some fruitless wandering I return- 
to the cane lot and shot several white-eyes,a brown fantail,and a red- 
breasted flycatcher.Again I saw two ground doves without offering at \4 
them.I heard the common land kingfisher to-day;the white-headed"ku-ku" i 
has not put in appearance or call as yet.Coming out we took a few wag- 
tails and a pair of coconut parrots just for bad luck. 
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Hicks joined the field party again and we all penetrated the 

same territory back of the plantation.I think that these white-eyes are 
just in a new plumage,very thick,because they are so hard to bring down 
with the aux even at point-blank range.The midget scems to be the same- 
tough as nails.Both sing out in plain view and after gleaning three or 
four with a dozen shots I became fed up and began to hunt for new stamp- 
ing ground.I went northward to the end of the coconuts and got into a 
grassy draw that ran between two ridges.There were a number of cattle 
paths;one of these tracks through the tall swale,matted ferns and weeds 
took me well into the bush where [I found myself walking on an old trail. 
Probably left by the natives who are very nearly defunct on this island. 
The D.O.informs us that there are not more than a dozen pure-blooded peo- 
ple left.Many years ago they were completely ravaged by the vigorous 
Mono men who slew many and carried the rest off in bondage.Rumors of a 
still large and thrivingly heathen village have been wafted from the 
center of Shortland,probably untrue.Although one old man who ran away 
from Lofung plantation years ago has been reported at various times to be 
leading a comfortable life somewhere in the interior.There is also a ru- 
mor of a lake.Both have not yet revealed themselves to the patrols of 
O.H.M.S.Miller.More of this later.Following the old cuttings for a mile 
I shot a blackhead and a red-bellied flycatcher.This is the best collect- 
ing ground I have struck.Minas and red-breasted doves and the omnivorous 
"kooru" pigeons,the red-knobbed and the gray were feeding in the tops of 
the tall timber,dropping the shucks of their delectable repast everywhere. 
I flushed a common ground dove getting a good look at it and nothing else. 
In the after noon I shot another blackhead and a hawk,apparently one of 
the blue-backed variety,but could not find it.Many birds slip away from 
us in this mysterious manner;they are knocked down and then manage to 
crawl or flutter off to die.In repeated doses these misses try the spirit. 
and can only be purged by a selected and vociferous exhalation of profani- 
ty.Strange to relate I came upon the same hawk in about the same vicinity 
later and added it to the collection.Compensation came also in the ap- 
proach of one lone crow which came almost immediately to my crafty calling 
He was shot and proved to be much larger than the species taken to date on 
the larger islands to the southward.Differing from the Choiseul type, the 
beak is entirely black and the iris a peculiar whitish color.I tried to 
stalk a hornbill several times without avail;he,too,may be different.I 
think that the birds here are closer to the Fauro species than any other. 
It seems doubtful that Bougainville can be represented although Shortland 
is part of the same volcanic arc.Certainly it is older- that is,above the 
surface of the sea longer;for there are two active volcanoes on Bougain- 
ville while Shortland is unusually low,poorly drained and shows evidence 
inland of age-old coral deposition.The only good water gushes up in cool 
Springs.We all spent a cool evening at the D.O.'s with beer and conversa- 
tion.He(Mr.Miller)is a well-educated product of Warwickshire and has put 
in quite a term in the Gilbert Is.He told us that the original Shortland 
natives,known as Alu people,were wiped out by the braves from Mono and to 
his knowledge only one survivor is still living.Long before that the first 
settlers on the island were migrants from Mono.The cross-bred remains of this population now live on the salt water in scattered villages, fearing to venture any distance inland because of the story of s"lost village" 
and its savage inhabitants that is still Supposed to be in existence some- where in the interior.He said that the run-away labor boy is reported to _ surviving on his own in the back country as he has been for over four years.He verified our observations concerning the drainage and mentioned several fine springs,some very large.He has patroled through the island 

December 15 
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to the other side opposite Faisi with foreign police boys and carriers 
who knew nothing about the legend. 

16 
x ager eae Returned to the trail I found yesterday.G.R.,and the Doc set 
off to another landing place in the bay of our anchorage where the bush 
comes down close to the beach.I went in about two miles by noon getting 
two blackheads and a thickhead.Then it rained,but my collecting continued 
under a leaf shelter made of the huge leaves of what looks like a banana 
tree(without the fruit).I found two unusual walking sticks and a few 
snails.For the past three days I have been picking up spiders as I go 
along and have found six species represented as has been the case on all 
the larger islands visited.Returning I bagged a hornbill by very clever 
deception,a couple of brown fantails,and a striped hawk similar to those 
of Bagga I.Of all the birds the brown fantail comes most readily to call- 
ing,- strange that the black is not as susceptible.There is no variation 
in the hornbilljat least,no visible difference.Both the crow and the horn- 
bill were males evidently looking for mates,which explains how readily 
‘they came to my somewhat questionable calling.The kau-kau of the crow is easily imitated but the low,grating noise of the"bena "is hard to fake. 
In the evening of this day there was argument on board the France. 
December I7 

Raised anchor at 8 A.M.after Mr.Beck had closed business with B P's,the Faisi Branch,more execreably run than ever by M.Jennmings,an in- Bignifigant ass.Father Shank,a R.C.missionary of the Society of Mary is a passenger to Kieta,the southern port of entry to the Mandated Territory of New Guinea.Stood out on a NE course- 60 miles.The last few days have been very hot,sea calm with no evidence of the touted NW gales.A good rain squall coeled us off.Anchored when dark about two miles south of Koramira, the Father's mission station.The Catholics have been here as an organiza- tion over 22 years- longer than any official government.Good Master Shank expressed pean trepidation for our safety from the NW storms.None came. December I 
A clear day dawned and offered some fine views of the Kron- prinzen Giberge.Passed numerous salt-water villages and a few plantations. Entered Kieta harbor at 4 P.M.,the ensign flying .Messr.Alday,Ryan,and Goad Came aboard to administer entry- Customs Officer, Postmaster,and Medical Assistant.The Doc,@.R.,Capt.Lang,and I went ashore and had kai-kai at Wong Sei's,a pleasant repast and change. 

December I9 
It rains every afternoon during this moon.Jan.and Feb.have the heaviest average rainfall of the year- the breaking of the NW monsoon.Mr. Beck interviewed Major McAdam,the D.O.We can collect anything but must have permits to carry guns;these were requested from Rabaul via wireless. December 20 
This morning Mr.Beck proposed that the Doc,G.R.,and I collect Bougainville while he takes the ship to Rabaul,New Britain for much-needed 

tic genius for organization and thoroughness.There are many roads,one that G0°s8 practically all the way around the island.An expedition started from Arawa, just above Kieta,and shot its way right across to the other salt- Water,leaving a permanent track that is in frequent use to-day.This is probably the way we shall Go in.Kieta is smaller than Tulagi in population but greater in area;a wide shore road connects the scattered residences, stores and offices.Ebery & Walsh are the only white merchants.In six years 
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(55) 
the Australian Administration has accomplished much more than the Bri- 

tish in the Solomons Pretectorate.They had the solid foundation of the 

Germans to build on and set about opening the country by peaceful pene- 

tration so that now only the very central and most mountainous areas 

are colored" unknown" on the government map;when they started,only the 

coast for a distance of five or ten miles inland was considered safe. 

Their predecessors were bent upon the commercial development first,and 

they used the natives in achieving what they did.Penetration occured 

only when a scientific party shot its way across the island on one or 

two occasions and in retaliation for native reprisals which came,swift 

and vindictive.At present,practically all of the Buin district at the 

south end,north to Arawa and diagonally across the island from there 

(striking the west coast about fifteen miles below the volcano Bagana) 

has been opened.Meaning that one of the head men of each village has 

been appointed kukurai luluai)or government representative and,if possi- 

ble,another man,who savvies pidgin,appointed tultul(interpreter).This is 

the first step and is accompanied with gratuitous gifts like axes,bush 

knives,tobacco,and seeds from His Benificient Britainic Majesty.The se- 

cond is the advent of the tax levy of ten shillings per year per head. 

Later after some of the village have spent time in the district hospi- 

tal for treatment one of the brighter patients is kept three months af- 

ter being discharged during which time he is trained in the rudiments of 

bush medicine.Then he returns to the village sporting a blue,peaked cap 

with a red cross insignia.He is the medical tultul.The other tultul has 

two thin red stripes on his cap,and the kukurai one thick one.This pro- 

cess would take from six months to a year for each village after which 

they are visited once or twice a year by a police patrol tax-collecting, 

and once a year,if they are lucky,by a medical patrol.In this way the 
most remote bushmen are gradually brought into contact with the white 
men.On the whole this is a weakéning thing because the young men and 
even the meris leave the home of their ancestors to work on plantations, 
for the government,or as servants in one of the coastal ports.However, 
many enterprizing youths working on plantations come from unopened dis- 
tricts whence they return after their three years indenture is up to 
tell fabulous tales and become big men.I must not forget to mention the 
Marist Catholic Mission which was the first force of white civilization 
on Bougainville and Buka.The Methodist and 7-Day Adventist have since 
put in their oars much to the annoyance of everyone else,although the 
latter are quite harmless.Numbers of natives are employed by two larger 
societies in their propagation of the faith and in their commercial 
enterprizes.Most traders,recruiters,plantation managers,etc.,have plenty 
of toleration for the Catholics,who have a reputation for fair-play and 
kindness and a broad-minded viewpoint.All are unanimously hateful of 
the Wesleyan brethren(Methodist)composed of ex-waiters and vaudeville 
comedians who practice extortion on the innocent natives and selfish 
crookery in their business methods.For such a piebald coterie of jack- 
a-napes have the original martyrs of religion(Christianity)in these 
islands died.Each Mission has its own method which is not published;the 
Catholics have it over the others like a tent.Most of the Fathers are 
French but I learn that there are two Americans- Wade from Providence, 
R.I.,and Connolly,whe chose the Church over a career as a professional 
baseball player(probably a Holy Cross graduate). 

To return to the government- the patrols operate to map the vil- 
lages in each district,their populations,and general attitude toward 
the No.I Kiup(District Officer) Medical patrols take health census and 
dispense medicines,the principal one being injections of NAB for yaws. 
Any serious cases of illness they rouse to the hospital.The police pa- 
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trol includes twenty armed police boys,mostly from New Guinea,and one 

police officer.He is under orders not to fire except in absolute nec- 

essity-Attacks are very infrequent and not the rule;they are occa- 

gioned by fear or in indignant retaliation for the trouble some for- 

mer white visitor has inflicted.The usual thing is to enter a new vil- 

lage and find it wholly deserted except,perhaps,for a few old men, meris 

and children.Much of this was imparted by company at the home of Messrs 

Ebery & Walsh where G.R.,Doc,and I had dinner.Mr.Samson,a patrol offic« 

who was just recently shot in the ankle from ambush while attempting 

to enter the village of Mingetta in the Bagana district is recuperating 

there.Major McAdam,the D.0O.visited the France to-day. 

December 21 
Very heavy rains to-day.By visiting the stere and chatting 

with everybody,we have picked up much local knowledge concerning trails 

natives,carriers,etc.Traders and missionaries come in and each ome has 

something casually to offer.The steamer 55 Marsina is expected on the 

23rd or 24th.All of us have been writing letters,and of much weight 

and mere 
December 

The Dee and I visited the hospital where Mr.Goad,the medi- 

cal assistant showed us around a rather good plant,for natives.For the 

first time I saw some really bad cases of yaws.We gatherd more local 

dope by talking to him and reading reports of medical patrols.He pre- 

sented us with a dozen bottles of metyl spirits containing about 25 

specimens of snakes,lizards,one iguana showing the dorsal scales,a fow 

fish,some insects- mostly ugly centipedes.Gun permits to collect(real- 

ly to carry a gun),which were sent for to Rabaul a few days ago ar- 

rived to-day.This law is in effect to protect the natives from vio- 

lence by possible vigilante parties in retaliation for offence .Major 

McAdam said we could shoot anything;there are no protected birds on 

Bougainville.G.R.,walked over the hill to Arawa plantation,which we 

hope will be our base,to interview Mr.Esson,the manager. 

December 23 
The Doc and I purchased all the required stores for our 

trip at the lone store of Ebery & Walsh.In the afternoon we paid ano- 

ther call rig Mr.Goad at the hospital. 
December 2 

The Marsina came in about 9 A.M.Numerous small craft are 

in Kieta harbor to pick up mail and Sydney or Rabaul shipments of 

goods.Among them is the A.V.Marqueen from Marqueen or Mortlocks 

which is peopled by semi-Polynesians.George,our mate,who has a sincere 

interest in the migrations of his people,was not slow in making 

friends with the beat's crew.Mr.Chinnery,chief government anthropolo- 

gist for the territory paid us a call which resulted in some very 
interesting information.He has been in Rabaul for over 20 years,advis- 
ing about methods of penetration and native control.He has done all 
kinds of this work but stays in Rabaul most of the time now to give 
the young men a chance.Gregory Bateson(Cantab.)who was with Beebe on 
the Arcturus venture,is one of his present assistants.These young 
scholars go into newly penetrated country and remain in close asso- 
ciation with the natives for a year or more until they have derived 
all the ethnological dope they can.Then they return to England or 
Australia to publish.This means they must acquire a knowledge of the 
lecal language,an unearthly undertaking.Fox is the best example I can 
think of,and it took him ten years to gather the stuwff he has put 
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into"Threshold of the Pacific".Mr.Chinnery had great things to say 
abeut the gold fields up in Aitipe on the Eadie Creek.Real pay dirt 
and completely baffling all hitherto dicta about where,geologically, 
gold should be found.All of it is around 6000 feet,reached by the 
toughest sort of climbing.Airplane service has been established and 
is doing splendidly.It costs more to fly in than out(a consideration 
for corpses) .He was also eloquent about the possibilities of bird- 
life in New Guinea,rapidly getting ripe for collecting.How many dif- 
ferent kinds.What beautiful plumage.And the means- three immense ri- 
vers:the Sepik,navigable for 600 miles with a vessel like the France. 
The Fly,also navigable for I50 or 200 miles.And the Ramu,navigable 
for 200 miles.There is another large river which empties at Brecher 
(Broken Water)Bay and the Ranu and Markham rivers,all giving ready 
access to the vast interior.But on most of them there are expanses 
ef swamps where the culex,stegomia,and anopheles are"simlply shock- 
ing",particularly the Sepik.He left us to depart on the Marsina en 
route to some scientific congress in Hobart,New Zealand.The New Guinea 
natives must be studied in the next fifty or hundred years or not at 
all because of the possibilities of disintegration and even extinction. 
The birds will last,as they have in all other places,and it is high 
time that the American Museum began to think about collecting systemati- 
cally on New Guinea.The possibilities of penetration with safety are 
very great now,enough for collecting purposes;and being extended every 

Dcwieks 25 (Our Lord's Day) 
Everyone celebrated Christmas.Both the store and wireless 

office,not to mention the government offices,were closed.In the early 
morning Chinatown fired off salvos of firecrackers.All the crew of the 
France went over to a plantation owned by a Samoan lady for a sing-sing 
and general bust-up.The Mono pig was killed and Teora cooked a lavish 
dinner for evening kai-kai.Liquers were served but no songs or poems 
read(no bard sang) .Sentiment was well maintained when some few simple 
presents were distributed amongst us.All the collecting gear has been 
assembled for the start tomorrow.We met our host,Mr.Esson to-day.He 
gave G.R.,a very hospitable evening and is a most likeable person.He 
ee oe us on the ship around to Arawa bay. 
ecember 

Delays about a clearance permit and the arrival of Mr.Esson 
rigging, | meet ak ag og es? ieee ae 9:30,arriving at Arawa mee 
a Wea lunch on board.The boys landed everything in two boat- 
loads and the France promptly set sail for Rabaul.Luckily all the stuff 
was under a boat shed on the beach before a heavy afternoon rain.Later 
everything was moved into the plantation store where it can be arranged 
for transport and checked.The Doc,G.R.,and I were shown to comfortable 
= 7 ee Saree reysk is characteristically on a hill where 
ne & a iovely.view of the sea and mountains.In the afternoon we talk- 

ed to the Sahil from Amio village who did not seem very enthusiastic 
about getting carriers.Mr.Esson used his best tactics of persuasion ;the 
= po — savvy Kupei,which we intend to make our highest camp. 

er 
The SS Maiwara suddenly appeared a day ahead of her sched- > —— of thing for a BP inter-island boat,which entailed much 

Pete sign —— ef Jock to get his copra loaded.He went over to 
Pap a A ay: mcg boys;and we spent the day sorting supplies 
half here at Arawa to be coup ve pthe mountain .We intend to leave almost Be eas cots . sent for when we need it.Jock will be our 

. ng he will not put himself out to do for us. 
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28 
pee More work making up bundles.A 50 lb.bag og rice is missing; 
probably left on board the France.No carriers reported thie morning as 
expected so G- R-,and I went up the mountain trail and visited three vil- 
lages- Chiai,Sirwana,and Amio.At the first one the medical tultul joined 
us and took us over to Sirwana where we picked up the local kukurai and 
tultul as interpreters to Amio.This is an excellent example of the di- 
versity of language on Bougainville.These three places are not more than 
three miles from one another.At Amio we were enlightened about the non- 
appearance of carriers:their village is a couple of miles off the moun- 
tain trail that leads to Kupei.Indeed the men of Kupei were once bitter 
enemies of the Amio warriors and tradition inspires a somewhat frigid 
atmosphere between the two.Berenge,the Sirwana tultul offered to procure "plenty fella kanaka" and have them down at the plantation tomorrow morn- 
ing-A bargain- and we returned,guided by the old"doctor tultul"from Chiat. 
It was well after dark when we got in with much wind and rain.Jock was about to"make bello"which would summon hig labor line to organize a 
search party. 

- December 29 
The first contigent of carriers came up the hill to Jock's 

house about 8 A.M.Berenge,the trusted tultul,was with them.proven faith- 
ful.The Dec had already been dewn to the store tying in loose ends and all the safari needed was lecomotion.Three boys from Arawa(Kakarika) vil- 
lage on-the-salt-water have jumped at the chance to accompany us- Wagei, 
who holds a brief as &@-cook,having worked for a Captain J@lly in Rabaul. 
Hevwill be bess-boy over three youths, Kokeri,Kelas,and Monto- coek-boy, 
wash-boy,camp-bey,and a personal attendant for each of us-It is doubtful that we shall keep them all.As we were getting the first of the packs out and the kanakas were busy lashing them to liwoi(wooden poles) ,another .bunch put in appearance,about 25 in al11.Chiai,Sirwana,Monkentoro, and Kaino were represented.The villages we saw yesterday were quite small, the male population numbering about IO or I5.The caravan was put under way- G-R.,and I up ahead and the Doc bringing up the rear.Over 40 car- riers,including the little monkeys who carried odd stuff;and stretched out for about 300 yards.We entered the bush at the spear-line back of the plantation at II o' cleck.wWhen they got under way the kanakas stepped right out sothat we carrying only our guns had difficulty keeping up. No rain all day but the trail was very slippery anyway.The wonderful prehensile power of his big,splayed toes is the secret of the bushman' s 
performance on a steep trail in six inches of mud with one end of a pole on his shoulder,leaded with not more than I20 lbs.(govt.regulation) .They do carry I60 lb.copra bags full-up down to Jock to sell them.They rested Just once all the way te Kaino(about 6 miles),crossing feur good wide rivers with plenty of quick water and boulders.Here we set up camp in the house kiup(govt.rest house,built by the village and reserved for the use of patrels) .Well-fixed before the rain started.All the men came over to have a yarn and we traded tebacce and marke(shillings),Teutonic sur- 

cook and we spent a comfortable night on the bark fleor-.All the houses for Bleeping up this way are built on poles;cook-houses and common-use- ef-all buildings set on the ground.Drainage seems to be the = i reason for this .Mosquitees were scarce. ene 
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No carriers appeared on account of heavy rain.I started out 

for Kupei with a tultul who arrived from somewhere and we met all the 
Kupei men on the trail.I returned and the tultul went on to stir up 
other villages.The Doc decided to carry on to Kupei by himself to break 
ground.In the afternoon a note,written in burnt-match on newspaper in- 
formed us that Kupei was only about four miles distant-"Come on" .Willing 
carriers miraculously appeared,the monkeys grabbed the smaller stuff, 
and we were off.We were forced to leave a box of food,a bag of rice,and 
two packed benzine tins;these will be guarded by two of our personal 
boys and brought up in the morning.We reached Kupei in time for evening 
kai-kai.The Doc had fixed up the old house kiup with a ladder and a 
sac-sac(leaves sewn together)wind-break to shelter the sleeping compart- 
ment which was open to the weather when he arrived.A smaller house 
stands across the trail which we shall use as a laboratory,cook-shack, 
and boy's sleeping quarters.The altitude is only 2300 feet but from 
here on the trail goes right up incessantly to the top.Kupet village is 
located on an opposite ridge,voiding us of all pigs,children,and smells. 
The view is very fine- Arawa bay and the peninsular that shelters Kieta. 
Water from a cold mountain stream is close by.The kukurai of Kupei was 
loath to have us stay at first.Through the tultul he told the Doc that 
there were no birds about and that we had better stay at Kaino.By much 
diplomacy and the present of a bush knife,the old man warmed up te our 
visit and even sent over some cooked tare.The boys of Kupei are a stur- 
dy lot and sheuld make fine bird-retreivers.The prevailing cost of car- 
riers was one mark per man for each trek.Many who were on the ends of 
extra heavy boxes demanded two,which they got- mean pay considering the 
condition of the trail.One stretch went up beside a waterfall for about 
a hundred feet sheer.The government patrol pays them sixpence and they 
can do nothing but accept it-Since it is so important to acquire their 
cooperation we gave them tobacco as well and they went away happy-All 
the men of Kupei visited us before nightfall.There were a dozen old men- 
most picturesque,sans clothes,sans teeth, sans everything -Except the in- 
evitable clay pipe.Besides Kupei there are three villages en correspond- 
ing ridges all within a radius of a half mile.The night made one think 
ef Vermont or the Adirondacks,so cold and clear. 
December 31 

Collecting officially commenced this morning. 

December 30 
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December 31 

The area we have chosen for this trip seems to be excellent 
judging from the number ef bird calls we heard on the way up;jplenty of 
commen varieties were seen- mina,kingfishers,shrikes,blackbirds,crows, 
hornbills,long-tailed doves,red-breasted doves,and gray pigeons.After the 
day's effort we decided to team up on the climbing,G.R.,and myself alter- 
nating while the Doc remains in camp to lead in the taxidermy and to be 
ex cathedra director.In case of a paucity of skins any number of small 
stuff like white-eyes flycatchers can be taken right around the govern- 
ment rest house.I reached 5200 feet in my first venture and found the avi- 
fauna most interesting but intermixed with fog,cold ,and rain.The trail 
is a goat path with practically no level walking until you reach about 
4800 feet.At 3200 there is a little look-out with an admirable view of the 
surrounding country,the coast,and outlying islands- provided there is no 
fog.-This range of mountains(Kronprinzen Gébirge) runs generally NW X SE 
draining into precipitous ravines,forming many streams that flow rapidly 
over rocky bottoms,cold and clear.Along the trail up to Kupei we crossed 
four good-sized ones;some wonderful scenery,the water tumbling over the 
edge of great crags and boiling into a shaded caldron below.Real Midsummer 
Night's Dream bowers with dripping moss and dark,watery caverns.Above the 
camp the trail winds through thick bush following a giddy ridge that takes 
you right over the range.Above 4000 there are two additional spots that 
effer majestic views.Looking straight out- the sea;to the right and left- 
parallél ridges and the green woods way down.Usually,however not much is 
visible because of the fog which sifts in ghostly fashion through the dank 
moss-hung trees,blown by a restless wind.The bush off the trail(and down), 
which is itself unusually wide,is the most forbidding I have yet encount- 
ered.The sloping ground is uneven and full of sink holes,rotting logs and 
bamboo,and roots.Everything is covered with heavy moss or long-leaf 
plants and drips cold.Bamboo and tree liana form a fretwork that is often 
impenetrable.Without these bushmen to retrieve the fallen-birds we should 
lose about a third.Their eyes are marvellous and they can @° down a sheer 
bank with incredible speed where a white man would have aifficulty crawl- 
ing;and they find the bird.Lord,the amount of time I have wasted in fruit- 
less searching on these islands.Even the monkeys(kids)are expert.They beat 
any dog ever bred.It shows what a relative thing human intelligence is.A 
question of environment.The plantation manager expects the native to ex- 
hibit immediate adaptation to the work on a coconut patch;they invariably 
tell us that the natives are stupid to the point of imbecility as a race. 
Certainly untrue.They may be morally deficient,but their mentality is as 
good as ours for its environment.They have no need to count to a thousand 
or to register interest in foreign trade when they are at home in their 
villages.As soon as the white man has to depend upon them for help in the 
bush he realizes how the native uses his natural environment.He knows the 
woods and vines that are useful,all birds and animals and their habits, 
and is thoroughly at home.In this sort of situation the white man stumbles 
around with only enough sense to ask the native what to do when a puzzle 
or difficulty arises.We are all victims of the"suspended response"when it 
comes to mental work.In addition to retrieving they often point out birds 
sitting that we should never see;and while retrieving the hunter can keep 
&@ watch out for others.Among the birds I took to-day were two thrushes; 
there were about 20 in all. 

On Jan.8,1928 the Doc had a bad dose of gastric malaria.At 
he time after seven days shooting we had 217 skins representing 33 spe- 
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. FIELD NOTES OF BOUGAINVILLE I. 

Note: Since I found very little time for writing sensibly in the two 

push camps maintained from December 31,1927 - February 10,1928 by Dr. 

F.P.Drowne,G.Richards,and H.Hamlin,I wrote up the entire experience 

while at Arawa Plantation awaiting the arrival of the France from Sama- 

rai,Papua,where she had been undergoing repairs. 

The situation at Kupei is ideal for collecting since it is locat- 

ed approximately at the midpoint of two"Bird zones",the elevation being 

2300 feet.By descending the trail from the camp one can find a half doz- 

en branch trails leading to nearby villages;these tracks circle the 

feet of the ridges that lead up to the top of the range and give access 

to to the birds of the lower and middle" zone" (1500-3000) ;this would 
{include most of the avifauna between Kupei and the shore excepting the 

shore and salt-water birds per se.Ascending the trail,which passes right 

through our front yard,and reaches a maximum altitude of 5200 feet on 

top of the mountain,the species encountered begin to vary about ¢~ mile 

up- 3000 feet.The brown and black fantails give way to the ashy-gray 

fantail;the yellow(black-bib)thickhead is replaced by the drabber moun- 

tain variety(the calls of the two are distinctly different) ;and the yel- 

low-bib dove,black-winged pigeon,white throated pigeon,and green parra- 

keet make their appearance.Proceeding higher additional species are en- 

countered- the warbler,and above 4000 the red-breast and thrush.So we 

are in excellent position to penetrate both"zones"while concentrating 

on the higher.G.R.,and I alternate in daily trips to the top and as far 

down on the other side as our legs warrant.Thus each man is fresh for 

his climb and can work faster and better.There was never a day in camp 

when anyone could rest from bird-skinning.The Doctor remained constant- 

ly at the bench.The daily catch was augmented by the hunting of two 

natives- Waggi and Tutepe(the former the official cook for the outfit). 
They would rumage the area around Kupei in half-day jaunts and often 
bring in excellent material;indeed,the only specimen of the much-desired 
pitta or ground thrush was taken by Tutepe.G. R.,has a worthy assistant 
in Ona,a youngster of 10,who is the son of the Kupei kukurai.My compan- 

_ion,bird-retriever,spotter,etal.,is called Wagga- a youth of about I5. 
He can climb anything that grows.Both Waggi and Tutepe never go out un- 
accompanied;there are always at least two young monkeys with each eager 

for the work of retrieving in hopes that the hunter may shoot a common 

gray pigeon which they can take home to the kai-kai pot.The personnel 

of the camp-followers is ever changing.Sometimes a monkey(often called 

maggi")goes up with the altitude party for a day;Ona and Wagga have 
been the two regulars.In aweek's time they knew exactly what was expect- 
ed of them although neither could speak a word of pidgin.They were well 
worth their tobacco(a stick a day).When I happened on the only" yellow- 
legged ground pigeon"I had a lad with me from one of the distant villag- 
es who was quite untutored in white folkways;he was somewhat nonplussed 
by my activity and rather slow to savvy his job,but he seemed to bring 
good fortune.It was very rainy and cold;I was in low spirit and much cha 
grined by the day's luck.Suddenly we flushed this large bird and it was 
promptly shot and retrieved.When the kid showed it to me I thought I im- 
mediately recognized a common red-knobbed pigeon and so gave it to him 
for kai-kai.This rara avis would have been cooked whole and digested if 
the Doctor had not happened to see it when we got back to camp.All the 
local natives remarked that"this fell : 

get plenty". s fella stop too much along mountain- no 
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Without native help we should have been about one half as efficient. 
Dr.D acts as director of the whole enterprize remaining 

in camp all the time.His particular function is the most important 
of all.He makes up most of the skins;G.R.,and I do most of the skin- 
ning on our alternate days at the bench.This system has proven most 
-successful.The Doc and I put up nearly fifty birds of various kinds 
from warblers and midgets to pigeons and crows.The average bag from 
the upper region is about 20-25 specimens.Rain and fog have hampered 
the work considerably but we have been unusually fortunate for this 
time of year.The rainfall for last January in Kieta was 36";we have 
not has a sixth of that amount.The register shows more average rain 
fall for Jan.,and Feb.,than any other part of the year. 

After breakfast the hunter is off and the two native col- 
lectors assemble their respective gangs and set out with a dozen 
shells apiece until lunchtime.They only have one aux tube between 
them since one of the three originally brought was broken the first 
week.By noon they usually have a dozen birds between themjafter lunch 
one or both again go out returning by sundown with ten or more.Anda they 
know enough to look for good stuff.Accordinely there have been plenty 
of birds to put up with the burden of proof depending chiefly on the 
Doc who gets no change from the bench.In addition to this he writes all 
the labels,keeps the field book,and buys material in all phylums of 
natural science from natives.Salt,tobacco,calico,and shillings(occasion~= 
ally)are paid for good specimens of land snails,insects of any kind, 
butterflies, beetles ,centipedes-phalangers,rats, iguanas, lizards, snakes, 
frogs, and what have you. All this stuff is extra curriculum and bought 
at a ridiculous price.A stick of tobacco buys four frogs,or twenty snails, 
or a leaf-ful of beetles,or one rat; one bob was paid for a large phal- 
anger from Kokeri,a village on the other side of the mountain.They even 
caught prawns and freh water ecels.A two mark inducement was offered for the big bush rat.Small cave bats,fruit bats ,and flying foxes have been purchased in like manner.The series of the small swift was sporadically 
collected by the natives in caves where they sleep at night.Since these » are very difficult to get on the wing it saved us many #10 shells.Add to 
this the fruit and vegetable barter which brings us taro, kau-kau, coco- 
nut pudding, tapioca( manioc) , bananas, pumpkin, beans, and paw-paws,and the 
part played by the general manager is no small one.The trade in arrows, 
spears,mats,baskets,and native paraphenalia has been booming all the way 
from Kupei to Siwoi on the other coast.The Doc has also watched the status 
of our supplies and with help from us has made up lists to send down to 
Messrs.Ebery & Walsh;boxes of birds go down to Mr.Esson's house where he 
lays out the skins in drawers with moth balls,and the order returns from 
the store by the same runner and his few carriers.We have lived like 
kings as far as food is concerned. ; 

By winning over the natives who held themselves in abeyance at 
first,the cycle of cooperation is complete,and with their remarkable as- 
Sistance both in the e 
and police the front fara ig eaitiven te eerie five raed incest Snails,bats,etc.),and in the collecting of birds,I think we are as nearly efficient as such a party could be.Our collecting supplies have been sad- ly imadequate- only ten sheets of wrapping cotton(enough for approx.500 skins) ;ammunition- we are short of the Ajax US #10,the most dependable shell we use;of preservative we have we have only one pint of formaldehyde ° <6 the horde of interesting stuff brought in.It was all there was ard the France at the time of our departure.We were able to secure 
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two gallons of methylated spirits from Ebery & Walsh,Kieta.However, 

by such expediencies as unwrapping birds three or four days old and 

reusing the cotton we have managed to put up everything taken and 

look forward to a good set of skins on our return to Arawa.During the 

month at Kupei over 600 skins were carried down to Mr.Esson’s house, 
One large biscuit tin of material in formalin was also sent.The gen* 
tleman mentioned has been invaluable in his kind assistance.Besides 

boarding us for over five weeks while we were waiting for the France. 
The period of stay at Kupei was thirty-three days- Decem- 

ber 31,1927 - February I,1928.We departed to spend a short period at 
Kaino Village on the latter date,a location at 1300 feet which enabled 
us to complete the collection of the"lower zone birds.The major portio 
of the work was done at the Kupei station.The goal set was I000 skins. 
We took 612 from the higher camp.On January 3I the field book showed 
49 different species.At this time we also took account of the follow- 

ing: 
‘ IO rats(small Pacific) 

2 bats 
3 flying foxes 

In Solution 
I4 small cave bats 
I7 snakes 

centipedes 
iguanas 
geckos 
lizards 
rats 
fresh-water eel 
nestling hornbill 
thrush 

We lost track of frogs,insects,and snails,but estimate 
150-200 frogs,I500 snails,and I000 insects.All this stuff,brought by 
natives of various nearby places,some even IO miles distant,reveals 
great variation.The total terrain represented in this department is 
something like 64 sq.miles. 

Both G.R.,and I have taken the aneroid up on several occa- 
Sions and have marked certain elevations- 3000,3500,4000,5500,the last 
being the maximum(the trail goes to 5200).Based simply on rough ob- 
servation while hunting I offer the following table as a general indi- 
cation of bird ranges educing what we have called"zones" .Naturally the 
limit of the"zone"as estimated does not necessarily restrict a species 
entirly to that particular area;but judging simply from our hunting 
experience the 72 different species of birds taken may be thus classi- 
fied as to altitude(where to go to find the greatest number): 

(note: this table includes work done on Bougainville after Mr. 
Beck, Dr.Drowne,and G.R.,had left for America during which ad- 

ditional species were taken) 

HHH foOOW- 

4000-5500 3000-5500 
Thrush Mt .Thickhead 
Redbreast Ashy Fantail 
Warbler Green Parrakeet 

Yellow-bib Dove 
3500 -5500 Black-winged Pigeon 
7 ot ar ore Pigeon Yellow-eyed Pigeon 

ac aw W e-bre - aikased: Tincen te-breasted Hawk White-throated Pigeon 
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2500-5500 
Large White-eye 
Curve-bill Olivebird 

Shore -5500 
Midget 
Black Honeysucker 
Red-bellied Flycatcher 
Small Swift 
Cuckoo 
Long-tailed Dove 
Crow 
Cockatoo 
Hornbill 
Eagle Hawk(not taken) 

Shore- 4000 
Blue-headed Parrakeet 

e Green & Red Parrots 
Red( coconut) Parrot 

Shore -3500 
Common Flycatcher 
Land(ee-ee) Kingfisher 
Blue-backed Kingfisher 
Striped Hawk 
Blue-back Hawk 

Total- 

. 1000-3000 
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Shore -3000 
Small White-eye 
Rustywing Blackbird 
Mina 

Bluebird 
Yellow(black-bib) Thickhead 
Brown Fantail 
Black ~ 
Gray-back. Shrike 
Blackhead 

Long-tailed Swift 
Red-breasted Dove 
Red-capped t 
Red-knobbed Pigeon 
Gray Pigeon 
Brown Heron 
White-footed Kingfisher 
Yellow-eyed Graybird 
Black-belliea " 
C ommon 

Shore -2000 
Pitta(Ground Thrush) 
Yellow Honeysucker 
Owl 
Teal Duck 

Yellow-headed Parrot 
Sand Piper 
White-headed Hawk 

Pigmy Parrot 

Shore 
White Heron 
Green Heron 
Small Swamp Heron 
White-headed Kingfisher 
Red-billed Parrakeet 
Little Blue Kingfisher 
White-eared  ™ 
Curlew - 
Lesser Yellow Legs 
Wagtail 
(two species of ground dove seen 
but not taken- range:shore-2000) 

Grebe(taken on pond at 2400) 
CTihitan Sivatlex) 

74 known species 
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Beginning at the top of the mountain we find the thrush 

and the little redbreast to be the only small birds confined to the 

very topmost altitudes- between 4000-5500 feet(there are other higher 

peaks on the island).Here one usually meets inclement weather,fog and 
mist prevailing when there is neither a good rain or drizzle.This ren- 

ders the higher branches of the trees invisible most of the time,mak- 

ing a screen for birds sitting in the upper regions.It is interesting t< 

note that the flora seems to change on these islands with high eleva- 

tions just as the fauna does.Around 4000 feet the bush gets more thick- 
densely entwined with vines and hung with pale green moss.The struggle 

for existence has covered the uneven ground with dead wood that failed 

to get enough sunlight.Most of the big trees are landmarks,their size 
so dwarfs the surrounding forest.Here the great majority of the trees 
are from 20-50 feet high,intermixed with tall ferns,giant wild banana 
trees,and all manner of strange green stalks that branch out into 
metallic-looking leaves with or without spines;and then liana of many 
varieties,the worst of which is the so-called"lawyer",hard as nails and 
covered with short thorns,close together .Not to forget the bamboo, 
which seems to thrive best from 2500-5500 alt.The pandanus is common; 
there are several kinds that look very much alike,all having the wig- 
wam roots.The hard leaves make a queer crackling sound when twisted by 
the wind or pelted by the rain.The two largest species of wood are ‘the 
kalafila and the kuela.Both are much sought after for building timber. 
The former has light colored bark and wood,the latter quite red and of 
fine grain.From the base the roots diverge in ridge formation sloping 
into the ground.I have noticed very few wild flowers except the appa- 
rently hardy orchid that winds its roots about the trunk of big timber. 
The hanging moss and liana retain moisture in the shade so that the 
atmosphere of the bush,especially when there is fog,is like a subma- 
rine river or cave- wet.The thrush is exceedingly timid and when dis- 
turbed by the hunter crashing through the bush or even stepping on a 
twig,flies away with a few low chirps.We have often flushed them feedin; 
in low trees and bushes.All of those taken by me appeared while I was 
quietly resting or looking for the whereabouts of another bird.On sev~ 
eral occasions I found one in the company of a small,friendly crowd of 
thickheads,the latter whistling and calling full blast.We came to recog: 
nize this as a signal to look outnfor a thrush or two in the neighbor- 
hood.This bird frequents the low bush;I don't recall taking any from 
a branch higher than 25 feet from the ground.The ones that I saw in 
passing flight were invariably scooting along low.The first two that 
I shot proved to be a male and a female,evidently mating.They undoubted. 
ly nest near the ground(not more than I5-20 feet up)in very leafy trees 

They favor a well-hidden rendezvous.Its call is seldom heard except 
when disturbed one will fly away uttering a series of short,low whistle 
all the same note.But the species is unusually mute.They donot travel 
together but are often found in company with other birds of other spe- 
cies.The redbreast should be described first from the standpoint of 
beauty.The only striking thing about the thrush is the contrast between 
the cadmium bill and feet and the dark brown plumage.In the female and 
in the young birds the feathers of the breastand belly are mottled noti: 
ceably.Neat is the proper qualifying adjective for the redbreast, partic: 
ularly the mature male.Red,the most effective of all colors,is well 
placed below the darker throat being softened by an interspergion of 
white,the whole brilliantly set off by black.White patches on the prim- 
aries and just in front of the eyes make the complete appearance trim. 
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The redbreast is not at all scary;most of those taken by me have been 

gleaned from small companies of four or six of both sex.They also fre- 
quent the low bush and like the thrush are seed-eaters.The call is a 

faint metallic-sounding peep-peep-peep which is very deceiving to the 

ear for it sounds to be much further away than it really is.The rare 

crested pigeon is similar in this respect.It is a somewhat bewildering 
experience trying to locate a redbreast.You often hear the call and 
accordingly plunge into the bush in its apparent direction.After trying: 
to peer beyond all the encircling leaves you discover the ventriloquist 
just above your head;then the duel commences with the agility of both 
in competition.Although the redbreast does not fly away like the 
thrush it hops from twig to branch quite lively.But the clumsiness and 
peculiar eyesight of the hunter are compensated by the insoucience of 
the bird which often offers three tries with the aux.About half of the © 
number collected were females and young males- breast pinkish and 
back and wings light brown.The white patches on the secondaries and 
just in front of the eyes are lacking- quite unlike the mature male. 
This plumage varies,brown sometimes predominating and nothing but a 
suggestion of red in the full feathering on the breast.Both the thrush 
and redbreast are primarily seed-eaters.The stomachs of the thrushs 
often revealed a small berry-like fruit,which is such a favorite with 
the long-tailed dove.It grows in clusters on a smallish tree- never 
over 350 feet high. 

As the trail starts decidedly downward and becomes perma- 
nently steep for a few thousand feet the thrush and redbreast disap- 
pear.The «© two principal small birds from 35500 to the top are the moun- 
tain thickhead and the warbler.The thickhead is the most abundant spe- 
eles on the Krenprinzen Gebirge.Smaller than the usual yellow type, its 
plumage is much darker- black entire even on the throat except for the 
dull yellow breast;the female shows a gray head and throat.The call is 
unmistakable and has three distinct variations- a clear whistle ending 
in a chirp after a rising crescendo of tone,a series of chirps and a 
sharp trill,and a low disconcerted whistle.This is not dissimilar to 
the call of the various Solomon species,which has seemed to me pretty 
much the same on all the islands I have visited.Again,this multiple 

call is quite different from that of ‘the black-bibed cousin lower down, 
generally below 3000 feet.Yet I have taken specimens of both kinds at 
the same height of elevation(around 3000).This would indicate sexual 
specialization or some cross-breed would be found in a still different 
plumage.Some of the thickheads taken on Aikiki and Momolufu Is.,near 
Shortland I.,showed marked melanism and albinism due to in-breedinge, 
I thought.Bougainville is the first island tO give-us altitude varia- 
tion in the thickhead.Of all the birds it comes most readily to call- 
ing and offers an easy target for the aux.The grey fantail, too,sings 
out with more volume than either the brown or the black.I have usual- 
ly met them in small groups- from four to eight,piping their short, 
pert note,hopping about in lively fashion,and perking their tails.They 
do not occur below 3000 feet.I have taken a great many quite close to 
the ground,apparently feeding.The"curve-bill olive bird",which is prob- 
ably another species of honey-eater is somewhat similar in its habits. 
The call is not distinguishing- a peculiar chirping whistle not unlike 
the general sound of the smaller black honeysucker.They are often seen 
in pairs,frequently on ferns,reeds,and young tree sprouts not over 6" 
off the ground.All three species,however, inhabit trees of all sizes to 
the topmost branches.It is only above 3500 or 4000 feet that I noticed 
how they seemed to favor the low bush;it may be the almost constant 
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fog and moist,cold upper atmosphere that causes this. 
Of all the altitude birds taken the pigeons are the most int- 

eresting because of their feeding habits,distribution,and beauty.They in- 
clude some of the rarest birds taken.Only one species is a ground-feeder. 
There may be some species that we have missed,but I doubt it;remaining as 
long as we did in the Kupei camp we should have at least seen any that 
eventually might have escaped our eagle eyes.(In my subsequent visits to 
high land at other localities on the island I saw only one pigeon that 
we lack in the collection.It looked about the same size and build as the 
long-tailed dove,so much so that I did not offer at it.Then some natives 
who were with me informed me that it was not"bokute"but "nother fella- 
stop along ground,kai-kai along ground" ;this-fellow.and the common, choco- 
iate-colored ground dove are not represented.)The most common above 3000 
feet 1s the long-tailed or black-winged pigeon.I think it has been taken 
before on the larger islands of the Solomons.One does not fail to bring 
in a-coupie or more every day.They are in small flecks of ten or so and 
like the rest of the family are fruit eaters and very graceful in flight, 
often volplaning long distances.Their favorite food is a latge brownish- 
black berry,more of a nut perhaps,which is very plentiful and grows on 
fairly tall trees.As usual the whole fruit is swallowed and the pit and 
epidermis digested.I have not noted their call;but I have frequently heard 
a low,hollow cooing up in the tree tops, which must have been their work. 
It sounds just like the ‘ordinary"baluse" or gray pigeon,which is not seen 
much above 2500 feet.The noise of the wing-beats is the best harbinger of 
their approach.On hearing the hunter in the bush as high up as they are 
they become wary and usually hop off,but invariably alight in a close-up 
tree,frequently returning to the same perch.Evidently another species or 
Sub-species ef this pigeon occurs which is similar in every respect ex- 
cept for its smaller size and yellow iris.The larger bird has an orange 
iris.This presented a puzzle for it is not at all common although inhabit- 
ing the same terrain.The real rare ones are the yellow-leg ground pigeon, 
the crested pigeon,and the white-throated pigeon,all found above 3500 feet 
We have taken four of the crested species and one of each of the other 
two.(Later we added another crested and one black-winged during the Balbi 
trip.)The ground pigeon I shot one rainy afternoon while coming down. the 
mountain.It flew from somewhere behind me and wheeled off to my right. 
After a climb down the side of the ridge I saw ¥. sitting on a large limb. 
We exchanged glances,the bird crooking its head’ around in a most queru- 
lous fashion.I mistook it for one of the red-kuobbed until we got back to 
camp where the others quickly noted its marked differences that I had been 
too fed up to notice,particularly after I thought I had slid down the 
ridge to shoot a bird not desirable.Our experience with the crested pigeon 
has been like hunting some elusive wraith.G.R.,first saw one,whose mourn- 
ful call we both had heard, and brought “it down but minus the handsome 
tail.The call is a low,muted whistle with a rising and falling tone,then 
a short note following in the same key as the ending of the first.And it sounds much farther away than the bird actually is which deceived us at first.Certainly it 1s a remarkable bird with its fine tail and elongated crest.In Stewart's"Handbook of the Pacific it is mentioned as" extremely 
rare’ (the long-tailed Turcaena crassirostris of Guadalcanal is also refer- red to as scarce and highly desirable to ornithologists- probably our " black-winged pigeon").It is among those birds hypothetically protected by the list made out-years ago by former Resident Commissioner Woodford who collected insects primarily.The purpose was,no doubt,to keep planters from shooting them for kai-kai;but very few venture up to 3000 feet above 
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the cultivated lowland.Mr.Beck had a specimen of a crested pigeon taken 

on Florida I., on board;it was smaller than the Bougainville type.The 
infrequency that occasioned its weird call is evidence of its scarcity;I 

heard three times in two weeks before G.R.,shot the first one.The one 
from Florida was taken at I500 feet,I think.I have not heard them below 
3500 here.Like the other larger pigeons it favors the big trees for its 
fruit,perching usually on a bare limb in plain sight( provided you can 
trace the call).The primal specimen,shot by G.R.,became entangled in a 
mass of vines during its precipitous descent losing its elegant posterior 
appendage and thereby hangs the tail of this mystery bird.The only white- 
throated pigeon obtained was shot within a hundred yards of the camp at 
Kupei.From all appearances it is very much like the Solomon Is.,species. 
(I only saw one other- at the grebe pond up in back of Tiop,2400 feet) 
We can include the doves with the fruit-caters and cite the yellow-bib, 
long-tailed,red-breasted,and red-cap as the prevailing aboreal types. 
It really seems that the yellow-bib is the most plentiful.Hitherto it 
has been a prize rarity.We have put up a series of fifty.Their call is 
heard about as consistently as that of the mountain thickhead- in a 
slightly descending scale,more of a melodious hooting than the tradition- 
al coo-coo,with an apparent loss of breath toward the end.Above 3000 feet 
they feed in the early morning in fruit-bearing trees of thick foliage 
that makes the birds difficult to see with their excellent camouflage. 
Our native attaches have been most helpful in pointing out shots that 
we should never have noticed.These feeding areas seem to flourish at 
about 3000-3500 feet where the doves are plentiful in the early morning 
and toward evening ;but they can be found at any higher elevation.I do not 
think they can be present in such numbers at all heights above 3000feet 
on the island.This particular terrain above Kupei is endowed with an 
abundance of their favorite fruit tree,laden with dark bluish berries. 
Indeed such birds must be somewhat limited in range by the location and 
extent of feeding areas.Many have been shot in succession while eating’ 
in the same tree,often with the aux.Their resonant,well-carrying call, 
the whirr of their short flights(like a flushed quail),and the dropping 
of stems,twigs, and shucks,which occurs when any of the fruit-eaters are 
at work,all serve to betray their presence.The only difficulty 1s to see 
them against the green background.The red-breasted and red-cap are found 

up to the 3000 mark from the salt water.Both male and female of the for- 
mer species have the same plumage and appearance.The female of the latter 
shows a gray cap;both male and female have the black-bib.The calls of 
both species is the same- a low"coo-coo"at long intervals.Due to their 
segregation over the lower terrain their distribution is greater than 
that of the yellow-bib.We have found them common enough on all the large 
islands to collect good series.The brilliance of their plumage,as is 
the case with so many other birds,obscures them by its very obviousness. 
All the doves are called"kukuroi"by the natives of this district(Kieta). 
Only the long-tail species is accorded the dignity of a separate name, 
bokute’ - doubtless because of its different build and distinguishing 
two-note call,the first an octave above the second- short and long .We 
have found this species also to be quite common in this vicinity.It 
ranges from the low ground in from the beach to the topmost ridge of the 
mountains.The flight is like the black-winged pigeon- very direct with 
much volplaning and an upward glide on to the perch.The female is smaller 
than the male and has a black eyelids where the male has red.The irides 
are orange.One specimen that I shot(sp.#637) showed some puzzling varia- 
sae the iris- light brown,eyelid black, feet-a lighter shade of brown 
nstead of the usual red,and the upper breast feathers tipped with black. 
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The body was smaller and the formation of the bill around the nostrils 

aifferent.Maybe a young plumage,but what about the iris?They feed in med- 

jum-sized trees that bear bunches of very small green berries, something 

like an elder.One of the natives discovered a nest afew feet off the 

trail at about 4500 feet.It was quite simple- a small flat pile of twigs 

and a little moss laid on a small,bare branch eight feet off the ground, 

Two eggswere present,well incubated.Unfortunately they were broken in 

the portage down to the camp. 
The smaller birds that inhabit the higher land are as follows: 

warbler,ashy fantail,thickhead, large white-eye,green parrakeet,curve-bill, 

small cuckoo,red-bellied flycatcher, small swift,midget,and black honeysuc- 

ker.Of these the last five span the range of altitude in the area we are 

working from sea-level to 5500 feet.Of the little warbler not much can be 

said except that it possesses a true warble- high and clear;the song of 

the white-eye is longer but lacks the liquid quality.They are often seen 

in pairs and are primarily seed-eaters.On the whole it is much like the 

white-eye in its visible habits.The two are sometimes together- a dozen 

feeding in the matted liana leaves that blanket ‘the trunks of the larger 

trees.However,they are not as common as either the white-eye or fantail. 

These three species hang together as a general rule;when you see one you 

will probably see another.In larger groups they attract attention by in- 

cessant calling and lively activity.The large white-eye and the curve- 

bill can be found most readily in the terrain from 2500-5500 feet.We have 

observed the latter taking nectar from blossoms;but several stomachs have 
revealed seeds and insects.They seem to be attracted to the thick,lower 

bush in the high elevations.When they have been suddenly disturbed I have 

mistaken them for thrushes on several occasions.The small cuckoo is one 

of the few birds that ranges at all elevations.Bougainville ic the first 

island that has yielded such a large series.Its three note call of des- 

cending sharps is heard everywhere,particularly toward evening.The small, 

green parrakeet fans the air in the high treetops above 3000 feet,flying 

about in flocks and swift as arrows.They feed up there with much squeak- 

ing,Mostly seeds and bark insects;we have also found the little berries 

(se favored by the long-tailed dove)in their crops.Of the rest- red-bel- 
lied flycatcher,small swift,midget,and black honeysucker I have nothing 
new to offer. 

Bougainville hawks present an interesting array of six spe- 
cies- black hawk,white-breasted hawk,striped hawk, blue-bécked, white-head- 
ed(fish)hawk,and the eagle-hawk.The last has been seen severel times but 
has not been taken.The range of the hawk is s® protracted due to its 
great cruising power that one cannot put any species in a category of 
altitude.Still,the black hawk is the only kind taken above 3500.And the 
white-breasted hawk.The others were collected below 3000.The eagle-hawk 
I have seen sailing around up about 4000 feet and it surely has the </e*9* 
to fly over the mountains with ease.But it seems to favor the coast and 
is believed to nest on lonely,rocky islets a short way out to sea.I once 
Baw one flying along the shore with a stout branch in its talons.G.R., 
got the only specimen of the beautiful black hawk somewhere around 5000 
feet on a rainy afternoon.In its stomach we found the remains of a small 
bird,evidently a white-eye,also what looked like much-decomposed lizards 
and large insects.I was lucky enough to shoot the white-breasted one.It 
is a close counterpart of the one taken by me on Tulagi I.,when G.R.,and 
I first arrived.Mr.Beck took another on Tauno I.,off Fauro.They were 
Smaller but like the Bougainville bird in every other detail- iris,straw- 

feet;yellow- beak,bleckish grey,lightening toward the tip.Both of these 
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were in luxuriant plumage.I recall I was coming down the mountain after 
a laborious day on the other side along a trail of sloshy mud when I heard 
this weird cry something reminiscent of loons on a Maine lake.I plunged in« 
te the surrounding bamboo thicket all eare(the eyes followed in the per- 
gon of Wagga,the official spotter & retriever) .He found it after consider- 
able jockeying around a big tree,sitting on an upper limbelt refused to 
come down after being shot so Wagga with about as much effort as it takes 
to describe the action climbed up about 80 feet to shake the prize loose. 
He knew all the birds,their habits,and comparative numbers;the difficulty 
was that he could not savvy pidgin.The remains of a small rodent and 
other indistinguishable material were found in its stomach.The three re- 
maining species have been taken before in the Selomons;these showed no 
ebvious variation except that the white-headed fisher seemed to have more 
white on its breast and shoulders than usual.The blue-beaked and the 
striped are often to be found close to native gardens where they can sit © 
quietly with a good eyevout for prey.On several nights we heard night- 
hawks calling but failed to get a look at one. 

Bougainville is represented by three different kinds of gray: 

birds-the yellow-eyed(with striped belly), the black-breasted,and the ord- 
inary- just plain"graybird"’ In the last-named the female and young male 
have a rich light brown plumage that is entirely unlike the mature male. 
The black-brested species is rather rare;of the of the other two we have 
a good representation,and,as usual,more males than females.All inhabit the 
same terrain- from the shore to 3000 feet,being more in evidence around 
2500.Most of them were taken on the tracks near the camp.They evidence 
similarity in their habits by preference for one type of tree- anything 
having thin foliage,and especially one that looks like anciron-wood .When- 
ever we see a tree of this description we look for a graybird sitting 
quietly somewhere.Apparently the dove family is not on amicable terms with 
them.I have often watched a dove chase a graybird off a limb selected for 
its own comfort.The call is wniformly a two-note screech something like 
the mina in one of its variations;for this reason it is hard to remember. 
As far as I can recall the three species are alike in this respect.They 
are seed and fruit-eaters principally and fond of the small,green berry 
clusters that attract the long-tailed dove.Stomachs have also shown large 
insects.The black-bellied graybird we did not distinguish as a séparate 
species,thinking it a novel plumage of the ordinary type.When both sexes 
were found to show parallel differences from the"graybird"we marked it as 
another species.The females of all three have richer plumages than the 
males;and most handsome is the female of the usual"gray"species. The entir« 
series should present interesting,slight plumage variations among the in- 
dividual specimens.The gray-backed shrike,the butcher of the family is 
present in good numbers up to 3000 feet.The majority favor the lowland 
near the salt-water and the river estueries.It is a voracious eater and 
appears to be always in quest of food.The call is not unlike the graybird's 
chorus- a raucous whistle without variations. 

On February 2 we broke camp and moved down to Kaino a: village 
of about I400 feet elevation.For the next two days the Doctor experienced 
another dose of gastric malaria,which caused anxiety and delay.On the 4th 
I had a very slight attack which responded to quinine immediately.G.R., 
took his share in a couple of small editions at Kupei.Undoubtedly this 
business was contracted at Arawa where the anopheles maintain considerable 
operation.Camp was set up in the government rest house and made comfortable 
by evening.Our stay here was originally planned for ten days or two weeks; 
but we cut it down to eight days for numerous reasonaé, principally shortage 
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of ammunition and a relative scarcity of birds as compared with the Kupel 

vicinity.Since the two native hunters were well-trained by this time we 

allowed them to do most of the shooting.And they turned in some very good 

material;Tutepe contributed the only specimen of the pitta or ground- 

thrush to the collection.Their knowledge of their fauna and its habits is 

unfailing.When questioned they do exaggerate but it is always in the right 

direction.For instance- if it is the starling,"“plenty too much, he stop" ; 
the thrush or redbreast,"too much" ;the crested-pigeon or"pitta","plenty". 
Habitual overstatement which you simply allow for.In discussing the yellow- 
legged ground pigeon,Wagga informed me through an interpreter that,"he stop 
along mountain- no got plenty".One of the aux tubes busted during the first 
week(it was made in the engine-room of the Mataram);and my gun went crook 
in the right-hand barrel about the same time.So we had more workmen than 
tools.However G-R.,and I went out for a short excursion every day.Collectors 
were always in the field,the monkeys with the insect nets,and Wwe always had 
birds to skin.The favorable weather continued into a lovely new moon and we 
garnered II7 birds by February I0.In the sidelines- no mammals except two 
Pacific rats brought down from Kupei.They went into solution.Some of the 
stuff in pickle did not look to be keeping very well, undoubtedly because 
we did not have the mixture laced with sufficient formalin.The gallon of 
methylated spirits that came up from Ebery & Walsh was much-needed.It oc- 
cured to me that in such a pinch one might distill alcohol by using the 
fermentations of fruits like pawpaw and bananas and running a bamboo pipe 
through one of these cold mountain streams from an improvised condenser. 
This department was augmented by about a hundred frogs- one very large, 
probably the guppyi;snakes- I10,lizards and geckos- I0,and one centipede; 
land snails- 500,fresh-water snails- 150,and insects- 350 specimens.Many 
of these differed from the Kupei collection.Twenty-nine species of birds 
are represented from the Kaino station.Of these,possibly four or five can 
be considered rare- the white-footed kingfisher, owl,pigmy parrot, yellow- 
headed parrot,and the cuckoo.Several series begun at Kupei were increased 
in number by specimens taken at Kaino,particularly the graybirds.Of the 
small birds well-represented in this lower area,the white-eye leads,travel- 

ling about in little flocks among the branches of the bushes and the smalle: 
tree-tops.With song and dance.The common black and white flycatcher is in 
prominent evidence with no apparent Variation.The most interesting thing 
about the flycatchers is just that.They seem to make a merry business of 
preserving mankind from annihilation by the insect kingdom- chirping and 
whistling away as they nab their prey.I believe they can actually stalk 
the bugs;they keep their heads so low and look so alert.Both the brown and 
black fantail are present,the former more plentiful.At Kupei the order was 
reversed.The blackhead is fairly scarce.Their call is so much like that of 
the red-bellied flycatcher that it fools even my excellent ear.Several in 
the youthful,brown plumage have been taken.One of these up in atree looks 
Just like a flycatcher.The divergence in call lies in the chirping sound 
that follows the liquid whistle that both practice- the flycatcher (Sx 
(red-bellied and white & black)sort of chatters while th blackhead,being mor¢ 
of a purist,clearly chirps.The two are alike in habits,too.The blackhead 
is found in the same kind of woods and will take an insect anytime.More 
yellow thickheads were added also,chiefly males.They are not so ubiquitous 
eae ee brethren,who have a smaller stamping ground.Now there 
rap oe ae long-tailed swift,rusty-winged blackbird,and mina before I 

aristocratic kingfishers and theobstreperous parrot family,and 
the rest,which includes the shore birds. 
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What more could be said for any bird than what I have in 

mind for the long-tailed swift-"silent,solitary,and beautiful in flight" 
? You find many around stream bottoms,perched motionless on bare limbs. 
They like insects,which are caught,no doubt,with much success in their 
weaving flight.What can I say about the rusty-winged blackbird and the 
mina? So much has been said already,I can simply add- they are easy to 
skin. : 

Regarding the"pitta"or groung-thrush("kokorb!') ,which has al- 
ready been mentioned,I cannot put down much,only having seen one(on a 
later camping trip at Tiop- May 2-4)and then just a glimpse.It is the 
most interesting of the Bougainville avifauna since it is probably pe- 
culiar to the island.Very light,almost a faded blue,yellowish breast 
like the land kingfisher,and silvery feathers in the lower breast re- 
gion under thewwing and in the upper wing coverts.The wings are rudi- 
mentary for it nests and feeds on the ground(according to the native sa- 
vants and undoubtedly true).Like the mountain species of thrush this 
one feeds on seeds and small insects.The head and bill suggest a rela- 
tionship.It is extremely wary and obtained simply by good luck.The one 
I saw flashed before my feet on the trail and was gone in the grass and 
scrub before I could raise my gun.Tutepe must have seen his quarry 
while he was sitting quiet resting or smoking;else,he did some ingeni- 
ous stalking because he got it with the aux.They do not range much 
above 2000 feet.Tutepe shot his at about I800;I saw mine at 2300.The 
natives of Kupei did not know the bird with any familiarity.Its call 
I have not heard but is described py ‘the natives as a fairly long 
whistle,commencing on one note,then raising a note with a slight stop 
in between,and continuing steady on an ascending scale for about three 
more notes where it ends fortissimo- hence the name,which is onomato- 
poeic-"ko-k-o-r-bi".He"sing out all the same". 

We have been fortunate in securing three specimens of a 
small screech owl.Two were shot in the daytime and the other caught 
by a native at night.it is small and in very rich plumage, resembling 
& specimen from Vanikoro,which was presented by Captain”Bertie"Hall 
of the Malaita Company's fine schooner"Royal Endeavor" .We have-heard 
a night hawk on a few occasions;unfortumately none are in the collec- 
tion.The brown inland water heron has also been identified but not ta- 
ken.I saw the same fellow twice on a stream branch below Kupei.They 
sit in the ferns and grass beside the water where they hide their nest 
somewhere.They are quick to sense an intrusion.Once it flew up close 
to my feet;I found a place hollowed out in the grass where he had been 

,  hidind.Then, very often,they roost in the lower branches of trees close 
to the water.The fine male we got up at the grebe pond back of Tiop 
in May came and alighted on a dead limb and so helped to complete the 
collection. 

The varieties of parrots and parrakeets are distributed 
from the shore to the mountain top in all sizes and colors.The only 
Species I have seen at 5000 feet are the green parrakeet and the omni- 
present cockatoo.The large green and re parrots,male and female,and the 
noisy red coconut parrot range up to about 4000.The few examples that we collected were taken along the shore for reasons of convenience.The 
blue-headed parrakeet is also present up to 4000 feet. The two larger birds are regarded as pests by plantation managers who are generally 4 to see us hunting them;it seems they often kaikai the young nuts, lling right through the tough fibre and shell.At 3000) feet you begin 
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bo hear the shrill squeals of the little green parrakeets that inhabit the 

nigh treetops in large flocks.I have seen over a hundred fly in unison from 

oe tree to another.They get the kind of seedssthey like up there and rare- 

ly descend to any plebian level.All this makes them very hard to persuade 

ith a shot-gun- lively as crickets,always on the move- they do not sit 

still even while eating.To shoot one the hunter's head must remain at right 

angles to his body for at least ten minutes;this when practiced for an hour 

or two guarantees a stiff neck and spots before the eyes.However,we collect 

ed a good series without paralysis.The pigmy parrot for quite some time re- 

mained an enigma since neither G.R., nor I could report sight of one,al- 

though we thought we had heard them;but perhaps we were confusing the 

squeaks with those of the parrakeets.Was this remarkable species Nasiterna) 

on Bougainville or not? The natives affirmed its presence in the vicinity 

when questioned with descriptive gesticulation.At last Tutepe brought one 

in the day before we left Kaino.(This shows what a native hunter can do if 

he is interested.)The size and build of this first example looked similar 

to those taken on other large islands.It happened to be blind in the star- 

beard eye,but that didn't matter much.We had the bird.The natives said,"thi 

fella kai-kai skin belong big fella tree;now,one fella he got mark- this 

fella no got".And"he make place belong him along house belong anis(ants)". 

All very satisfying,but why had we not run across a few in our rambles? Be-- 

cause we did not scan the treetops with enough persistence when we heard 

them calling;and because there were very few of the large trees that at- 

tract them both for feeding and for nesting in the neighborhood of Kaino. 

The hospitable species of ants that harbor the parrots{not more than one 

pair to an ant-house- see the specimen from Choiseul),build on the whitish . 

grey trunks of huge trees(califila,I think) about 8-I2 feet above the ground. 

Later, fortunately,on the Balbi and Tiop trips we obtained additional speci- 

mens,which proved remarkable variation from types hitherto collected.All 

together we got five more.Two of these were mature males,irides brown, 

feet olive,and beautifully colored plumage- red,orange,blue,green,black- 

more striking than the species taken from the high land of Guadalcanal 

and Kulambangra,but marked on the same order.The other three were the usu- 

al green like the Kaino specimen,dark on the back and light on the breast. 

There is a bluish tinge on the top of the head and a bit of orange and blue 

under the bill which is black.In the flamboyant fellow the bill is whitish. 

How could the same species vary so? Looks to me like two different kinds. 

The singleton of Kaino was a female,iris orange like the other four.Possi- 

bly we have obtained no females of the bright-colored type.But it seems to 
me that with such divergence in the male birds there must be two species 
represented.Lack of good series of both gives me little evidence to work 
on. 

The kingfisher is well established on Bougainville but yielded 
no new forms,which was somewhat disappointing Guadalcanal gave us that big, 
brown species;surely this great land mass ought to have contribute another 
new one.The most common are the" land"(ee-ee) and the blue-backed, found up 
to 3500 feet.We invariably heard their snappy calls in the early morning; 
the one sings straight out(ee-ee-ee)and the other does the same but with a 
he of yodel.One rare mountain kingfisher,the"white-footed',similar to one 
Sige by G.R.,on Choiseul,is in the collection.It lives near these wonder- 

Sees ote Sirdyand is seldom at home.I saw two on the same ford 
aE Sinds bieron bi ce;both had urgent appointments.The call is a pert sort 

Along the ane rp notes at a time.Stomach contents revealed insects. 
we found three additional species- the big white-headed 
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igh tide.Other shore birds we took the white and the ¢ 

a smaller green swamp-heron,sand-piper, lesser yellow-legs,and curlew. 

(Later at Numa Numa I saw two kinds of plover on a small island off ; 

shore- the golden and another which I did not know.) 

; 
| —", 

February I0 - 26 
: Well spent at Arawa Plantation where we used the scanty 

balance of our cartridges along the shore and up the small rivers.The “ 

rest of the time we developed film, wrote notes, smoked, conversed, and 

rested.On February 27 I left for @ short camping and collecting trip 

up the coast to Numa Numaj;the Doctor went to Rabaul,G.R.,remaining with 

Mr.Esson.On March I0 the"France"arrived from Samarai, Papua. 

Note; These are the last of ny notes to appear type-written.My first 

drafts are quite readable.Any stenographer in the department will re- 

geive a feather for her hat for every word that is judged" illegible" 

by a committee of sufficient acumen. 

H.H. 
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January 1-I930 
Had an early morning row with Manuel and David who came aboard 

drunk and unable to work.For the nth time all hands are dissatisfied 

and wish to leave.It would be best to pay them off,especially in view 

of advices from NY to economize.They expect a raise of three pounds 

each,all having been on five since June-I928.Four of us can run the 

ship with a captain,cook,and three Solomon Islanders. 

No work done to-day. 
Ms"Carriso"of San Francisco arrived at 8 A.M 
Weather fine and clear. 

January 
-My last radio was dispatched to N¥ on December 23rd and in 

very urgent terms.No reply yet.I go to the post office or station 
daily.Lack of funds is the only reason we have not left port,the ship 
having been ready for sea since the above date;nor can I do any col- 
lecting in the immediate vicinity until I receive some definite news. 

I spent some time on board the"Carriso".Captain Drummond will 
take the New Guinea" teee~ettmbing kemmeroo"for shipment to NY via 
Portland, Oregon. DPendretcus 

Grew employed painting and puttying. 
Weather fine and airy. 

January 3 

A radio came at II o'clock this morning but contained no men- 
tion of money. b ié 

I took" Peter",the kangaroo,over to the"Carriso" ; additional 
shipment includes all the Choiseul birds,the blackfish skeleton,shells, 
a keg Of miscellaneous material in solution,and considerable mail.This 
will reach Honolulu in a month's time.The ship sailed at I #.M. 

Grew variously emp loyed,mostly painting.It is getting diffi- 
cult to find work for them.Kkxpenses are mounting up and nothing to show 
for it. 

Rain storms and sultry heat. 
January 4 

I sent a reply to NY at 7 A.M.tnis morning. 
The Gov't.Medical Ship"Hygeia"1is proceeding to Kira-Kira, 

San Cristoval to-morrow and will be back about the [2th.Captain Hlder 
very kindly suggested the opportunity of picking up Mayr,Coultas,and 
Kyerdam.It will be effected at considerable saving.Meanwhile I can do 
some work locally. 

I had to get permission from my numerous creditors to leave 
Tulagi.I gave them sworn evidence that funds will arrive from NY before 
the steamer leaves for Sydney on the I4th. 

Weather hot and sultry-.Glass falling. 
January 5 

I acquired some stores for the men at San Cristoval.Théese,to- 
gether with some beer and their mail went on board the"Hygeia"in care 
of Captain Elder.This gentleman has assisted me on many previous occa- 
sions and is always ready with any kindness he can offer.The vessel 
sailed at 9 A.M. 

Now preparing the"France"for sea.I shall visit Buena Vista Is., 
north of Ngela(Florida)which possesses tracts of grassland unlike any- 
thing else in the group.O0n Guadalcanal,the only other island not mainly 
bush,the grass is different,being high and coarse,a kind of"kangaroo". 
Returning,we can spend a day or two collecting on the east coast of 
Plorida Is.,itself and navigate the Mboli Passage. 
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Started the motor at 2 #.M. and the vessel proceeded along- 

side Garpenter's wharf for water.Mr.Scrymgour,the local manager, very 

kindly allows us access to two big tanks.Finished with ©50 gals. on 

poard by 5 ?.M.Restarted motor after having had to fix two leaky joints 

in the circulating cylinder-jacket line.Anchored in mid-harbor at 5:50 

ready to leave in the morning. 
Weather fine but very hot. 

January ¢ (Sunday) 
Hove up at 8:30 A.M.and proceeded out of the harbor under powen 

Outside we altered course for Buena Vista and pulled up the sails to 

catch a light southerly breeze which soon fell away.Used the motor all 

the way for this 20-mile run,averaging a little better than five knote. 

Found good shelter in a rather large curwede bay on the south-~ 

ern side and anchored in IO fathomse;quite convenient to shore where 

grassy slopes and knolls are interspersed with secondary bush and timber 

Three small settlements of Florida natives were seen in the vicinity of 

the bay. 
. It was extremely hot to-day but cooled off nicely at sun- 

down. 
January £7 

Charlie,David,and I left the ship early.We were ashore all day 
and collected two birds of interest- the black-knobbed variety of the 
large fruit pigeon and a black cuckoo(Hudynamis).It is a new locality 
for both species.The pigeon was collected on Rennell Is.,and reported 
by David on Nissan Is.,7.N.G.It is the first time I have encountered 
the black cuckoo in this vicinity.Its distribution through the Solomon 
group is undoubtedly general. 

Buena Vista Is., just gmile N.of Florida is about 5 miles in 
extent HxW with a deep horseshoe bay on the southern side.OQver half the 
terrane is tufty grassland with sparse ironwood trees,low saplings and 
bushes.This offered rather rough walking.Forest and secondary bush are 
found behind the foreshore in many Places extending to the tops of the 
ridges.All the stream beds I saw were dried up except a few that seep 
into shaded lowland pools;in these [I collected three species of fresh- 
water shells.Saw two separate nests of hawks, probably the same species. 
Both were built in the tops of tall dead trees.I saw two large eagle 
hawks circling about and one perched close to a nest on occasion. 

Returned to the ship at 4:30 P.M. Very hot all day. 
January # & 

Three hunters ashore at 7:30 A.M.I took one of the new boat's 
crew with me to investigate the nest I saw yesterday.We saw no hawks 
about and after a difficult climb found no eggs.The nest was built of 
sticks laid in the highestocrotch of the central branch and measured 
about three feet across.It was littered with fish bones and showed no 
sign of recent occupation.I think it is the nest of Haliaster indus 
(white-headed fish hawk)rather than the big Aquila. 

I found no birds inhabiting the grass country.Da vid returned 
another black cuckoo.I can secure a few more specimens of Mino dumontiti 
(one Nov.Zool.by Dr.Hartert reported lack of specimens from Florida Is .)/ 

All on board by I ¥.M.when we h@ve up and proceeded under 
power out between Buena Vista and Florida Is.,and along the northeast 
coast of the latter using foresail and jib to advantage. 

No seabirds sighted.Anchored in Mboli Harbor at 5:45 (Sioto- 
Soe of Anglican Mission) .Rev.Tempest visited us in the eyven- 
ng. 

Weather fine and clear.Ovwercast at night. 

sels ol sad aheed 
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meres i up at 6 A.M.and proceeded under power with native pilot 

to more convenient anchorage.At 6:10 under his expert direction we 
grounded on the only patch of reef he could have put us on if he tried. 
I sent Charlie,David,and Teora ashore with guns.The rest of us worked 
until the afternoon to get the ship afloat although she struck very 
easily and only seemed to be just touching the soft coral on the false 
keel under the bluff of the bow. 

Rev.Tempest passed in his launch en route through the passage 
to Tulagi- did not speak. 

The vessel came off easily with the rising tide.We then spent 
two hours retrieving kedge anchors and heaving in ship's anchors both of 
which were in use.Motor used considerably.Anchored in passage about 3 PM. 

The missionary returned at 5 P.M.and stopped to report no 
radios for me in Tulagi. 

The hunters collected several common spectes which were put up. 
oRaineintermittent during afternoon and evening.NW wind and fal=-): 

ling barometer. 
January 9/0 

Hove up at 8 A.M.and proceeded under power through the Mboli 
Passage arriving at Gavutu (opp.Tulagi Harbor)about II o'clock.Had a 
repair job done on a leaky fuel filter,which developed during the morn- 
ing's run.The blacksmith made a stock for the port anchor;this has been 
missing since we left Tulagi. We left Gavutu at 4:50 and anchored in 
Tulagi by 5:00 

No radios for m. 
No collecting done. 
Rain squalls durin, night from the northwest. 

January }@ // 
No radios during morning. 

I worked most of the day on the motor,taking down a bearing 
and polishing the shaft.Discovered another iron to brass connection in 
the sea-cock which had to be replaced. 

Crew employed variously. 
No collecting done. 
Weather squally from NW.Heavy showers. 

January 28/2 
Received a radio from N¥ which evidently approves the Caro- 

lines as the next collecting field.No mention of money in the message. 
This has been one of the worst delays I have experienced.At least, there 
has been a field Party at work and something accomplished. 

SS"Duranbah came in at 4 P.M.Gapt.Crookshank reported the 
three men at San Cristoval returned from the mountains with good results. 
They were well and about to leave on the AV"Hygeia". 

Charlie and David ashore collecting but with little success 
on account of the rain.They returned six mynas and reported hearing the 
big cuckoo(Centropus). 

The"Hygela"tied up after experiencing a breakdown in the worst 
kind of weather.Mayr,Coultas,and tyerdam spent the night on board.I was 
unable to meet them,having gone over to Makambo to talk to Gapt.Peterson 
who knows a bit about the Marshalls and Carolines. 

Heavy weather from the NW and SW.Thick squalls and heavy rain. 
January 4 /3 

Mayr,Coultas,and Eyerdam disembarked early this morning.Their 
@ollection is excellent and includes several unusual forms. 

Dr.Mayr is intent on leaving the"France"now for many reasone. 
After lengthy discussion his attitude changed and he with us.The radio from NY yesterday arrived just in time ey Still 
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(Jan.I[2-cont.) 

No collecting done. 
Weather clear for three hours followed by black rain squalls 

from the NW. 
January = /4 

bveryone busy preparing mail for the steamer that leaves for 

Sydney on the morrow.I could not get a message through to the Bank of 

NSW until this morning.It is necessary for me to get tacit assurance 

by cable that funds have been received before I can arrange for the 

crew's discharge and transportation.The Museum might have mentioned 
money in their recent radios;with definite assurance to hand that a 

remittance had been sent I could have had the four Polynesians paid off 

and ready to leave to-morrow. 
Everyone agrees that the four boys in question will have to 

go.l waited until the field party returned to talk it over with then. 
An expensive crew at this time is impossible despite their value as 
hunters and bird preparators.David is the only one I tried to talk into 
remaining and I thought I had succeeded until he got off with the rest 
who changed his mind for him.All want to go to Noumea-New Caledonia to 
seek employment as sailors.This will be cheaper than sending them to 

their homes(Samoa and Dihiti)as agreed, provided the governments are will 
ing. 
7 Gharlie and David spent the day ashore collecting and brought 

in a good specimen of the yellow-legged Columba( previous examples from 
Bougainville and Choiseul Is.).I noticed in a specimen of the blue- 
backed("kaloproktos") kingfisher a white spot on the back which is a 
variation from the usual form taken on the islands to the northwest. 

Weather improved to-day but still gusty and overcast. 
January 2/4 

Fortunately the radio I was hoping for came through from the 
Bank of NSW giving assurance of money.I received it at IO A.M.,which 
gave me Only one hour to make arrangements with the government and 
Burns Philp.The boys were all ready and since everyone was anxious to 
see the last of them,we managed with considerable rushing about.I did 
not have time to pay them off but shall send postal orders to Noumea. 
It will prevent them spending their wages in Sydney. The difference in 
fare between Noumea and Samoa or Taihiti is considerable. 

Noccollecting done. 
Weather clear during morning but rainy later. 

January £/¢ 
Sent communication off to NY giving particulars of the expe- 

Gition's financial status.I am forced to spend the money just cabled 
to Sydney and find myself still nearly 700 pounds sterling in debt. 
This hardly takes into account salaries on board the vessel.To proceed 
to the Carolines the expedition must be out of debt and two or three 
thousand dollars in hand at least. 

Dr.Mayr cabled Berlin that he cannot leave without permission 
from NY and that he wishes to work-in the Garolines.It is improbable 
that he will leave now.We might be able to return to America together 
in July or August of this year. 

The next thing is to get out of this port for Malaita. 
am No collecting done.Uthers busy checking their San Cristoval 

rds. 
Weather rainy and overcast. 

January 56 /7 
angaged another Santa Cruz native as a sort of engineer's 

mate.We have five boys forward now- Aravo,Tivo,two"Jackies",and the 
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latest,Loaba;each at one pound a month and a parallel economy in their 
rations bill. 

I continued repairnwork on the semi-rotary water pump in the 
galley.Took down after main bearing of motor to inspect shaft and found 
it very dirty and rusty.Salt water has again found its way into the lub- 
ricating system through small leaks in the circulating water connections 
which are right over the bearings.All main bearings will have to be dis- 
mantled and cleaned.At work all afternoon. 

Mayr,Coultas,and byerdam busy labelling and packing birdskins. 
No collecting done, 
i aaa fine throughout. 

January 2/ 
At work all day on the motor.Others packing birdskins. 
I talked over my position as leader with the other members 

of the expedition and decided it is best for me to relinquish the offi- 
cial leadership to Coultas.I do not like to do this with the current 
condition of finances and for this reason only.But with running expenses 
kept down as low as they are at present I am sure we can pay all bills 
before leaving the Solomons in two or three months time.The most import- 
ant responsibility of the leadership is the financial one,especially at 
this time.All of the staff are to have a proportionate degree of juris- 
diction in the field work.This change will go into effect to-day.I shall 
move my quarters into the cabin beside the engineroom as soon as I can. 

The Chinese cook,Leong On,has not returned for duty since Jan. 
I5th and has been put down as a deserter;a redeeming feature is that he 
worked a fortnight for nothing.Aravo,a Guadalcanal native now doing the 

Grew employed variously. No collecting done. 
Weather fine and clearisno wind. 

January i /4 
Gontinued work on motor.0thers labelling and packing speci- 

mens .jyerdam has taken his shell collection ashore for storage in a 
Chinaman's shed which allows considerably more room in the main hold. 

No collecting done. Weather fine. 
January I$ 20(Sunday) 

Worked most of the day on the motor.I am very slow but it is 
instructive.Others still packing specimens. 

No collecting done. Weather fine but rain during night. 
January 2&2, / 

At work on the motor.I could not accomplish much in the morn- 
ing on account of rain. 

The San Cristoval specimens and the balance of the Choiseul 
collection are ready for shipment by the"Marsina"on Feb.2nd. 

Chang Cheong,the Chinese carpenter came along to discuss the 
payment of his bill. 

Tivo,a Santa Cruz native recently hired,left to- day:no notice 
no pay. 

Intermittent rain continues. No collecting done. 
January @F22. 

Took a large case of specimens over to Burns Philp for ship- 
ment.This clears the vessel of collected material.The manager was not in, 
therefore I could not discuss the cash loan which must be raised to en- 
able us to get away.I am well-known in this capacity here;now Coultas 
will have to learn to wear the cloak gracefully. 

NO collecting done. Weather unsettled with occasional showers. 
January 2@ 2.3 

Failed to get away to-day due to a pump jamming at the last 
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minute,which meant that a whole series of connections had to be taken 
down to adjust it. 

The present wage bill on the ship amounts to 4I pounds a 
month(not including the pay of the collecting staff). 

Mail for Auki and Su-u,Malaita came aboard from the Post QO. 
No collecting done.Squalls of rain and NW wind all day 

January 2 2 + 
Started the motor at 6 A.M.and the ship proceeded to Garpen- 

ter's wharf for fresh water.I found the manager of Burns Philp,Mr.Scott, 
in his office at Makambo and raised a cash loan of forty pounds,which 
I turned over to Goultas.From this I sent postal orders cowering the 
wages due the four Polynestans to Noumea.So much of the remainder went 
in paying small bills about town that I had to get another five pounds, 
this time from W.R.Carpenter & Co. 

We cast off at I:20 after lunch and proceeded to Gavutu where 
we tied up at the wharf.A small bill was paid and Coultas made a few 
purchases.We spent the night at the wharf much against my will because 
of former experience with rat invasion. 

No collecting done. Weather fine. 
January 2 267 

Additional work on the motor did not let us get away until 
I0:30 A.M. Proceeded through the Mboli Passage under power and anchored 
off Sioto.We could not make the run across to Auki before dark and the 
Old captain does not like spending the night at sea.This forebodes 
trouble both for him and for the expedition.I worked on the motor until 
dark;one of the pumps giving trouble. 

No one went ashore collecting.Mosquitoes joined us after dark. 
Light rain squalls during night. 

January 25 2 & 
Started motor and vessel under weigh by 6:30.Cleared reefs and 

course shaped for Auki.Small flocks of noddies seen en route.sSet head- 
Sails and foresail to take helping northerly breeze.anchored in Auki 
harbor before lunch.Capt.Burrell took the mail ashore. 

Worked om motor replacing a broken stud on alr-charging valve. 
We have to interview the District Officer before we can do any collect- 
Ang on Malaita.This is the first time the govrnment has made such a stip- 
ulation;but, this 1s Malaita.Mr.Wilson, the govt.officer,refused invitation 
to dinner. 

Many natives from Auki Is.,came aboard including Paulo and Wai 
Rong ,@apt.Crookshank's servants who worked in the cabin and galley for us 
while he was with the expedition. 

kyerdam ashore after shells.No other cOllecting done. 
Overcast sky with showers during afternoon and evening. 

January 2.279 (Sunday{ 
Worked on the motor until IO A.M.,when Mayr,Coultas,and I went ashore to discuss our intentions with Mr.Wilson OHMS.Hé almost alarming- 

ly pessimistic about the Ari-Ari natives in the vicinity of the big range 
in South Malaitaj;and would not give us"a fifty-fifty chance of getting out 
alive" .~hese people live only for suspicious hatred and treachery which 
keeps them in constant fear of anything foreign."Why would they miss such 
an opportunity to destroy a few white men?"Lhese sentiments do not jibe 
with what I have heard from more reliable sOurces .However,he expects to be relieved very shortly by Mr.Barley,who is a senstble gentleman.Meanwhile bi ee agree with Mr.Wilson and he even accepts an invitation to unch. 

The settlement on Auki Is.,which numbers I50 people and is the 
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largest of the fortified island villages in the Langa Langa Lagoon, is 

commencing a kind of New Year's festival to-morrow.Bushmen are coming 

down and there is to be feasting on pigs and vegetables,dancing,and the 

shark-feeding ceremony. 
I continued work on the motor during the afternoon. 
AK"Auki" arrived with Mr.Barley on board. 
Kyerdam ashore after shells but no other collecting done. 

I have heard the black cuckoo(sudynamis)several times. 
Weather rainy and overcast. 

January 2724 (ex-Kaiser's birthday) 
Dr.Mayr and Kyerdam ashore with one native.Z finished off 

work on main motor and tried to fix the water pump in the galley which 
yre again refuses to function.Coultas remains on board having an open sore 
a) 

with very few birds;a common snake,a frog,and one phalanger brought in. 
During sfternoon we all attended the beginning of the festival 

on Auki Is.,which is to last three days.These people are heathen but the 
pristine quality of the dancing is marred by the wearing of calico,felt 
hats,ete.It proved too darkly overcast to do any photography. 

Uncertain weather with northerly wind and rain. 
January 2824 

Byerdam and I ashore at 6:30.I returned at 9:00 with a few 
specimens in order to make some photographs on Auki Is.,both still and 
motion picture.All hands returned on board for lunch.Coultas and I con- 
tinued with photography during afternoon until 4 P.M.Mayr putting up 
birds.We have not noted much subspecific variation yet. 

The much-touted shark-feeding episode proved rather uninter- 
esting:the offal derived from the slaughter of pigs was thrown into the 
water from the built-up walls of the village and several sharks came 
along to devour.There were a half dozen small fish or reef sharks and 
only one large one(about $ feet long).We watched an interesting dance 
whach was followed by a community feast of baked pig. 

All hands putting up birds until suppertime.We paid another 
visit to the official residence to discuss the possibilities of an in- 
land camp in South Malaita.The presence of Mr.Barley and Major Sanders, 
who is in charge of police here,altered the attitude of the govt.as 
previously expressed by Mr.Wilson.We were advised to go in from the 
Su-u side, proceed slowly,and get out on any intimation of trouble.This 
is quite fair;and shows Mr.Wilson to be an alarmist.We returned aboard 
to help Eyerdam finish the birds. 

Fine during day with some rain at night. 
January @& 30 

Lost air starting motor,so hove up and proceeded out under 
sail with light favoring wind that died about IO A.M.I worked all day 
trying to start the auxiliary compressor engine without avail.Under sail 
all day wind falling away completely at sundown.A land breeze from the 
hills gave us a good lead during the night. 

A few terns sighted. Weather clear and fine. 
January 30 3! 

Vessel hove to off Su-u about I A.M.,drifting in a calm sea, 
I took the wheel at 6 A.M.when we were 8 miles off the land,beating in 
with the land breeze.I got the compressor running about noon but we 
were anchored by I o'clock.The entire Malayta Go.,staff came off to 
visit us: G.Adams,Mr.Aldington,the manager,and Messrs .Wilson,Archer, 
Speers,and Ralston. 

At work on motor all afternoon. No one ashore collec . &veryone attended at dinner with the manager. = 
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AK"Ruana"left for Tulagi at II P.M.taking all our mail 

which 1s to catch the"Margina"for sydney.In this NY will receive full 

exposition of our financial situation.We have been short of funds since 

leaving Samarai in July-I929 but I cannot make NY aware of it. 

Febrercat Weather continues fine. 

January 31 7 engine 
Mayr,iyerdam,and/ one native ashore early.I remained on board 

to take the ship alongside\the wharf where we filled up with fresh wa- 

ter.I dropped an essential/part down into the bilge where anything is 

uretrievable and spent the rest of the day trying to make a replace- 

ment.Unable to use motor.The ship had to be kedged out to an anchor. 

Hunters returned early.with some-subsp.novs,Zosterops and 

My 2 la cert er niall: sel species/of wide distribution,Worked on 

birds at night s{hree men from ashoreé/came off\ to cngrm har. 

iN Weathe . fine a}i day ;rainy’a thunder. storms ‘om NW during 

n ight “a * , n va . é » _ snl — o* _ 

Bebrusry 2 Curses ry 

Mayr, Bbyerdam;andone-fhative-ashoré Until 3° P.M. 
E-worked 

Put up birds from 4 o'clock.New subspecies collected to-day include a 

representative of the black fantail(Rhipidura)and Domicella;Monarcha 

menadensis and Myzomela common hereabouts in the lowland forest;the rep- 

resentative of Trichoglossus appears to be smaller on Malaita. 

AK"Veronica",a govt.ship,arrived at noon.Major Sanders, in 

charge of police here,m board."Whisky",the headman at the local vil- 
lage,has been consulted about carriers for the latter part of next week. 

The Major promises his assistance if we have difficulty. 

Mr.McCrimmon,who cuts local timber here for a livelihood,says 

the natives on the western slopes of the range inland from Su-u are 

scattered and quite harmless. 
Weather fine with some rain during night. 

February 22 (Sunday) 
Worked to finish motor in order to start hunting to-morrow. 

Mr.Aldington,the manager,took the keys of the company's shop to Tulagi 

with him the other evening,so I could not accomplish what I had hoped 

to. 
We visited ashore in the evening. 
Mainly fine but some showers in the afternoon.Barometer low. 

February 5 
Ashore all day with others.I followed the Kwairiekwa river 

for some distance and passed through two gardens 3 or 4 miles inland 

but saw no natives.The terrane is moderately rough covered with forest 

trees and the usual dense undergrowth; undulating ridges flank the river 

bottom,rising to 500-800 feet in increasing elevation father on.The 

Kwairiekwa is a main lead to the big range of mountains;and was used 

by the trans-Malaita punitive expedition last year.The soil is partic- 

ularly rich on the hill slopes;noted abundance of reddish clay and some 

serpentine rock formation. 
I collected a Micropsitta(subsp.nov.) ,Grauculus lineatus ,and 

several small birds,all fairly common.Was unsuccessful in obtaining ex- 

amples of the two larger species of flycatchers,both undoubtedly new 

representatives; did not hear any thickheads calling,they are probably 

at a higher elevation.I met several pigs in.the bush which appeared to 

have strong domestic strain.Obtained some insects and one green lizard. 

Other collectors returned numerous birds.We worked late pre- 
paring them. 

Some rain during day but fine at night. 
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February -* © 
AK"Ruana" returned from Tulagi this morning which meant that 

I could use the engineering shop.I remained ennboard to work on the 

motor. 
No mail brought back for us. . 

Three local natives out shooting with Hyerdam and numerous 

common birds collected. 
We worked late on the specimens. 

Glear during morning;some rain later and at night. 

February_5 & 
Ashore collecting only part of the day.Spent the rest of my 

time in the engine-roon. 
Three natives out shooting along with Mayr and Kyerdam.Three 

new representatives returned: Monarcha"arses"(blackhead) and Aplonis 

grandi,the large starling;a small grey and black Edolisoma(” pseudo- 

montanum")also appears different.The larger graybird(sdolisoma schisti- 
ceps)evidently does not vary. +o 

Weather unsettled and rainy;storms making up from the NW. 

February & / 
Intermittent rain all day.I finished work on the motor and 

greased bright parts for lay-up.Spent most of the day moving into my 

cabin forward. 
Kyerdam and four natives ashore shooting with good results. 

Two species of Ptilinopus taken,both of wide distributionnthroughout 
the group;only one kingfisher so far-Halcyon chloris.Chalcophaps 
stephani is com mon along wooded coraline foreshore. ) 

Worked on specimens during afternoon and evening. 
Rain at night and wind from NW and WNW. 

February 7% 
Ventured ashore but failed to cross the Kwairiekwa in flood 

to get inland.Returned to ship ver|wet.byerdam and four natives col- 
lected a few birds.The native shooters have taken to the collecting 
well after a few day's trial.We are filling the series of common specie: 
before making a camp. 

Worked during afternoon and evening skinning birds. 
Heavy rain during night with strong NW wind. 

February & 7 
Rainy all day.Four natives ashore with Kyerdam.Birds to skin 

on board morning, afternoon,and evening. 
Vessel straining at her anchor in heavy swell. 
Heavy rain and NW squalls during night. 

February ¥ /0 (Sunday) 
The ship dragged her anchor during squalls and close to 

shore at daybreak.Started motor and hove up to shift to safer and more 
comfortable position. 

Two natives out shooting despite bad weather but with rather 
poor result.OQne Eudynamis cuckoo returned in juvenal plumage.I went 

out. with Eyerdam to examine nest of the common rail or coot(Porphyrio)} 
It was made in the branches of a low tree not more than I5 feet high, 
the upper part covered with vines and leaves.The nest was 6 feet above 
the ground and well constructed out of small twigs and liana.It was 
well concealed although located just off a much-used native track.The 
sitting female must have been disturbed often;Byerdam frightened it off 

_ the nest on two occasions.The clutch contained five eggs which were 
taken.An overcast sky and the position of the nest shaded by overhang- 
ing vines and leaves made a photograph impossible. 
February i // 

Heavy weather continues from the NW in intermittent driving 
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rain squalls. 
Kyerdam and four natives ashore collecting for about six 

hours.There are always birds on the table to be prepared;the Polynesian 

skinners are missed in this department.A small pigeon was brought in 

which Mayr insists on calling"Ducula dubia" ;I consider 1t a young rubri- 

cera or possibly a variant. 

Continuous rain during night. 

February #@ /< ; 
Bad weather still holds out.Qvercast sky with wind and rain 

from NW and NWxN. 
Four natives werergiven guns for the day.styerdam also out 

collecting;his interest in shells alone would never permit him to remain 

on board.Results very good considering the weather;but many of the speci- 

mens are badly shot or wet.We are kept busy putting them up;the series 

of common species are filling up.There is not a great number of differ- 

ent speeles;so far,we have found nothing absolutely unique. 

About 300 skins from Malaita up to date. 
Heavy rain all night. 

Pebruary #2 /0 
Headman"Whisky" and carriers refused to leave this morning. 

Mayr and I had expected to get off on a reconnaissance trip inland.Four 
native collectors out returning some 38 specimens,mostly common. 

Kyerdam doing carpentry work. 
Rainy all day in the usual gusty squalle from the NW. 

February 23 / + 
After preparing gear Mayr and I left about I0 A.M.with a 

dozen carriers.We crossed the first ridge at about 2000 feet and des- 
cended to cross a stream.On the opposite side the land rises to over 
3000 feet.The carriers refused to go on although we could haveseasily 
made it before dark.Mayr and I took a bath while two boys went out to 
secure a pigeon for supper.One of them shot a fine female Accipiter 
albogularis.We collected numerous insects some of them apparently most 
unusual. : 

Busy putting up specimens at night.Qur present elevation is 
I600 feet. 

Weather fine and clear. 
February I4 ’’ 

On the way early and crossed the stream at IIOO feet.We soon 
reached the highest village on the opposite slope which proved to be 

I400 feet only.The locals say there is no water higher up and we must 
hunt from here.Mayr undertook to make a good camp while I ascended the 
mountain to see what elevation I could get and what new birds,if any. 
Two natives left for the coast taking a communication down to the ship. 
I started about I P.M.and climbaito 3400 feet(by aneroid}). I found true 
mountain forest and the ground very rocky.Collected thickheads,white-eyes 
and flycatchers but neither saw nor heard a single new species.There is 
only one really high range on Malaita which is in the vicinity of Mt. 
Kolovrat(Ad.chart or Govt.map);we must make a camp on its slopes to get 
the mountain birds. 

I found one man living with his family at 2400 feet but he 
would not welcome a ny hunting in this section because all his pigs, run- 

ning about wild in the bush for some time. have been 
Returned to camp by 6 o'clock.Put up birds after supper.- 
Weather fine and clear. 

February [5 © 
Mayr and I decided to get out while we have the carriers. 

There are no tracks that lead farther inland and the hills do not seem 
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to hevhighyenough for mountain birds.We packed up and started early. 

On the road we met a native with the Mataram mail and a letter from 

Goultas.There is an anxious letter from Burns Philp and much data con- 

cerning the four Polynesian natives recently sent to New Galedonia.It 

appears that their identification papers were left in Sydney and the 

French Customs will not allow them to remain. 
Mayr has received news from Berlin that urges him to leave 

the expedition as soon as it is convenient. 
We reached the coast about 2 P.M. SS"Mataram' anchored in the 

harbor.Mayr and I discussed his situation. 
, I also 

wired the British Consul in Noumea in effort to pacify the French auth- 

orities until I can get some official word through from Tulagi.I was 
busy writing letters aboard the steamer until I A.M. 

All specimens collected up to the beginning of this week were 
shipped on this steamer numbering about 350 from Malaita. 

Steamer sailed at 2 A.M. 
No collecting done. Fine weather continues. 

February 167 (Sunday) 
Mayr has decided definitely to leave us. 
I spent the afternoon getting the moter ready for the trip 

in to Tulagi.Had another heated argument with the captain.I made a @ammri 
whe mistake in him;and have decided that he is the most disagreeable and 
inefficient man we could have selected. 

Hove up at I0:30 P.M.in heavy rain.The captain set the course 
WxS before the vessel had cleared the land so that we nearly struck the 
northern point of Kwairiekwa bay. 

On watch all night in the engine-room.Set headsails and fore- 
sail during ee of raim and variable easterly wind. 

February Ff / % 
Weather cleared up toward daybreak.We anchored in Tulagi 

harbor at 8:40 A.M.,ten hours from Su-u. 
Mayr went ashore to dispatch a radio to the Director of the 

Berlin Museum, o 

I spent the day getting advice through to Noumea about the 
discnarged Polynesians.After much fretting,Capt. Kidson, the Govt.Sect'y., 
sent the following to the British Consul at Noumea:"_ ___two Samoans, 

___two Tahitians sent Noumea via Sydney discharged seamen schooner 
France | Whitney Expedition at their own request at expense of expedition. 
I have previously wired about the identification papers left in Sydney. 
Went to bed at 5 P.M.rather tired. 

rye weather during day. 
February 16 / 

Rens came for Mayr from Director Zimmer of Berlin Museun- 
“Return advisable" .So our estimable associate will depart on a French 
freight steamer leaving Tulagi via ports for Marseilles on March 5th. 

I should like to leave now also since this blasts all my 
Plans and my real reason for remaining.But I should like to see the fi- 
nances in a better state ;and it would make the expedition rather short- 
handed on Malaita. 

«We ought to be clear of debt before June or July. 
I went over to Gavutu to purchase some oil at Lever Bros. 

store .A youth named Riddall approached me about getting accommodation 
on the"France"as apprentice to anything .This is not my first experience 
of this kind.I could only refer him to Coultas. 

Weather fine. No collecting done. 
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February I9 ~ j 
Mayr busy packing. 
I dispatched a radio to J.R.Clay & Co.,Samarai,owners of a 

yessel which would be much more suitable for our work and more economi- 

cal to run:"Are you interested in"France"in exchange for"Royal Endeawor" 

if unaltered.Install Deutz motor at yourcexpense."If I had been a bit 

later in leaving Samarai last July I might have~ made: the exchange iat 

that time.The"France"is a cumbersome soft-wood cargo carrier masquerad- 

ing as a yacht;and the"Royal Endeavor"is a fast,compact,yacht of hard- 

wood construction being used in the copra trade.The amount of money 

spent operating the" France"for the past years could finance two such 

expeditions in smaller and more efficient vessels.And in less time. 

Goultas will be difficult to convince on the proposition of exchange .The 

possibilities are very remote at this time anyhow.Captain Burrell dec- 

lares he will not take over command of any smaller ship.I think that the 

sooner we can get rid of this ancient mariner and sea-lawyer the better 

for us. 
We are discussing little else beside the future of the expe- 

dition.Rather we should be in the field taking advantage of the dry 

spell. 
No collecting done. Weather fine and clear. 

February 20 2 / 
Purchased a 2nd hand oil separator from a machine shop ashore. 

It is in good condition.and ought to save @ in lubricating oil consump- 

tion. = 

I dippatched a rdio-to the Bankoof.NsWienquiring:my balances- 

Packed upvsomevethnological specimens to go to the Museum.Worked on the 

motor cleaning up. 
No collecting done. Weather fine. 

February eI * © 
Installed o1l separator with help of Eyerdam and completed 

work on main engine. 
Four of the boat's crew left to-day.Insufficient food and in- 

sufficient pay is the complaint.Two replacements were hired by Coultas t 

later in the day.From now on the crew problem will Godemempe Jo paramour 
No collecting done. Weather fine. 

February 22 -.° 
Continued work on motor.The routine work on a well-maintained 

deisel consists of cleaning ceagmmén essential parts.Sent two cases of 
ethnological material over to BP's wharf-Makambo to go to NY with Hyer- 
dam's cases of shells. 

One Guadalcanal native engaged as boatswain with another as 
sailor which completes the crew complement for tne present.A Chinese 
applied for the engineer's job asking I2 pounds a month and keep. 

I have communicated all the necessary information to Coultas 
from Dr.Murphy's letter of November 30th,1929.I have suggested that it 
would be more economical and more convenient for the Museum to have 
Kyerdam work New Caledonia as a land expedition since he is anxious to 
leave in order to join the woman he is to marry.My arguments have al- 
ways been in favor of the Garolines for this expedition.In regard to 
obtaining a smaller vessel,Coultas thinks the"France"too good a selling 
proposition for the final wind-up of affairs.In my opinion the" Royal 
Endeavor is a better ship than ours as they are found at present and 
will sell better in two or three year's time.However,the chance of an 
exchange is very remote. 

No collecting done. Weather continues fine. 
February 23 ©" 

Wrote some letters to-day. 
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Another application from shore for the engineer’ s job,this time from 
Gapt. Elder of the Govt.Medical Ship'Hygeia".I know he is not serioud 
and would be dissatisfied.All the Huropeans who have been eager to 

join us do not realize what life on this expedition means. 
Weather fine. 

February -24 2 © 
Another radio arrived for Dr.Mayr from Herr Zimmer, Director 

of the Berlin Museum-"Decide for yourself.No danger staying Longer." 

Having determined his course Mayr is intent on leaving. 
Coultas and I talked to Capt.Kidson,the Govt.Secty. about 

the possibility of the Government allowing the expedition to take a 
crew of Solomon Is.,natives foreign for a year.Coultas will have to 
write a formal petition and the Resident Commissioner will consider 
the matter. 

After a farewell to Mayr, we hove up at 3:40 P.M.and pro- 
ceeded to Gavutu where we stopped alongside the wharf while Coultas 
made some purchases at the store.Under weigh again by 5 o'clock.The 
captain wanted to anchor at Mandoliana on the Florida coast for the 
night because the wind happened to be HSH and slightly unfavorable. 
We insisted that he carry on.He has never shown any aptitude for sav- 
ing time;the mainsail was unbent while we were at Su-u and has been 
down below ever since.He uses the motor continuously and is still wait- 
ing for a fair wind. 

Course set for Su-u.Self on watch in the engine room,the 
others having to take turn about with the wheel, 

February @5 *° 
On watch driving until 4 A.M.when the captain lost his bear- 

ings completely,having picked up a light which he thought to be on the 
Malaita coast and turned out to be on a moving vessel.He instructed me 
to shut down and hove to until daylight.The so-called boatswain recent- 
ly signed on added to the difficulty by steering an unknown course for 
two hours of his trick. 

I slept a while and was awakened at daylight to start the 
motor.The captain could not determine any land marks although quite 
close to the coast and was reluctant to take the assurance of some of 
the crew that we were well north of our destination.Coasting along to 
the south’ ard we soon picked up Su-u and wore alongside the wharf at 
8 A.M. to take in fresh water at the manager's good favor.Qut at anchor 
by IO o'clock.Here I caught some sleep. 

No ft done. Weather fine. 
February 26 

The headman is uncertain about carriers;about 20 are suppos- 
ed to show up to-morrow.Three native hunters out most of the day. 

I wrote letters all morning to go into Tulagi for mailing 
to-morrow morningia long one to Dr.Murphy and others to W.S.Tait & Co., 
and the Bank of NSW.Worked on motor after lunch and prepared skins 
after the hunters returned. 

Ashore for dinner with the others and returned on board to 
work on birds. Weather fine and clear. 
February 2f » ° 

Three natives out shooting which produced about 20 birds. 
No carriers available yet.Put up birds during afternoon. 

We were ashore in the evening and Mr.Aldington,who operated 
the"Royal Endeavor"for the Malayta Company,imparted much information 
about the ship and- Ah hig recommended the exchange,if it could be ef- 

m fected.The conversatio ad a favorable résgult on Goultas . 
Weather fine. 
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Paved on left-over birds in morning and then engaged myself 

with the motor. epunsiiatien \ : pemounid Ups Omen ear 

} 
| phere. 1 et ae - 

- No hunters out to-day.Coultas and kyerdam attended a funeral 

read at an inland village in search of carriers.I worked on the motor. 

The local missionary,Mr.Humphries(South Sea Evangelical)came off to dine 

| on board.Coultas and Kyerdam returned at 7 P.M. 
clear weather except for one thunder storm about 2 P.M. 

“yarek? 2 (Sunday) 
Helped put up a few birds collected yesterday afternoon by kyer- 

4 in ot A 

dam. 
Govt.ship" Veronika" arrived at 4 P.M.with Major Sanders on board 

and a surveyor.The former- promises he will have 25 carriers for us on 
the beach to- morrow morning. 

Weather fine but overcast at night. 
March 3 

Coultas and Kyerdam left to make a camp inland at some village 
on the Kwairiekwa river I P.M.The dictum of Major Sanders produced re- 
sults. I shall wait | for a reply to my radio to Clay- Samarai concerning 
the"Royal Endeavor"which should give us something definite.In the mean- 
time I assisted the others in getting off and then tinkered about on the 
motors’ 

AV"Malaita"came in about midnight and I received my one Will 
consider your proposition next slipping(dry-docking) Papua’. 

Clear during day with some rain squalls during night. 
No collecting done. 

March 4 
Packed my gear and left on yesterday's trail with three carriers 

following Kwairiekwa river.Saw four ducks(Anas supercil.pelew.)and shot 
two.Reached the abode of Coultas and Lyerdam at 5:50 P.M.klevation ap. 
[300 feet on a ridge close to the riverj;nothing over 3000 in the vicin- 
ity.Arorla,a village beyond the headwaters of this river is the place 
we want to reach.This is in the center of the Ari-Ari District and near 
the range of Mt."Kolovrat"which is the highest om the island. 

Assisted in putting up a few small birds.Seweral good examples 
of land shells and insects have been collected. 

No rain but overcast sky ell day. 
March 5 

Found a local native who knows the way to Arorla and is willing 
to go with me in attempt to make connection with ex-policeman previously 
recommended.We left at 8 o'clock and followed the Kwairiekwa for four 
hours.in route we met three citizens of the district around Arorla and 
picked up another native who lives on the river.The three foreign natives 
had heard we were camping across the range and had comecever for a cas- 
ual visit to investigate.I distributed tobacco and told them what we 
wanted;after much talk they agreed to join forces and accompany me to 
Arorla where we can find the policeman and get some carriers.Rather rough 
g0Oing in the river or on the bank at about I000 feet elevation.We left it 
about 2 P.M.and climbed over the first high range- approx.3300 feet. I 
neither saw nor heard any mountain birds .Descended to Toho village,the 
first which had been destroyed by the punitive expedition.It consists of 
five houses,newly built,and about 30 people.From here one can view the 
Kwairafa valley;this vied flows out on the coast about IO miles south 
of Su-u ° 
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The inhabitants seem quite friendly,one old man in p art- 

icular that I later recognized as a sort of medicine man.He will join 
our party.along with two others;they provided sweet potatoes for supper 

and a somewhat delapidated house for shelter. 
The terrane on this side of the range has always support- 

ed a large population which continues well ever to the east coast of the 
island.Since the punitive party and"Malaita war"many villages have been 
moved.The spurs below 2500 feet are covered with secondary growth which 
igs noticeable as old garden and village sites.The formation is unusually 
recky;but for the most part the typical reddish soil. 

Rain began to fall about 3 P.M. At night after kaikai I 
was given a lot of advice by my companions about care and discretion in 
dealing with the men living around Arorla.I acquired much information 
concerning the punitive expedition and its results. 

No collecting done by me.Weather cleared up at night. 
March 6 

My party now numbers seven.After a breakfast of sweet potatoes we 
left Toho and descended to the Kwairafa river.Pollowing this stream for 
about a mile we crossed at an elevation of 500 feet.This I should judge 
te be very nearly the middle of the island.Here we started a long climb 
passing through several villages around 2000 feet.Rain commenced at 2 
o'clock.The people of these settlements regarded us rather suspiciously 
as we passed by.No one spoke Gardens and secondary bush seem to predomi- 
nate.We made Arorla shortly after 5 and I was stationed in an outlying 
house after the occupants had been politely asked to leave.Two of my 
fellows insisted on standing outside with guns(I have two with me) .One 
pounded out several calls on a big wooden drum,the usual hollowed-out 
tree trunk while I made effort to dry out my clothes, 

In about half-hour's time abparty of fifteen men hove into sight 
on a trail leading into the bush in front of the house.All appeared to 
be armed with something or other- a club or bush knife;there were three 
old Snider rifles.Then emsued a parley with my men and two came inside to 
interview me.One of these proved to be the man I had been told te find,- 
"Charlie"Bubomai.As we talked, others came in,tobacco was passed around, 
and the Sniders,etc.,were laid down.This show of strength and the method 
of parleying with a stranger I judge to be a kind of formality,emulat ing 
the customary practice of the recruiters on the beach who used the cover- 
ing boat and the armed salutation up until about eight years ago.What I 
witnessed to-day is a survival of it with no particular purpose ;they did 
not imprese me by their display that they were on their guard and not to 
be trifled with.I told Bubomai what I wanted and he said he would try for 
carriers to-morrow.I anawered questions on all sides which seemed to emu- 
late from sumphewen rather than curiosity. Susp icon 
oe No collecting accoupl ished RETH cont iauea throughout night. 
arc 

Not many locals are interested in working as carriers because of 
the long distance back to the Kwairiekwa.Bubomai declared we should have 
anchored the ship at Sinerango or Ulimburi.Arorla is only about eight 
hours from the east coast.The high mountain*we want to establish a camp 
‘m bears NNE from here and is known as"Torombusu"(Kolovrat on the charts). 
There are no settlements above 2000 feet on its slopes;but a route is 
known to its summit which can be followed from our present position on the 
Kwairiekwa.The name Torombusu evidently means something about wind. 

Bubomal tells me this is the first time Arorla has been visited by 
a white man alone.The Catholic Fathers have been to places on the western | 
side of the Kwairafa.The people of Arorla did not run away into the bush 
phn basen ashy expedition arrived which saved the place from be ing 
estroyed.It was used as a base by the Govt.and many of the inhabitants acted as guides.Some districts ehind Tacka Tacka ane Uru are Patras 
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to be unsafe by myxuinformants;but that is foreign territory to these 
folk and such reports are always questionable.Arorla has been visited 
once by a govt.patrol that brought rice around to these districts which 
were short of food after the punitive expedition withdrew.In apprehend- 
ing the natives concerned in the Sinerango affair the police killed pigs 
and destroyed gardens wherever they saw fit.Food production has not yet 
come back to normal,taro especially lacking. 

Bubomai insisted on taking a gun out to show me how well he could 
shoot but the ¢onsdistentrrain made collecting impossible.The terrane 
hereabouts is vexyy poor for birds on account of the abundant secondary 
growth.Arorla is on a hilltop at an altitude of 2700 feet(aneroid)and 
one must go two or three miles to find the true forest country. 

I am kept well supplied with,potatoes for food. 
No specimens brought in. Sainy, overcast weather continues. 

March 8 
Natives have been reluctant to offer themselves as carriers. 

Charlie Bubomai had 9 this morning.Decided to leave since we may be able 
to pick some up on the way back.We left Arorla at 8 A.M. and descended 
to Kwairafa flats where potatoes were dug for the journey.All hands had 
a bath in the stream and then up creek bottoms and divergent spurs 
reaching a small village which contributed two carriers .Continued on 
through old villagedsites and stopped at a house at the foot of the 
hills that give rise to the Kwairékwa on the other side.Now about 3 P.M. 
80 we called a halt.I went out hunting and got a phalanger,a large fruit- 
bat,and a common pigeon which I cooked for BUPPOr+ 4. ° 

In the villages passed through I met with no” hostility. Practical- 
ly all the women and the old men go about wholly naked and quite uncon- 
cerned.There was no display of weapons after the first episode of Aror- 
la;the govt.has recently destroyed most of the spears,clubs,bows & ar- 
rows,etc. I am sure we shall have no difficulty with the natives of this 
district other than the question of temperament in bargaining and other 
minor things. 

Laaiobereduene—phekenger be fore..asking omy ustel meal-of potatoes, 

Fine weather until after 4 P.M.when it commenced to rain. 
March 9 

Prepared the fruit-bat this morning before breakfast.We were on 
the road by 9 o’clock,crossing a small tributary of the Kwairafa short- 
ly after.Then up over the watershed by a different trail from the one I 
used coming over.Here I shot two crested pigeons(furcaena crassirostris) 
and the widely-distributed Solomon cuckoo(Cacomantis) .We reached the 

Kwairiekwa at an elevation of I500 feet having crossed the range higher 
up the river than before.Here we connected with a party of eight from 
Toho,additional ca rriers,which was a welcome surprize.Arrived in the 
camp at Erigomano village by 4:30.Coultas and Eyerdam much pleased with 
the prospects having found very little in this district. 

Many interesting insects and land shells have been collected 
but no new species of birds since this zone is of lowland elevation. 
I fed the carriers and had them quartered in a local house;then assisted 
in preparing skins until 9 P.M. 

Weather fine throughout. 
March I0 

Goultas left for Su-u at 6:30 taking all specimens collected up 
to date in this camp.He is to bring back additional rice, tobacco,ammuni- 
tion,etc.,and several ef the Arorla carriers will wait here to take the 
stuff on.Local boys accompany him to the coast. 

‘ Four hunters out shooti with poor results .Nothi new brought in; however, many series of commons pec ies are well filled. ” 
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Kyerdam and self worked on birds at night.The Arorla carriers 
had a rest to-day. 

Glear during forenoon but some rain later in day. 
March II 

Byerdam ami. left with I4 carriers at IO A.M.,taking nearly all 
the gear and food with us.We had to pay the owner here for the use of a 
house,for potatoes,water-carrying,etc. 

Followed the same Kwairiekwa river and moving slowly began the 
climb over the range about 5 P.M.Rain threatening we were fortunate in 
getting the flies up to get under cover before it commenced.Fed the car- 
riers on some potatoes purchased en route this morning. 

No collecting done. Rain during night. 
March Ie 

Awoke with the beginnings of a bronchial cold.Had to give the 
carriers rice for breakfast which leaves about 4 lbs.We broke camp at 
9 o'clock and after crossing the range got on to an old trail which 
took us over several ridges and on to the slopes of Torombusu where we 
had difficulty in finding a camping place at 4000 feet.From the Kwairi- 
ekwa we turned in a general westerly direction which loeates this moun- 
tain unquestionably as"Kolovrat" .Cleared heavy timber and set up two 
double flies.Water $ mile distant.Finished making camp about 4:30. 

We are in the true mountain forest and already have heard the 
small parroquets and identified two species of highland birds:a brown 
fantail and a zhi oscopus .The natives describe others,one of which is 
undoubtedly the Black-winged Ducula pigeon.On the way up here today 
two good specimens of the small Edolisoma(" pseudomontanum")were collect- 
ed. 

The carriers made what meal they could on the remaining rice,a 
large tin of meat,and some biscuits.Dry firewood is difficult to obtain 
in this aréa where most of the ground and vegetation is covered with 
dank moss and the mist hangs low most of the time. 

Rain commenced about 4 o'clock;weather cleared during night.I 
am uncomfortable with my cold which is no better. 
March I3 

Nothing to feed the carriers but some oatmeal this morning.I put 
up birds while Kyerdam and two natives went out shooting.Other boys off 
to some village down the mountain to obtain a supply of potatoes. 

Goultas arrived with hie carriers and supplies about II A.M.The 
hunters came back in the afternoon with several new species for Malaita: 
green parroquet(Charmosyneps4, brown fantail(Rhipidura" rufocastanea") and 
the mountain Ducula.We were at work preparing these until 9 P.M. 

My cold has settled in my chest and gives me a raw cough. 
Rain during the day,light and intermittent. 

March I4 
Five natives out with guns at different times returning many de- 

sirable birds,two new additions among them- the Phy loscopus and a highly- 
colored pric eqast(Gksahenseitl | Usere are plenty of willing hunters 
but few good ones;they are paid in tobacco for what they bring in.I have 
been preparing specimens constantly.Coultas and Kyerdam are on the same 
job.We-want to run as large series as possible while the weather is in 
our favor.An unusually large domestic cat was shot which illustrates to 
what extent these animals have adapted themselves to the bush.They have 
gradually found their way into the most remote inland villages since 
their introduction twenty or twenty-five years ago and the progeny being 
for the most part neglected readily forage for themselves and assume 
atavistic habits.I feel certain that this process has led to the extermi- 
nation of Microgoura meeki on Choiseul and probably on Ysabel and Malaita 
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if the species ever inhabited thése islands as reported.I think I am 

correct in saying that most of the cats were brought to the islands by 

femmbe missionaries and this began between [905 and [9I0O. 

I prepared the skull of this specimen and labelled it as a mat- 

ter of interest. 
Numerous visitors came to look us over from villages in this vi- 

cinity including some very interesting characters;I neted the same air 

of suspicious curiosity. 
Weather fine throughout. 

March I5 
Five native hunters out all day returning much desirable mater- 

4al.The red parroquet and brown fantail seem common enough; Ph@loscopus 

and the green parroquet are not easily found.Bothespecies of parroquets 
feed in flocks;but the green ones have fewer individuals and are more 
active.They frequent the high tree-tops,and are consequently difficult 
to see when the mist hangs low on the mountain.One of the widely-distribu- 
ted Columba vittiensis was shot to-day.The black-winged Ducula and long- 
tailed Macropygia are common in this area.Certain species are probably of 
totemic significance to the nativee judging from their talk.Various clans 
or moities are represented.Birds taboo to various natives I have question: 
ed include the big Aguila eagle-hawk,Graucalus papuensis,and two or three 
round species which I take to be a rail,a deve ,and possibly the thrush 
Turdus choiseuli). 

This is an excellent locality but cramped and uncomfortable liv- 
ing especially for making bird skins.Last night we heard an owl which the 
natives describe as"no big fella too much", evidently Spiloglaux.We are 
collecting insects all the time and one snake was taken the day we arriv- 
ed which I have net seen befere in the Solomons.Land shells will add up 
in big series before we are through. 

Additional natives visited the camp to-day,all from this Ari Ari 
distract;some from the slopes just behind Ulimburi on the weather side of 
the island.Certain ef the original carriers are still with us.The staff 
of camp retainers numbers about [5 and the persennel changes as they come 
and go.We have to buy all the sweet potatoes offered te provide the neces- 
sary hospitality which is casually expected.However,this crowd furnishes 
shooting boys,wood-gatherers,cooks(in sufficient number to spoil anything) 
and water-drawers.I expect that when the novelty of the situation wears 
eff there will not be so many. 

I have decided to leave to-morrow morning with two natives for 
Su-u in order to return additional ammunition and other supplies that are 
needed.My cold is no better and causes me lack of sleep and general dis- 
comfort.Another consideration which has been sounded is that these Ari 
Ari carriers will take considerable persuasion to ge the long way back to 
Su-u when the opposite coast is so much nearer.Coultas and Hyerdam agree 
that they can work out the high land while I take the ship away to the 
outlying islands off the Malaita coast returning to Ulimburi(about oppo- 
site Su-u on the eastern side)to rejoin them.This will cut down our work- 
ing time in addition. 

All three of us have been busy putting up specimens daily with 
no time for anything else.Weather clear during morning so that I could 
et bearings from the top of the mountain- Nura Is., 9 5°H};Marau Sound 
Guadalcanal Is.) § 20°H.Rain began to fall after 2 P.M. 
March I6 

Packed up all specimens and my gear ready to leave by 9:30 with 
two volunteers who will bring ammunition and supplies back to the camp 
from Su-u.We reached the Kwairiekwa river shortly after noon and stopped 
at a village below Erigomano,the former base. 
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No colleating accomplished by me except some insects. 

Weather fine and clear. 

March I7 
Picked up one box left by Coultas in a house near the river. 

Nothing remains at KErigomano where I stopped to see if some’ things which 

Goultas could not carry with him had been returned to Su-u by some of 

the boat's crew as he had directed. 
Rain commenced at 2:30 increasing to downpour.We got out to the 

coast by 3:45 and went aboard the schooner where I got into dry clothes. 

Unpacked and rewrapped the specimens I had brought down. 

Captain has been painting the ship after burning off and is near- 

ly finished. 
No collecting done by me. Wea ther cleared up at night. 

March [8 
Packed up the supplies needed up in the bush and sent off the 

two carriers at 8 A.M.Also paid off a casual"work-play"boy who has been 
hanging about the ship and remunerated"Whisky",the local headman for his 
services .Squared up our account with the Malajta Company;they have sup- 
plied us with many necessities and have offered every available assist- 
ance ° 

Started motor at 3 P.M.and proceeded alongside wharf to take in 
fresh water.Finished by 7 o'clock,made adieux,and cast off.Southerly 
course set to pass Cape Zelee.Captain ill with attack of fever.Sea fair- 
ly calm but heavy rains.Self on watch all night. 

No collecting done. 
March I9 

Cape Zelee in sight at dawn and course altered for Ulawa Is. 
Wind came away from the north and headed us until we made the lee side 
of the island about I F.M.Sutalahia Anchorage very exposed to this weathe- 
er.Coasted up to NW end of Ulawa (Ngorongoro)and dropped anchor outside 

inner harbor while captain went out in longboat to sound and inspect the 
very narrow and tortuous passage.The"France" must negotiate this to lie 
in the only possible harbor here.Decided to try it and succeeded after 
about an hour's work using both motor and kedge anchors.The ship touched 
three times on isolated stones;the false keel eliminated any possibility 
of damage .We found no swinging room inside and had to put down both anc- 
hors and lay out two kedges to keep the vessel in position. 

The manager of the plantation here is away;no other white people 
on the place.Qur success in manoeuvering the ship into this Little cove 
proved fortunate for both the captain and myself.He is truly “emt to sa 
spell of subtertian malaria;and {I also have an attack with the miserable 
gastric complications and a heavy cold as well. 

No collecting done. Strong NW squalls and gales during night. 
March 20 

Captain a little better to-day.Self very 111 and unable to get 
out of bed.Crew continued with the painting around the ship. 

Numerous natives cam aboard. No collecting done. 
Overcast sky and variable northerly winds. 

March 2I 
Another bad day of fever.Captain much worse to-day.Neither he no 

I can stomach any food and have to lie -cmmowmetsuminay. 57///. 
Plenty of natives in this district;no trouble to get hunters. 
Fresh wind from the NE made the vessel strain at her moorings 

which had to be adjusted during day.Some rain at night. 
No collecting done. 

March 22 
Gaptain and self still ill;but I am somewhat improved. 
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( pante) KS 

Aravo,the cook,has joined the sick list with fever and a cough. 
I got up in the afternoon and took some food.Some of the locals brought 
along fresh vegetables and fruit to trade. 

No collecting done yet on account of sickness and bad weather. 
Overcast all day and strong NW wind. 

March 23 (Sunday) 
Gaptain still down.I went ashore with my gun but saw very few 

birds and nothing unusual.I find myself weakened from the fever bout 
and so returned on board the ship having collected some land shells. 
Mino dumontii,Domicella,Trichoglossus haematodus,and Rhipidura tricolor 
melaleuca were the only species I noted.Ulawa reaches an elevation of 
approx.I300 feet and is basicly volcanic.Coraline limestone is common 
around the sea-coast.It is densely wooded and there are no trails up to 
the high land from our anchorage .Three villages are near at hand but 
their gardens are near the séa and they do not have much occasion to go 
very far inland.Ulawa Is.,is not more than eight miles in length and from 
four to six in breadth with rather regular shape.From the NW side the 
natives have made trails up the mountain on top of which there are report 
ed monolithic remains of interest.I shall not be able to visit them. 

No bird specimens collected. Overcast weather continues with 
NW wind. 

March 24 
Captain still sick;and another sailor,which puts three in dis- 

ability.I am better and spent the day ashore where I observed more birds 
than I did yesterday but only shot one Nycticorax.Small birds are not rep 
resented here at all.I had several normally intelligent natives about me 
to-day and I brought them aboard to see the Malaita specimens.They could 
not recognize any of the flycatchers,fantails,honeysuckers, or kingfishers 
one would expect to find Omran island of this size.In addition to species 
noted yesterday I can add the following:Halcyon albicilla saurophag., 
Ginnyris jugularis,Lorius pectoralis, Demiegretta sacra,idolisoma schisti- 
ceps(common graybird),Aplonis cantoroides and Ap.metallica;Graucalus 
papuensis,Haliaster indus,Aquila,Ptilinopus superbus(red-breast dove), 
and the two species of Ducula.Pseudeos{red coconut parrot) 

I did not collect any of these widely-distributed species even 
for the locality. 

Heavy weather continues;rain squalls and wind from the NW. 
March 25 

Three hunters ashore all day despite stormy weather.They returned 
a few common parrots which are of no interest.Several Apecies of land 
shells have been collected inngood seri es.I have put up very few speci- 
mens and shall leave for the mainland as soon as the weather turns favor- 
able.We cannot visit the Three Sisters.Of these there is only one small 
island not completely planted with coconuts and this one is some few miles 
away from the only anchorage.The captain does not want to take the ship 
there;probably because it would make a little more work for him.He does 
as little as possible and has never shown any interest toward assisting 
the expedition. 

Stormy NW weather throughout day and night. 
March 26 

Captain recovered from his fever,we made the ship ready for sea 
and marked all the stones in the entrance to this little harbor with 
bouys Got under weigh by II:30 A.M.with three kedge anchors and the motor. 
Cleared the passage and anchored offshore in heavy swell,the captain be- 
ing unwilling to proceed until to-morrow morning which will get us to Maramasike(South or"Small"Malaita)in good light.I am due at Ulimburi to connect with the Camping. party on April [st. 
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( ie) TKS 

Qne of the crew still sick and unable to work.My bronchial cold 
remains but is much improved. 

Fortunately,no strong wind during night,but light and variable 
from NW to SW. 

March 27 
Hove up and under weigh at daylight making for Port Adam(west 

coast of Maramasike Is.);used motor continuously.Overran entrance bet- 
ween Haleili and Mary Is.,which lengthened the run nearly two hours. 
Entered passage at 2 #.M.and turned north but found no good ground and 
proceeded south inside barrier islands looking for anchorage convenient 
to landing .3 P.M.grounded on reef through utter carelessness in naviga- 
tion.The plan of the place was made in I850 and we had no Look-out aloft. 
Spent the rest of the day trying to get off without success.Since it was 
nearly high water when we struck,the vessel was s0on in very shallow 
water.due to receding tide. 

The captain decided to wait for the night tide.He blames every- 
body but himself for the accident. 

No collecting done. Rain during afternoon and at night. 
March 28 

I turned in last night expecting to be roused by the captain to 
help at refloating the ship as soon as the tide came up.He says he got 
up to have a look but decided to wait until daylight.Meanwhile the ship 
is slowly filling up with water because she lies canted forward with dry 
seams under aupface.Most of the supplies in the main hold are wet including 
ammunition and corn meal.The engine sump and crank pits are full of salt 
water which means a complete take-down.All hands busy pumping and bailing 
from 6 o'clock until 2 when we got her dry.Attempts with kedge anchors 
have failed to move her.I swam around the stern with diving glasses and 
found that about I2 set’ of the keel 1s embedded in soft coral. 

The captain having no suggestions I went ashore and got about 60 
natives to come out in canoes.These set about to breaking the coral 
around the keel with crowbars, marlin spikes,etc.,with a promise of a case 
(I5 lbs.) of tobacco if they helped us get the vessel free.Forty of them 
got underneath the counter and along the keel to lift and push while the 
rest heaved on the kedges at a given signal.She came off quite easily. 
And the whole mob yelled for five minutes,- because they had won their 
tobacco, 

Vessel at anchor by 4:30 P.M. I sent some of the crew over to 
look at the bottom and they reported no visible damage ;another case for 
the false keel. 

Overcast all day with heavy rain in afternoon. 
No collecting done. 

March 29 
Worked all day drying out cartridges,corn m@éal,collecting gear; 

and turned to on the motor which required about eight hours to drain out, 
clean up,and put in order. 

Crew worked in main hold and the captain restowed lazarette.Dur- 
ing this process two rats were caught.This is another discouraging piece 
of intelligence, ami the result of spending the night alongside Lever Bros. 
wharf at Gavutu on Jan.23rd. 

I talked to some of the local boys in the evening about birds and 
showed them specimens.Many of these they could not recognize and it is evident that"Small Malaita"does not possess a large bird population.They 
mentioned none I could not aAdentifyefrom their description. 

Weather clear and het with one shower during forenoon. 
No collecting done. 
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March 30 
Hove up at 8 A.M.and proceeded out upper northern entrance of 

Port Adam setting course for Takka Takka(Deep Bay) .Wind light from &; 

set. sails to some advantage but motor used continuously as useual.Saw 

flocks of terns feeding off entrance to Maramasike VPassage.We were de- 

layed by a stoppage of the motor due to water in the fuel.Anchored in 
Deep Bay near a stream that falls directly into the sea;this is a re- 

markable harbor and could accommodate a small navy. 

Went ashore about 4 o'clock to bathe and wash clothes. 
Mr.Walker of AV"Korombusu"recruiting ship visited us. 
Heavy rain during night. No collecting done. 

March 31 
Thick mist ever bay during morning accompanied by light rain. 

Crew loading fresh water.Weather cleared at moon.Hove up and proceeded 
under power making for Ulimburi(Double Bay) where we are to connect with 
camping party.Anchored at 5 ?.M.This is another remarkably fine harbor. 
We have been taking advantage of any sunlight to dry out cartridges,corn- 
meal,etc.I have been busy labelling Malaita specimens. 

Some of the local natives came off. No collecting done. 
Fine weather all day;some rain at night. 

April I 
Presh early morning land breeze from NW.To-day we continued dry- 

ing material that remains wet from our experience on the reef. 
A native of this district who was in the camp for a while en Mt. 

Kolovrat(Torombusu) brought a letter from Coultas.The collecting is not 
nearly finished due to bad weather chiefly.He intends shifting the camp 
from the high mountain to Arorla where he will stay until the series are 
complete.He is in need of more ammunition and other things which I made 
ready immediately;these I dispatched during the afternoon by three local 
natives after the usual bickering .They will reach Arorla to-morrow. 

Hove up at 5:30 P.M.and proceeded out of harbor setting course for 
Gower Is.,25 miles NE of Malaita. 

Clear weather and calm sea. No collecting done. 
April 2 

On watch all night driving motor.SW breeze came away at dawn as 
we sighted Gower.Saw several dark shearwaters and another which I identi- 
fied as perhaps Pterodroma becki.Lowered the small dinghy to chase them 
after stopping the motor.Much to the chagrin of the captain.But I could 
not get close-eet+hem.We continued on for Gower but a hot bearing forced 
a stoppage about noon.Course set for wrong end of island for anchorage, 
an Obvious mistake.Tacking to little adwantage against NE breeze.Re-start 
ed motor at 3:15 P.. M.and made for Sk end of island where we located the 
bay indicated and came to comfortably in IO fathoms. 4:30. 

No natives seen;villages inland with fishing houses on the beach. 
Weather fine.Hot and calm at night with mosquitoes. No collect- 

ing done. 
April 3 

Ashore att7:30 and met natives coming out to the coast.Gave out 
two guns and collected until I P.M.when I returned on board with a dozen 
birds to put up,leaving three native hunters out shooting. 

This little island has some unusual forms.I found the black-knob- 
bed pigeon common and the only representative of Ducula on the island .#* 
This adds another locality for this rather strangely distributed mutant: 
Rennell Is.,Buena Vista(and Florida -no specimens from the latter),and 
reported on Nissan but none secured.A new Ptilinopus related to species 
On Rennell and Santa Anna Is.is present with distinctive variation.In 

addition to these I put up several common island flycatchers(Monarcha 
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(Fr) SKY 

norma ue ye hunters brought in morerbirds at 5 o'clock.Trichoglossus 

is represented by form that appears smaller than most.I was kept busy 

skinning birds until a late hour. 
Weather fine and clear. 

Apesd 
Three guns out all day.I remained aboard to put up Bbecimens 

until 4 P.M.when I went ashore to make additional observations.I note 

several common species:Kakatoe,Chalcoenas nicobaricus,Ghalcophaps,stepk 
ani, Pandion halisetus,Halcyon sancta,kurystomus orientalis,Halcyon 
albicilla saurophag.,and Aplonis metallica.One species of fruit bat is 

present .Charadrius dominicus is common and runs about in the gardens 
quite close to native houses.A rail 1s described by the natives. 

Gower Is.,is only 4 miles NNE x SSW and from one to two miles 
wide.The formation is complétely coraline limestone and the hédght of 
the island does not exceed 50 feet.It is densely forested throughout 
and the ground inland is very fertile judging from the excellence of 
native produce.Near the southwestern side there is a large lagoon en- 
tirely enclosed which probably connected with the sea at one time.The 
island is callea"Dai"by the natives who number about fifty.They origin- 
ally came from North Malaita and still carry on active trade with 
coastal people,especially those of the Tai’Lagoon.There is considerable 
fishing done in addition to the cultivation of the two staples- taro 
and coconuts.Chinese traders call occasionally to buy shell which is 
obtained on the fringing reefs;these are of no great extent.Water for 
drinking purposes is collected in holes in the coral. 

About twenty birds were returned to-day including a good number 
of doves.They kept me busy until a late hour. 

Fine weather continues. 
Aprt “15 

I went ashore early with three natives and secured a rail.This 
is evidently Gymnocrex sp. and is heard generally at early morn and 
toward evening,-"kong-a-o",which is the native name for the bird.With 
several other specimens I returned to the ship to prepare them.I am 
not taking any of the widely-distributed species in order to concen- 
trate on the new ones. 

Native hunters returned about 4 with good bag;I sent them out 
again to search for rails at dusk and again early to-morrow mornings 
It is a good opportunity to make a good series of this rather rare 
species.Ranging over the small area of this island one is almost sure 
to hear them calling,usually at their appointed times,during six or 
eight hours hunting.Like most ground birds it is difficult to get a 
shot at one.The natives have both pigs and dogs;these do not appear to 
have affeeted@uthenbird life to any degree.Fortunately,no cats are pre- 
sent. 

Busy putting up birds until late at night. Weather fine but hot. 
April 6 (Sunday) 

The four hunters were out early this morning having kept the 
guns ashore last night.One small boy brought along another rail.Later 
several doves and pigeons were returned.Another sally toward evening 
yielded three more rails,one badly shot.£tilinépus and Trichoglossus 

are gOing into large series.Land shells of three species have been 
coming in daily at a stick of tobacco for the dozen. 

Putting up specimens day and night. 
Weather fine with light Sk breeze. 

April 7 
Four guns out early as usual resulting in a complement of doves, 

pigeons, parroquets,and one New Zealand cuckoo( Urodynamis taitensis}). 
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(ge) FFF 

I caught up on the birds by noon to-day and worked on the motor 

during the afternoon making ready for early start to-morrow.the even- 
ing's hunt returned three rails which gives us a faily good series.All 
together nearly ninety specimens from four days collecting. 

Patting up birds at night. Wind fresh from Sk with occasional 
squalls. 
Aprétb 8 

Hove up at 7 A.M.and proceeded out under power clearing reefs in 
thick rain squall.NH wind died and then shifted to SH which forced us to 
beat all day.Manoba Is.,off NE coast of Malaita in sight by 6 P.M.Motor 
used continually until 9 o'clock. 

Saw severalishearwaters during the day but could not try for them. 
Stormy weather during the night;vessel made little progress. 
Aprak 9 
a Called by Captain to fix steering device which had become disar- 

ranged.Ship about abeam of Atta Cove.Started motor at 9 A.M.Dirty weather 
all day;wind light SB and BS with several heavy squalls,one carrying 
away the outer jib sheet.Captain asleep from IQ A.M.until I when we were 
just past Cape Arascides.From here we made a good ccurse to Ulimburi,an- 
choring at 5:25 P.M.Saw isolated shearwaters,- about a dozen at different 
times(Puffinus pacificus chlororhynchusfand another smaller bird,dark witk 
white Meiaroidel biesadenan becki)i;impossible to lower boat because of bad 
weather and short-handed crew. Ga prrtrr-tas® .peEteitrestenaewiCe=e-ehe 

Kyerdam came down from the camp at Arorla yesterday bringing all 
specimens which we unpacked and put away.He had several birds to be pre- 
pared,shells,insects,etc. We shall return to Arorla to-morrow,taking more 
ammunition and some food. 

Overcast sky;cool but no rain during night. 
April [0 

Morning taken up finishing work aboard ship.Kkyerdam and I landed 
at 2 P.M.with ten carriers he had brought down including the faithful and 
most useful"Charlie" Bubomai.Climbed nearly to the top of the first ridge 
and slept in a small village. 

The terrane rises rather suddenly behind the brief foreshore and 
is of mixed porphery formation with an abundance of coraline limestone 
intermingled.From about 800-I000 feet we passed through numerous patches 
of secondary growth indicating old garden land. 

No collecting dene. Rain during night. 
April II 

Breakfasted on rice and started by 8 A.M.,crossing at 3500 feet 
by noon.The typical mountain forest begins at about 3000 ;again I noticed 
the rockiness of the Jandscape.I[t is not so pronounced on Torombusu, the 
big mountain.Coraline limestone is predominant,especially on the eastern 
slopes of the region we are passing through.Bird life seemed rather sparse 
We met two natives on the trail who had a few 8pecimens.These we took on 
to Arorla where we found Coultas at work.35 P.M.Praetically all the series 
are well-filled,even up to fifty specimens in some cases.Over 500 skins 
have been made during this trip inland.I should like to have had more 
time -at the Porombusu camp at 4000 feet ;however,I do not think the expedi- 
tion has missed much.We cannot stay more than a week longer for many rea- 
gons,- Principally food shortage on the ship;in camp one can always get 
native food. 

Assisted with bird preparation.Hunters returned at 5 o'clock. 
Rain commenced about 4 continuing into night. 

April [2 
Four natives out with guns all Gay They are not shooting the com- 

mon species which we have well represén : 
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One Strix alba brought in by a native who wounded it with an arrow 

when he saw it sitting in its hole high up in a big tree.Many of the lo- 
cals had never seen this bird before.The rarest species in the collection 

to date are:Spiloglaux sp., Ceyx lepidus -Additional specimens are needed 

to fill good series of the following :Micropsitta, fh4loscopus , Charmosynop- 
sis,Graucalus lineatus. 
At work with others putting up birds. 

Weather fine and clear. 

April I3 (Sunday) 
Three of the hunters went off to visit their villages some miles 

distant taking their guns with them.One boy brought in three fruit bats 
which gives us a series of II.Another small owl returned but so badly shot 
that it could only be put into alcohol.No mountain birds taken to-day.The 
collectors have to go about two hours in order to get into xpxhighland 
forest,the terrane around Arorla being covered with garden land and second 
ary growth.About the only mountain bird that is readily obtainable here- 
abouts is the brown fantail(Rhipidura"rufocastanea").Certain species of 
birds are taboo to natives connected with clans that enforce totemic ex- 
Ogamy.This seems to be its significance to the cursory enquirer.Most of 
these taboo birds have not yet been taken; judging from the descriptions 
given by natives we have a ground pigeon or dove( possibly the yellow- 
legged Golumba),a rail( possibly Gymnocrex solomonensis as found on Gower 
Is.),and a thrush(apparently either Turdus or Pitta) .There are others 
(previously mentioned) ;but these are the most desirable. 

Coultas labelling specimens ;kyerdam and I preparing recently col- 
lected material. 

Weather fine and clear. 
April I4 

Hunters returned during day with a few birds,-nothing of interest. 
The novelty of shooting has worn off and like mest natives,they grow list- 
less.One must continually urge them on, promising rewards for rare speci- 
mens .To-day we added a few more fruit bats to the collection and two 
phalangers. 

Clear during day with some showers at night. 
April I5 

Busy making up skins all day.Thevhunters came in to be paid off. 
As a final effort one contributed a new representative of Aceipiter hio- 
gaster(?),a well-developed female.Contents of stomach- two small lizards 
and the remaine of a frog.The stomach of Strix alba contained the fur 
and a few bones of a rat.A good example of Urodynamis taitensis was taken 
and this is an unusual locality.More fruit bats and a phalanger in the 
dark phase,and a female Cacomantis.This is about 60 grams heavier than 
the male.In the intestines of a male collected sometime previously on 
Torombusu we found parasitic worms,which is not unusual in this species. 
In addition to Accip.albogularis and hiogaster(the one taken to-day) ,ano- 
ther is described by the natives.This may be the male of albogularis.The 
local people are of great assistance sometimes in this way;but their 
Dictorial talk usually leads to the discovery of some very common form. 
However,most of the species mentioned as"taboo"should be on Malaita; in 
fact,it is surprizing that we have not found one or two of them at least. 

Weather fine and clear. 
April I6 

Made up packs and after much bickering and waiting got off from 
Arorla with fifteen carriergthree of them women.IO A.M.Rain began to fall 
as we got out on the road and continued until 2 P.M.We crossed the east- 
ern range and descended to a village on the slopes where we spent the 

night.With a caravan one always moves slowsy. 
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I find myself rather weak and got into the blankets with a touch 

of fever. 
No collecting done.Strong Sk wind during night with bursts of rain. 

April I7 
r On the road by 9 A.M.reaching the Govt.Tax-collecting House by 

noon.Alone and with good conditions one could make the hike from Arorla 

to the coast in 8-IO heurs.The distance to either Ulimburi or Sinerango 

is approximately the same from our camp. 
All on board by 3:30 where we found the captain i111 with fever 

(sub-tertian gastric) .We plan to leave to-morrow.Assisted with the un- 
packing of specimens and worked on the motor anticipating early start. 

No collecting donesWeather fine but misty at night with some rain. 
April I8 
i My condition much improved with good night's rest.I had a job to 

finish on the motor and could not get started on time.Captain attempted 
to gail out of the harbor but westerly breeze off the land fell as the 
ship approached the outer reef passage and forced him to put aboutitoire- 
turn to the anchorage under light southerly.Hove up again and proceeded 
out er power setting course to round north end of Malaita.All sails 
set wet wind light and variable from the south'ard.Stepped motor at 
5 P.M. Took deck watch from 6 to IO P.M. Passed Manoba Is.A/C to West. 

Saw a few flocks of noddies,some sooties,and a few gannets. 
Fine and cool during night. 

April I9 
Gape Astrolabe well astern at dawn and course set SW/W to pass 

through passage between Florida and Buena Vista Is.Using motor from 
7:30 A.M.throughout run.Good weather and fairly calm sea until 4 P.M. 
when wind and rain squalls came away from the SE.Cap tain decided to 
anchor in lee of Olevuga Is. 5:30 P.M. 

Byerdam ashore to look for shells. 
No sea-birds of interest sighted during run.But just after Eyer- 

dam had left in the small dinghy a dusky-cebored storm petrel came into 
-It flew about the harbor at quite a distance from the si was 

toodark for me to distinguish any identification. J 
Weather c@ared up during night. 

April 20 (Easter Sunday) 
FrLoot Kyerdam ashore early with some of the crew to collect shells and 
shoot pigeons.I had a pump gland to re-pack;finished by 8 A.M.and vessel 
under weigh by 9.Wind SE dead ahead all the way in to Tulagi.We passed 
through several heavy squalls.Anchored in harbor about I P.M.,but too 
close to the shore.Washed down and cleaned up. 

All of us had dinner at the hotel.Captain stayed ashore all night. 
April el! 

Severe squall caused vessel to drag her anchor and come up with 
the keel bump ing the bottom and foul ground all around.This awakened me 
at 5 A.M.and I hurriedly got all hande to the windlass to heave the ship 
up to her anchor and out of shallow water.Started the motor and shifted 
the vessel around to the inner harbor(EKllis cove)which is protected from 
the 8H and affords the only comfortable anchorage for a ship of our ton- 
nage during this season.Only the false keel touched the bottom;so no da- 
mage -Captain arrived aboard at noon. 

vse No business can be done ashore- bank holiday.Labelled birds on 
board.After supper ashore we found the postmaster who gave us some mail. 
I received a radio from Dr.Sanford. 

Weather fine with strong SK wind. No collecting done. 
April 22 

Visited Burns Philp to learn our status.Dispatched one radio to 
Bank of NSW to enquire our balance and another to Clay & Co.,Samarai. 
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Goods ordered by Coultas from W.S.Tait & Co.,Sydney agents,came to 

hand. 
Developed photographs in the evening.No collecting done. 
Miserable weather- rainy all day. 

April 23 
Gleared up to-day and wind fresh from the SH.Worked on labels. 
No collecting done. Fine at night. 

April 24 
Radio from bank indicates a very small balance.We wired NY- 

"When can we rely on receiving remittance?Now ready to leave."Finished 
labelling Malaita specimens. ; 

No collecting done. Wea ther. fine and clears 

April 25 
Started overhaul on motor.Wrote some mail for SS"Marsina"which 

calls en route to Sydney in a few day's time. 
No collecting done. Weather fine with fresh Sk trades. 

April 26 
Radio reply came from NY informing that $10,000.had been sent 

out to the expedition between Jan.I5th(approx.)and April Q9th,the latter 
evidently being the date of the last dispateh.Of this amount $4500. has 
been received.So,Coultas can count on $5500.Thts sum will liquidate all 
debts out here (exclusive of New York deficit,staff salaries,etc.) 

I worked on the motor and visited Gavutu during the afternoon. 
No collecting done. Weather fine and clear. 

April 27 (Sunday) 
I spent last night at Gavutu returning to Tulagi at 9 A.M.to- 

day. 
No collecting done. Weather fine and clear. 

April 28 
The last remittance sent from NY on April 9th should reach Syd- 

ney on MayyIIth with the SS"Tahiti"mail.We showed the wire from the 
Museum to Mr.Scotts»BP's manager, proposing that he accept a cheque and 
allow us to leave for Samarai.He waived the responsibility but agreed 
to cable the head office-Sydney for superior sanction. 

Worked on motor and assisted in packing matérial for shipment. 
No collecting done. Fine weather continues. 

April 29 
Satisfactory reply from Burns FPhilp-Sydney gives us leave to 

depart for Samarai.We expect to call at Rennellion this trip. Then at 
Samarai we shall try to arrange an exchange of the"France'for the’ "Royal" 
Endeavor"which would be much to the expedition's advantage ; but the possi- 

bility of the trade is very remote.Failing this,the"Prance"can be pulled 
up for repairs to her copper sheathing .Coultas "will make New Caledonia 
his next collecting ground.I shall leave for America either at Samarai 
or Noumea,depending on time and convenience,- probably Samarai. 

I worked on the motor drawing pistons and taking down big end 
bearings for general inspection and cleaning. 

SS"Marsina" arrived and left for Gaudalcanal coast.SS"Duranbah" 
came in from Rabaul. ’ 

No collecting done. Weather fine but hot. 
April 30 

Continued work on motor and assisted with packing of specimens. 
The captain is seldom aboard the ship except to sleep,no matter what 
hour of the twenty-four.He and I are on wevewer frosty terms.I am in 
favor of giving him notice immediately.Coultas wants to wait,for fear 
that he might ieave us stranded without CGO 0 (OCC MA Cent, 

SS"Marsina"sailed for Sydney. 
No collecting done. Weather fine. 
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May f 
. Worked on motor .Attended at Capt.Crookshank's house for dinner 

in company of Mrs.Crookshank and Coultas. 
No collecting done. Fine weather during day. SE squalls and heavy 

rain at night. 
May 2 

Worked on motor until after lunch when I went over to Gavutu to 

obtain a spare part.I stayed for supper a t the mess.Mr.Riddall,the 
Asst.Acco untant in Lever Bros.office has applied to Coultas for work 
on the scho oner and has been promised an appointment. 

I returned to Tulagi about 8 P.M. Eyerdam has been ashore to-day, 
got lost on native tracks, and shot a male" long-tail"Centropus.This is 
the first specimen taken on Florida Is., although it has been heard 
many times. 

Fine weather with light 5k trade wind. 

May ? worked on the motor nearly all dayyiyerdam out after shells in 

small dinghy. 
SS"Duranbah"sailed.capt. H.Palmer's AV"Mendana"1is in port.We paid 

him a call in the evening. 
No collecting done. Clear weather with heavy showers at night. 

May 4 \ 
. Vessel remains at anchor in kllis Cove.The captain is ill with fever 

again which may delay our departure.I continued work on the motor and 
expect to overhaul and clean everything before the job is finished. 

Eyerdam out after shells. 
Clear and hot during day with heavy rain at night. 
No collecting done. 

May 5 
Busy re-assembling motor.Kyerdam ow after shells. 
on collecting done. Fine weather but hot and calm. 

May 
Gompleted work on the motor to-day.Captain still ill. 
Shipment of Malaita specimens and one package of curios and ethno- 

logical material marked in my name ready to go to Burns Fhilp. 
Kyerdam out after shells part of the day. 
No collecting done. Fine weather with good trade wind. 

May 7 
Additional adjustments necessary on motor before the vessel could 

leave the anchorage.Hove up at 2 ?.M.and proceeded alongside Carpenter's 

wharf to take in fresh water.Left with tanks full at 6:30 and anchored 
out in the harbor. 

SS"Mataram"arrived from Sydney at 4 P.M. 
kyerdam out after shells:admirable industry.No other collecting 

done .Mr.Riddall,the new prospective associate,came over from Gavutu in 
the evening. 

Weather fine and clear with brisk trades blowing.Rain at night. 

May 8 
No American mail came to hand. The vessel is ready for sea but 

the usual unfinished business lengthens the delay. Mr.Riddall moved his 
dunnage aboard to-day and officially joins the expedition on this date. 

I visited the steamer in the evening and learned that Dr.Lambert 
is in Tulagi and expects to visit Rennell Is., to make a health survey 
of the natives.He is directing the campaign of the Rockefeller Founda- 
tion(with cooperation of the Govt.Medical Service) on hookworm and yaws. 

This work has been carried on throughout the South Pacific generally. 
His intention of going to Rennell Is.,(under government supervision) 
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puts an entirely new aspect on our proposed trip which was to be to 
Samarai via Rennell Is.,without official permission or clearance(for 
reasons of expediency). 

No collecting done except Hyerdam's usual shell-hunt. 
Weather fine during day with rain at night. 

Ma 
J f went to see Dr.Lambert this morning and had a long conversation 

about Rennell Is.I fetched Coultas and we proposed that the Rockefeller 
Foundation visit Rennell as guest of the Whitney Expedition provided the 
Government is agreeable.This is the only way we can make the trip with- 
out having Govt. surveillance( police boys,etc.)to impede our work.If the 
Resident Commissioner is A4mrfavor it will save him the expense of two 
voyages to Rennell for the HMCS"Ranadi". 

We are fortunate not to be at sea bound for Rennell with a foreign 
clearance.The Govt. steamer would arrive with Dr.Lambert's pparty and 
the" France"would be seized for breaking pratique.Besides it is doubtful 
whether or not our old captain would take the ship to Kennell without 
clearance .Coultas has not informed hin. 

Dr.Lambert will talk matters over with the Resident Commissioner 
this evenings 

No collecting done. Rainy all day with very little wind. 
May IQ 

; We met Dr.Lambert early and learned that the Commissioner Mr. Ash- 
ley approved of the trip to Rennell Is., as outlined.Plans made to leave 
Tulagi on Monday night(May Ie@th). 

No collecting done. Weather fine with SE trade blowing fresh. 
May II (Sunday) 

Two anchors down on account of strong wind across harbor.I put in 
half the day working on the motor.Visited with Drs. Lambert and Steenson 
and took dinner with them. 

No collecting done other than Hyerdam's daily shell hunt. 
Fine weather and fresh trades from SE. : 

May Ie 
Worked on motor until noon.We hove up after lunch and proceeded 

alongside BP's wharf to draw some stores and fill up water tanks.Dr. 
Lambert ordered a generous supply of food for his part of the trip's 
maintenance.Vessel back at anchorage at 6 P.M. 

Hove up with all hands aboard at II P.M.and set course for Berande- 
Guadalcanal where we are to pick up Mr.Gordon White, Dr.Lambert's associ- . 
ate,who will assist him in his examination of natives. 

I received an official letter from the Govt.Sec't'y.this morning 
at II A.M.asking when we proposed aeviait to Kennell Is.,concerning which 
the Commissioner had been unofficially informed.I replied in writing with 
full particulars and sent the letter ashore for delivery by special mes- 
sanger to the"top office"this afternoon. 
; On watch in the engineroom all night.Calm sea with very little 

wind. 

May I3 
Off Guadalcanal coast at dawn anchoring at Berande at 7 A.M.Dr.Lam- 

bert went ashore to visit his field workers.I took the Opportunity to 
clean valves and filters.Mr.Robinson,manager of the local plantation en- 
tertained everyone at lunch.Mr. White and all the Rockefeller campaign 
gear embarked by I P.M.and the vessel away shortly after.Bucking strong 
SH wind and current all afternoon.We had to argue strongly with the cap- 
tain to carry on beyond Aola where he wanted to waste a night at anchor. 
Wind fell at dusk and vessel made better speed.Several rain showers. 

On watch between short naps throughout night. 
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May I4 : 

Off Marau Sound at 9 A.M.and by IO o'clock a course set for the 
uw eastern end of Rennell,the weather point of the island.ESE breeze with 

motor throttled down stands us well up on the desired course. 
Saw two flocks of noddy terns.Some rain squalls during day.One 

split the foresail near the peak;it took three hours to bend the new one 
which has been in the ship for over a year but never used. 

Vessel making good time all night.Captain afeared we might overrun 
the island without seeing it altered the course twice to the west ofsouth 
May I5 

, Rennell Is. sighted at daylight.Our protracted landfall would be 
about in the middle of the island.Ghanging the coursé last night gave a- 
way all our easting.Captain decided to beat up to round windward extrem- 
ity.Stopped motor at IO A.M.after nearly sixty hours of continuous run- 
ning.All day on long tacks.Put about offshore at 9:30 P.M.,about five 
miles from the eastern end of the island.Fresh E5u breeze with big sea 
running. 
May I6 

Around to leeward side of island by 5 A.M. and coasting along under 
fair breeze,which feel light at 9 o'clock.Started motor.Approached east- 
ern point of Kunggava bay where we came upon a flock of about thirty 
dusky-brownish-black shearwaters resting on the water.I saw Single speci- 
mens earlyythis morning and tried to shoot two of them from the deck. 
This is the largest flock I have yet seen.Unfortunately,none were collect- 
ed. 

Proceededinto bay and found good sheltered anchorage the captain 
taking my directions based on Crockshank's leading marks.Natives came off 
immediately,among them many fahiliar faces.Eyerdam and I went ashore col- 
lecting in the afternoon,returning about 20 birds of 6 species.One immedi- 
ately notices how prolific the bird life is on Rennell compared to any 
other island in the Solomons( or in this part of the world). 

We saw only a few people arbund the beach settlement.Most of them 
are inland at the lake settlement(Kasiwala)attending a festival of some } 
kind. 

Weather cleared up after we were anchored.Assisted in pre paring 
specimens until 9 P.M. 
May If 

9 A.M.started motor and shifted vessel to position closer to land- 
ing and in calmer water.Riddall out collecting for the first time with 
kyerdam and myself. 

Dr.Lambert set up flies on shore to begin examinations for yaws and 
hookworm and census survey.Natives came across from Bellona settlement in 
the Kanava distréet;this is locatea@ on the western side of bay in which 
the"France"lies at anchor. 

Several good species returned including a thrush(Turdus choiseuli) 
and the little ground dove(Gallicolumba) .We want to concentrate on the 
more unique. P auod DbBQe we oWem debe 

Putting up birds in the evening. Weather fine and clear;strong SE ee big swell in the bay most of which we escape. 
May . 

Riddall,iyerdam,and I ashore most of the day returning about 25 
speeimens.I took some photographs on the sand beach in the afternoon. 
fen natives,most of whom I can recognize,came down to the"White Sands" 
from the lake settlement (Tengano) .They bring greetings from beth the in- portant chiers and are prepared to take a party in for a visit. 

Assisted with bird-skinning and preparation after Supper. 
Overcast most offthe day with rain at night. 
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May I9 

We decide to leave for a stay at the lake to-morrow morning. 
Byerdam and I busy with preparation.Riddall and the Captain both ill 

with fever.Developed some photographs and went ashore for a short time 

in the afternoon.No specimens brought in.All the more acquisitive natives 
are anxioum to go out shooting;But the majority would simply waste ammu- 
nitiong@ne youth may be useful.sSpeaking generally, the practice is risky. 

Showers during afternoon and at night. 

May 20 
Dr. Lambert,Mr.White(his associate) ,kyerdam and I finally got off 

at II:I5 A.M.for the trip inland after the usual delays with carriers 
and packs.We used the same track I went over previously,- rough,coraline 
limestone nearly al 1 the way-.Rain fel all afternoon to make matters 
worse and we arrived at the terminal village on Lake Tengano in several 
stages of desretude about 5:50 where we took very crowded shelter in two 
houses.I got under a rug with a slight attack of fever. 

We dined on panas(a speeles of small yam) and tea.Kyerdam and [ 
slept under a shelter aboutI2 feet x IO with six natives o f various 
sizes Dr. Lambert and White shared a comparativelyylarge ho use(I5 feet x 
30 feet)with about 30 native companions. 

~No collecting done. Rain in showers throughout night. 
May 2I 

We were under obligation to visit the chiefs and their cohorts be- 
fore doing anything.All important citizens are partisans to some degree 
in a religious rituel which has been going on for some time centering 
around fo od interest,- fertilitynof the soil,harvest,and so forth.We 
came away loaded with presents of coconuts and vegetables.T[hese recipro- 
cated our gifts of axes to important men(three)and an adze to each of the 
two chiefs. 

kyerdam and I got out collecting about IO A.M.after putting up our 
flies to give allmembers of the party a place to work and sleep.Privacy 
does not exist in the social scheme of Rennell.Eyerdam got a specimen of 
the crane(se-called by me when I missed it during my first visit);it is 
a spoonbill and prowed to be a female(doubtful).The natives tell me int- 
eresting and Fee Phene ee tee ger Out this species.There is supposed to 
exist only a few(three kas “ cited)and these apparently do not breed 
here,;nor do they leave the vicinity of the lake to go in the forest to 
breed like the cormorants;nor do they migrate.When asked how long the 
birds had been around the lake in their memory the only answer [ could 
get was"long time",an idea of limited meaning to these peoplé.They know 
the nesting habits of the other bird residents;but this spoonbill has 
them puzzled to the extent that several told me it was connected in some 
mysterious way with the"Big Master",the god of their universe.Certain 
other birds are taboo and are involved with mythology;but this one is the 
most interesting. 

The Plumage of Halcyon sancta appears different here on Rennell.I 
am always expecting to find this species breeding somewhere in the islands 
but without success. 

Returned to put up birds in the afternoon. 
Weather unsettled during day but fine at night. 

May 22 
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ae 
The rail which I thought we had missed on our previous visit was 

shot to-day and proved to be the relatively common Dupetor flavicollis, 

a brown bittern.Natives do not seem to know any other bird that might be 

ymnocrex or a pitta. 
he out collecting on the lake returned nothing new but managed 
to get two pairs of ducks which were welcome for food. 

All members of the party had to visit the circle of chiefs several 

times.Much singing and dancing going on.I made several photographs in 

very poor light. 
Weather overcast with heavy rain at night. 

May 2 
, TEE Te and his assistant Mw.White left for the coast at 9:I5. 

Heavy rain followed for the day.We collected a pair of grebes and an ibis 
The latter species is much more common at the lake than in the bush. 

Eyerdam and I went out on the lake but the weather made collecting 
aifficult.He found specimens of Melanians proving that the lake had been 
lifted up recently in its geologic history. 

Weather cleared up at night. 

May 24 
Fine weather broke this morning and we went out on the lake early. 

I had hoped to take soundings but strong Si wind prevented me getting 
very far beyond islands.The sky clouded over about noon driving us to 
shelter at Baingau village, the place where the field party stopped on 
its visit ins [929ir 

I saw a black water snake about I6"long but could not manage to 
catch it, the natives in the canoe being-very much frightened.We got sev- 
eral species of prawns and two species of fish.Shells are extremely un- 
common .Several birds collected during the afternoon. 

Very heavy rains during night and squalls of wind that nearly blew 
over our tent. 
May 25 

Rain continued all day making any work impossible.We were forced tc 
sit in the tent all morning surrounded by a large crowd of natives.We 

both went out on the lake after lunch primarily to wash and to shoot a 
duck for food. 

I find a cold developing and notice that many of the natives have 
Apes and sneezes.Rain in gusty squalls throughout night. 
May 

Morning overcast and rain commenced about 7 A.M.but lifted in an 
hour so that we could prepare to depart.I got a few photographs when the 
sun came out.We left at II A.M.and reached the coast about 3:30. 

Found all hands aboard the ship where we unpacked our specimens 
and cleaned up.After supper we put up birds until 9 P.M. 

Weather overcast but rain kept off all night. 
May 27 

This proved to be one of the worst days yet experienced here for 
weather- rain and easterly wind all day.At work developing photographs. 
Riddall ill with fever and Dr.Lambert nursing an island sore on his ankle. 
The vessel is crowded with natives clamoring to trade;they are a constant 
source of annoyance. 
May 28 

Weather broke favorable this morning so that we could take some 
more photographs which were subsequently developed. 

kyerdam ashore with three of the boat's crew returning a number of 
specimens .These kept us busy until 9 P.M. 

Showers during the night. 
May 29 

Hove up at 4 A.M.and proceedeed out of the bay under power setting 

May 22 
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course for western extremity of the island.We passed close in shore 

at Logugi where Dr.Deck anchored about I8 years ago.No natives were 

seen,a clump of coconuts being the only sign of habitation.Again,at 

the end of the island a few coconuts showed that natives had been using 

thes ptace codstacfishing camp.Two interpreters on board call this spot 

Mungghenua.From here we stood over to Mongiki(Bellona Is.)and arrived 

off the eastern end at 5 F.M.We coasted along to the SW end of the is- 

land to the reputed anchorage,letting go as soon as the bottom showed. 

The vessel swung round on her chain and bumped ancoral razorback.We 

had a very narrow escape but lost the port anchor and eight fathoms of 

chain in getting away.Hove to on a seaward tack for the night.Rain in 

squalls from the Sh. 
May 30 

At dawn we found ourselves about e miles off the land.Started 
motor and proceeded to an anchorage in good light.One canoe with two 
excited occupants picked up on the way;we found the beach lined with 
people.Some came off in canoes,others swam,so that the decks were soon 
swarming with them.They look very much the same as the Rennellese but 
have different tattooing.ividently their language is also different. 
Our interpreters have difficulty in conversing with them. 

Collecting party landed immediately but we found very few birds. . 
We visited numerous habitations which were located at tne ends of paths 
that led off straight central trails at right angles.The terrane is not 
as rough as Rennell;there is a great deal more area available for gar- 
den planting and a larger population on relative man-land ratio.I shot 
a few of the red-bellied fruit doves which are similar to those of Ren- 
néll.No small birds came to my ecalling.Coultas shot a fine Accipiter. 

Dr.Lambert made a sketchy census and was informed by the local 
committee of importance that no doctors,nor medecine,nor white men of 
any description were wanted on the island.He found their general health 
good. 

All on board by 5 P.M. Busy putting up specimens. 
May 31 

Hove away ancnor at 4 A.M.setting a course for Rennell.Light bSn 

breeze.Close to the western end of the island we picked up a canoe with 
two natives,one a chief of this isolated community(Mungghenua) .They 
conversed with the two interpreters.Apparently the population at this 
end of the island is very small.We entered the western end of Kolugu 
bay at 3 P.M..A/C on leading marks to reach the best anchorage and came 
to in IO fathoms. 

We spent the rest of the day developing photographs but with very 
poor results. 

Weather fine and clear;wind fell toward evening. 
June I 

Kyerdam and several collectors ashore nearly all day.The only birc 
known to be here on Rennell and as yet uncollected is an owl,evidently 
a Spiloglaux. 

Goultas taking photographs and myself busy preparing the engine 
for te=morrow!s ode parture. 

Hunters returned about 4 o'clock which gave us work until 8 P.M. 
SH wind off the land during night- clear and cool except for one 

rain squall. 
June 2 

Hove up 7 A.M.after clearing the decks of all natives many of 
whom wanted to accompany us.froceeded out of the bay making for eastern 
end of the island.We rounded the eastern cape at 2:30 P.M.and stopped 
the motor.Allsails set with the wind from the & and sSi. 
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June 5 
Having spent last night anchored at Aola on the Guadalcanal 

coast we arrived in Tulagi to-day at 2:50”.M.and made fast alongside 
Garpenter's wharf to take in fresh water. 

Landed Dr.Lambert's gear and got back to anchorage by 4:30. 

Showers at night. 

June 6-15 
During this period the vessel remained anchored in Tulagi harbor. 

Muchnbustinesstwas done by Coultas with the Government and Burns Philp 

to enable the"France"to get away to Samarai where she will be pulled up 
on 2a slip for repairs.ityerdam spent a week in the hospital with very bad 
malaria.Three Solomon boys were signed on for a year's service and de- 
posit paid for their return.I put in a lot of time working on the motor 
and assisting in general work about the ship.No collecting was accom- 
plished. 

June 16 
Obtained clearance and made adieux ashore.Vessel away for Sama- 

rai at 2:15 P.. M.All sails set with smart SE breeze.Stopped motor at 
33:30 P.M.All hands have to stand two-man watches of four hours each 
with the exception of the captain and the cook. 

The trip across proved uneventful but for twoodays of bad weather 
toward the last of it;only good fortune carried us through without mis- 
hap.Ve anchored the"France"in Samarai about noon on June 23rd. 
June 24-duly I7 

During this period the vessel was pulled up on the slip of J.R. 
Glay & Company and Ber copper sheathing repaired.It was found that the 
outer stern-tube bearing was cracked and projecting out of its setting 
which necessitated the drawing of the shaft and the fitting of a new 
one.I assisted the engineer with this work.The vessel was on the ways 
from July 5-to I3.No worm or rot was found in the hull and about 50 
sheets of copper were renewed,all the old ones oxidized to the thinness 

of paper.Additional work on the deck was carried on during my absence on 
a collecting trip to Misima Is. 

Captain Burrell was finally dismissed and sent to Sydney on the 
SS"Morinda"which left Samarai on July 7th.I sentoca radio to Gapt.?.R. 
Lang,former Captain of the"France"in effort to obtain replacement.For- 
tunately he proved available at the reasonable figure of 34 pounds a 
monthihe will join the ship in about two week's time. 

Permits were obtained to collect on Misima(St.Aignan Is.)for Mr. 
Riddall and myself from the Government Secretary at Port Moresby and 
we left Samarai on July I7th on the AV"Yela Gili"at II:40 A.M.and an- 
chored for the night at"Tubi Tubi",a small island in the Calvados Chain. 
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July 18th, 1930 

Hove up at 6:15 A.M. and vessel under weighk by 6:30 with 
course steering for Conflict Group punching into a choppy sea all the 
way which makes this little ship jump about. Sighted Panasesa Tsland 
about 10:30 A.M. Crossed Emerald Reef. Anchored in lee of Panesesa 
Island at-2:350 P.M. 

Riddall, Charligand I out collecting wntil dark. This 
‘land was previously worked in May, 1929. Additional species-- 
Merops ornatus, two ospreys, Cinnyris. Mr. Hutchinson reports 
finches on uninhabited islands. Plenty of terns about--lesser 
sooties and small white sumatras. No shore birds this time of 
year. Atoll terrane typical. Putting up birds (15) until’10:30 P.M. 
Slept ashore with host. 

Weather fine and clear for a change. Strong SE at night. 

July 19th, 1930 

On board by 6 A.M. and anchor aweigh and course set for 
Deboyne Group. Passed Torlesse Group by 11:30 A.M. Panietta and 
Misima in sight. Inside lagoon (Deboyne) making good progress. 
Anchored off Nivani Island at 2:30. Landed all our gear and stores 
at Mr. Munt's place. Walked around Nivani with gun but saw nothing 
of interest: Cockatoo, Com. Red Parrot, Halc., Sancta, Zosterops, 
Haliaster indus, Cinnyris , Plover (Charad. dom. ) 

Slept on AV "Kiribi", after dining with Mr. Munt (Dreesmend 

—Saw numerous noddy terns and white sumatras. 
Weather fine and clear throughout. Wind from SE has 

been unusually strong dvring night for past few nights. Spots of 
rain but good sleeping. 

July 20th, 1930 

Made ready with all gear embarked after a good breakfast. Left 
Nivani about 11 A.M. and crossed Deboyne Lagoon clearing East Passage 

' by 12:20 and thence through a heavy sea. The small cutter very wet 
. and tossed about. Numerous noddies about, some apparently in 

immature plumage, 
Arrived in Bwaga Bwage Bay and ship tied up to bank. Landed 

our stuff and got settled in a rest house. Wrote letter to R. M. SED 
at Bwagaoia and enclosed permits and GS letter. Mail leaves by 
ve for Government Station. 

Weather fine and clear with fresh ESE wind. “Ewa Naw H IWEINNVH 
rain inte rmittent lis 6 HAILVINASHNAAY AIAG 
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July 2lst, 1950 

Riddall, myself and Charlie out hunting from 8 A.M. until 3:50 
P.M. I first dispatched mail to R. M. at Bwagaoia. The terrane is 
a substratum of coraline limestone and broken porphyry which is 
washed down the gullies and stream beds. Kui-tau, the highland to 
the westward--3400 feet. Stanley called the top very old--primary 
formation, the island elevated by subsequent upheavals; these can 
be seen in bluff terraces along cliff front behind brief foreshore. 

Saw few birds during forenoon on account of wind, rain and 

clouds. Cleared up after lunch. Altogether, we returned some dozen 
birds of six species. Bird population not large--something like 
Rossel Is. Busy putting them up until lou -.M. 

Weather continued fine from 12 A. M. This place has a 
reputation for daily rainfall. 

July 22nd, 1930 

Riddall and Charlie and one local policeman (VC) who . 

accompanied me yesterday, took the guns out today. I stayed in camp 
to prepare the remaining specimens and get the labels up to date. 
Finished by 10:30 A.M. Wrote notes. 

Purchased considerable native food of excellent quality and 
some eggs. 

Riddall, Charlie and the local VC returned about 2:50 with a 
half dozen birds, of which three are new to the collection. The 
policeman got only one bee-eater, badly mangled. Few of the 
natives show any aptitude for shooting. Put up the birds and had 
a hearty supper entirely of fresh food. 

Weather fine until 3 P. M. when rain began to fall continuing 
intermittently throughout the night. 

July 23rd, 1930 

Rain kept us indoors until about 9 
Riddall, Charlie and self out until 3 P 
and the first Myzomela. For this day 1 
a flying fox. 

I collected land shells of three species for W. J. E. and 
several species of highly colored sticlk-insects. Experienced usual 
rough terrane, 

At work putting up birds until 10 P.M. leaving several for 
tomorrow-one Corwus and the common hawk--Haliaster indus. 

No rain during afternoon but heavy downpour at night. 

duly 24th, 1930 

2:50 when it cleared somewhat. 
eM. Shot a long-tailed dove 
5 specimens put up including 

Three natives out shooting. Charlie, the boat's crew of "France" 
from Ysabel is the poorest hunter of all. Riddall and self worked 
on birds until 2 P.M. He skins them out for me to make up. Hunters 
returned at 4 P. M. with 15 birds, adding another specimen. 

A squad of women came across the island from Siak Bay laden 
with provender for gale. 
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(July 24th-continved ) 

Continued! work on birds until 9:30°P. M. Two specimens 
of small flying fox returned and a female Myzomela. 

Weather fine and clear all day. 

Waly 25th, 1950 

Three hunters out at 8:50 A.M. including Charlie of Ysabel. 

Riddall and self working on birds until noon when we had an interval 
to witness a pig-killin; eight bled and duly cooked. Obtained a 
few photographs. 

A good half of the specimens are mangled and bloody in part so 

that more time is required in preparation. Several Myzomela negrita 
returned. We sat until 10 P.M. putting up. 

Rain came down in torrents during the night. The day was fine 

throughout although overcast.the first twelve hours of daylight. 
Self suffering from pain in left lung, evidently a w= mer touch 

Of Seema A ces (TiS. 

July 26th, 1930 

Heavy rain throughout night and up til) 11 A.M. We finished 
the birds and I went over check-list with the locals but can only 
discover four that we have not yet taken. There are others, certain- 
ly, including the white-eye (Zost. aignani) which has not been 
encountered as yet. 

Sent off three hunters at noon when weather cleared. 
Pain in hung worse this morning due to wet weather, I suppose. 
Rain commenced again at 2 P.M. and continued throughout the 

afternoon to evening only varying in intensity occasionally. No 
success in the field --only three common species shot, one cockatoo 
for locality. 
; Put them up and continued to listen to rainfall in bad humor. 
Rain all night. 

July 27th, 1930 

Unable to go out due to heavy rains which continved all day. 
AV Kiribi with Mr. Munt aboard arrived at 35 P.M. from Nivani. 

He departed for Bwagaoia at 3:30 due back on Tuesday evening. 
Found large eel washed out of nearby river undoubtedly of 

wide distribution for i have seen the same in Solomon rivers about 
54 feet long with two feelers or short outgrowths at nostrils, 
thick lips and serrated teeth in rows in both jaws, white belly, 
streaky, mottled olivaceoms green and grey upperside and flanks; 

i know not how to skin it and preserve it. 
Rain continued throughout night. 

July 28th, 1930 

Three natives ovt with gund despite continved rain which let 
up about 2 P.M. Hunters returned late with only 12 birds all common. 
The land rail is only the common Porphyria which is considered a 
pest by the natives as at Rennell and Bellona. Worked on them until 
about 9:50, 

Wind fresh from ESE with tendency to clear weather up a little. 
Rain intermittent during evening. Mission ketch, J. R. Williams arrived from Salamo-Fergusson Is. oo 

= a 
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July 29th, 1930 

Three hunters out again. Weather cleared about 10 A.M. and sun 
came out. This is the second decent day since our arrivel. Finished 

two birds left over and started packing for departure. 
Hunters returned ten specimens by carrier at 1 P.M. and started 

us working. Several more came in later. Mr. Munt's AV Kiribi came in 
at 6 P.M. We went off and had dinner with him. Returned to finish 
birds which kept us until 10 P. M. 

Weather clear with fresh SB wind throughout nicht. 
The usual small sumatras and noddies common about the lagoon. 

July 30th, 193 0 

Embarked all our gear on board the "Kiribi" and set out for Nivani 
at 9A. M. Arrived and anchored at 12:50 and went ashore for lunch. 
Went across to Pani Pompom Isl. for an hour's collecting but Was 
hampered by lack of big cartridges. Shot a few white-eyes and honey- 
suckers. Put them up on board the little ship which is our house 
while we are here. 

Weather fine and clear with wind SE. One squall during night. 

July 31st, 1930 

Had an early breakfast and got over to Pani Pompom Is. by 9 A.M. 
for a little hunting. Shot some Pachyaphala and two good male 
Ptilinopus rivolii and the common flycatcher. The terrane is exceljent 
for collecting, the ground being rocky and somewhat sparsely timber- 
ed. Returned to Nivani Is. by 11 A.M. and had a light lunch before 
embarking on AV "Matoma"” which came to anchor shortly. The captain 
departed almost immediately for the Conflict Group where we anchored 
for the nisht in lee of an outlying island. Busy putting up birds all 
afternoonm board. 

Numerous terns sighted; resting grounds undoubtedly in the 
mi ciniiy. 

Weather fine and clear throughout. 

August lst,. 1930 

Vessel shifted to Panesesa Is., to load copra. Both Riddall and 
myself sent ashore to collect hoping to get another kingfisher but 

_ were unsuccessful, having no adequate ammunition. Took much needed 
baths at the manager's house and returned on board. Sailed for 

_ Samarai at 7 P. M. making slow progress during night due to counter 
current and heavy cargo load. 

Weather fine throughout night. Wind S@ and SSE. 

= 

> 

August 2nd, 1930 

Arrived and anchored in Samarai harbor at 10:30 A.M. Disembarked 
all gear and placed it in Clay's store. Met Coultas who came across in 
the slip launch. Had lunch at the hotel and returned per launch to . 

_Belesana. Here I met Capt. Lang who has been here since July 26th. 
Allrepair work has been finished to the satisfaction of Coultas and 
the vessel can proceed to Samarai anytime. Weather fine and clear 
‘throughout. Took birds over to ship and put them out for further 
drying. Wo collecting done. 
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ngust 3rd, 1930 

ts Spent the day quietly over at the slip.Belesana. 
Weather fine and clear throughout. 

Eyerdam has made a remarkable collection of corals and seashells. 

No birds collected in this locality on this occasion. 

Worked on motor dvring afternoon making ready to take ship over 
to Samarai tomorrow. 

August 4th, 1930 

; Unable to get off until 10 A.M. when we hove up and proceeded out 
into straits. Anchored off the port at 10:40. S§ Elveric of Glasgow 
in port loading for Singapore. Eyerdam intends to leave by this 
ressel on the 6th. 

Ashore on business and retreived material returned from Misima 
srip out of storage. 

Worked on motor during afternoon, having blown out a safety air 
plate on charging line during run across. Overhauled and tuned up 
compressor set. 

No collecting done. 
Weather fine and clear all day with numerous southerly squalls 

uring night. 

August 5th, 1930 

Anchored off Samarai Is. I worked on motor part of the day with 
iddall to instruct him for his job of taking the driving over to Tulagi. 

Enquired about passage to Sydney ashore and find I can leave by either 

lorinda on the 8th or the Montoro on the 14th. 
Eyerdam embarked on boad the SS Hlveric in the evening after a 

little dinner at the hotel. 
No collecting done. 
Weather fine and clear throught. Fresh trades ESE. 

August 6th to 8th, 1930 

During this time, I finished up my work on the ship and imparted 

as much knowledge as possible to Riddall ‘about the motor. I packed up 
all my miscellaneous belongings of three years on the “France” and 

having made my adieux ashore, departed per SS Morinda at 12 A.M. 

Ber iday August 8th. 
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Bougainville Is., seuth Coast ~ Buin District : 

 - oe ae July 20-27 - 1929 
. 

- - Phe only extensive lewland litteral on Bougainville.Hills or approx. 

—~[OOO-1500 reet clese areund Lenolai harpor(Ss point or the island) .vnence 

westward around the seuthern and seuthwestern edge or the land(apout 50 

miles ef coastline)= lew,rlat country reaches iniand trem I5 to 20 miles. 

It is swampy in many places,especially southwestward trom the high moun- 

 tains(Siwai & Banoni dists.).Numereus small rivers drain the southern wa- 

 tershed or the Kronprinzen Gepirge-ine land is cevéred with dense seconda 

. vegetation everywhere, interspersed with great trees OF several species;tP 

gmaller bush,generally thicker and more ditricult to penetrate,is predom. 

epi Atigreves or small trees about 50 or 40 feet in height,orakes or wild 
& 

-eane along the river banks,and ne grassland worthy er mentien;native gar-- 

dens in number,the heaviest push usually peing cleared to yilela the pest 

 g0il- apparently the rarther inland the more rervile. : 

_—s all: species taken during the visit to S5uin represent this unirerm —/—_ 

tat. , 
% (nete:the lecal patrel orricer,a man Or ceonsideraple experience, descripe 

a lake he had visited up in the mountains,whicn can pe reacnea rrem the 

. Buta ceast in two er threes days-No natives living near it(er anywnere on 

“Jeugainville at this elevatien)- about 5500 eet er mere.iine place 1s sup- 

- posed tq be the habitation or 4 tamburan( devil, heopgopiin,ogre,etc.,jand . 

4s regared with superstition py the mountain natives.lir.Ward cstimated iv. 

te be about 7 miles long and one or two wide,regular in shape,and set. im. 

@ sert of pocket formed by converging valleys and ravines.He viewed 1U 

frem a commanding ridge;mest er the sides were very steep to descend, rocky 

cliffs dropping sheer in some places around its marge-it looked to be heay 

lly weeded to the waters edge on all sides;no reeds or grassy marshland 

was discernible.Ihis report is veriried py nev.ratner J-5-Poncelet or the 

Marist Mission whe is the only other white man whe has seen it. 

the expeditien was unable to make a camp here.) 
Systematic List or Species 

(all names in parenthesis provisional py Dr.k. Mayr) 

I.Mino dumontii krerrti(?) 
2.Aplonis cantoroides 
%.eAwlonis metallicus subsp. 
4.(Aplonis ¢iganteus) 
5 .Myzemela( ruscelivacea) . 
6-Cinnyris jugularie rlavigastra 
7-Dicaeum sp. subsp. 
8.Zesterops(chrysolema) Supsp. 
9.Monarcha( leucophthalmus) 
I0.Monarcha( arses) J 
It.Monarcha( menadensis) , 
12.Khipidura( albepunctata) 
I3.-Khipidura tricolor meigieuca 

14.Khipidura rufifrens commadg 
I5-Graucflus lineatus subsp. 
16 .Graucelus (nigrescens) 
I7-Graucfilus papuensis subsp. 
I8 .Edolisoma(schisticeps) 
I9.Pitta( meeki) , 
20.Gollecalia ruciphaga vanikorensi% 
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a 2I.Hemiprocne mystacea woodrordiana 
22.kurystomus erientalis subsp. 
23.Ninox sp. subsp. 
24.Alcedo atthis subsp. 
25.Alcyone(sibilans) 
26.Alcedo( pallidus) 
27 eHHalcyon(salomoneneis) 
28 .Halcyon( kaloproktos) 
29.Chalcites malayanus subsp. 
30.Chalcites lygidus plagosus 
31.Eudynamis sclopacea supsp. 
32 ° (Bes sp al 

33.Cacatoes SP. SubSp. 
34.iicrepyg ial parva) 
35.Micropsitta sp. subsp. 
36-Lorius pectoralis salemonensis 
37 -Geofrroyus sp. subsp. 
38.Pandion haliaetus subsp. 
39.8aza subscritata subsp.(?) 
40.Accipiter hiogaster subsp. 
4[.anas superciliosa pelewensis 
42 .Puilinopus(emrythrothorax) 
43.Ptilinopus superpus — 
44.Vucula(lopata) 
45.Chalcophaps stephani mortond 
46.(Megacrex) 
47.Porphyrio sp. subsp. 
teeta reinwardt subsp. 

(scolopacea) 

RH RRR RUHR RHEE ONNRHHANRFRNENHY 

Species seen put not collected aa 
Hirundo tahitica = not taken 
Khyticeros plicatus mendanae (taken on Seug'ville pre 
Halcyon sancta = not taken 
Cacomantis malayanus subsp. taken * . 
Trichoglossus haematodus subsp. taken". - “. - 
Halcyon albicilla saurophnagus ae net taken « 
Ducula(grisea) taken 

: tringa hypoleuces taken ; 
Sterna dougallii bangsi net taken : 
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